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Abstrac t
This research was carried out to gain an understanding of the educational
and career aspirations and expectations of students in the graduatin g class from a
rural schoo l on a remo te island off the coast of Newfoundland. Canada. A number
of variables. affecting aspirations and expectat ions. were exam ined. These
included : the number and type of science courses taken: the marks in these courses:
the use of the internet and other information technologies to gain career
information: parenta l occupation and level of education; student use of teachers and
guidance counsellors as career reso urces; and the role of fam ily in a iding students.
To measure the aspirational level of aspired-to careers. as well as expected careers.
two scales were used. The General Educational Development Scale (OED) and the
Specific Vocational Preparation Scale (SVPl are both subscales of the Canadian
Classification and Dictionary of Occupations ,CCDOI. For career aspirations. relatively
high levels of aspiration were found tor both OED and SVP values. These values were
lower lor career expectations. Positive Spearman' s rho correlations were found between
GEDand SVP levels tor career aspirations and career expectations.
Significant Spearman's rho correlations were found between the OED and SVP
levels lor career aspirations and expectations. attainment in certain science courses. as
well as anainmem in academic science courses. A negative correlation was found lor
nonacademic courses.
Findings indicated that there were no other factors that had statistically significant
com-lations wi th le...e ts of career aspirations and expectations. However. a number of
ether trends were found in the data.
Recommendatio ns based on these findings include ways by which rural students
may be exposed [ 0 various non-local career options. They also include suggestions for
improved guidance servic es in student career planning.
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. 1
CHAPTER I
INTRODU CTION
The purpose of this study were to examine the educational aspirations and
expectations along with the career aspirations and expectations of students in the
graduating class of a rural high school situated in an isolated Newfoundland Island
area. Factors affecting aspirations and expectations were examined. The Island
area lies off the east coast of North America. In order to gain an understanding of
the situation affecting these graduates. it is important to describe the geographical.
historical. economic. and social contexts oftheir lives.
Geographica l Context
Newfoundland and Labrador. one otCanada's ten provinces. is located on
the east coast of North America (see Figure 1.11.
Figure \.I Nonh America
The province consists of two major regions. the island of Newfoundland
and the mainland region called Labrador. which are part of continental North
America. The island of Newfoundland is situated in the North Atlantic and lies
between 44" and 52" North latitude and between 52" and 60" West longitude (see
Figure 1.2 ).
The sample site called "the Island" lies offNewto undlands northeast coast
near the 50th parallel. Thus. it is an isolated island off an isolated island. The
Island has an area of 182 km- with 10 small communities around the coast. Its
coastline is barren and rocky with numerous small coves and inlets providing
limited shelter from the strong winds and high seas that frequently barter the
shores of the Island. The interior of the Island is a combination of rocky soil.
mossy bog. and small. forested areas containing mainly coniferous trees such as
balsam fir. black spruce. white spruce. and larch. The poor rocky soil and the
rough seas cause the environment to be harsh. and historically it has been a
struggle to eke out a living from either.
In order to prov ide a context lor the understand ing of the aspirations and
expectat ions of the young peop le from this isolated Island. a brief historica l
overview o f European settlement and educational services will be given.
Historical Contes t
John Cabot was the first European to visn Newfoundland in 1 ~97 " At that
time. it \vas noted that the waters around the island of Newfoundland were
teeming with codfis h. This disco ver: ' led to the vast European fisher: that has
occurred in Newfound land waters ever since" During the 1500 and 16oo ·s.
settlement was discouraged and sometimes nOI allow ed. Thus. only a summer
lisher:"occurred. Ships left the European cities. in particular. Poole and Bristol in
England and Waterford in Ireland. as well as ports in Spain. Portugal. and France
to lake part in th is summer fis hery. They arrived in Newfoundland in the spring
and caught the cod lish all summer long. Sall ing and drying it on wooden racks
called flakes preserved the fish lor transport back to Europe in the fall . On ly a feu
landsmen were left behind to look after the small boats. stages (small wooden
fishing sheds combi ned with wharves) and other small buildings duri ng the winter.
so that they wou ld be ready lor the returnin g fishing fleet the next spring.
,Nume rous disputes arose between England and France over land ownership
as well as fishing rights during those ear ly years in Newfo undland's history . Both
countries claimed areas of the province. and set up armored garrisons to protect
their cit izens and territories. One of the first attempts by the British to lay offi cia l
claim to Newfoundland was by an English admiral. Sir Humphrey Gilbert in 1583.
He claimed Newfoundland in the name of Queen Elizabeth I in the presence of
military and naval personnel. as well as fishing captain s trom [he various
European countr ies. This ceremony look place in the settlement of St. John's. 00\\
the provincia l capita l. This claim was e tten disputed over the next ~OO years
(Prowse. 1972).
In 1713 with. the signing of the Treaty of Utrecht between France and
England. England gained full ownership of Newfoundland but acco rded France
certain fishing privileges in des ignated coastal areas. Thus. Newfou ndland
became an official British possession. Settlement regulat ions were strictly
initiated and contro lled by Britain until 1832. Then Representative Government
was established giving Newfoundlande rs limited control over their own affairs.
with many aspects of governance coming from Great Britain. In 1855
Newfoundland was given Responsible Government with a lmost total con trol over
its own affairs (Prowse. 1972). This system cont inued until 1934 when
Newfoundland became bankrupt and a Comm ission of Government was
established with an English Governor. three Newfoundlander Commissioners and
three English Commissioners. Elections to public off ice were com pletely
abolished. This system continued until Newfoundland entered imo Confederation
with Canada in 1949. Newfoundland had control of its fi sher~.. from 1855 to 19-19.
However. this ended when Canada was given control of the main fisheries
operations such as setting fish quotas: the distribution of licenses for fishing in
Canadian waters; enfo rcement of fishery regulations inside Canada 's two hundred
mile limit: and resource management strategies (Nathan Bates. pers. comm.. 1999 1.
The history of settlement on the Island is closely tied to the history of
Newfoundlan d. Despite early restrictions by Britain. limited settlement began in
the 1500' s as more people sought emp loymem in the Newfoundland fishery. and
word of the possibilities lor land and freedom from fi nanc ial oppress ion spread.
Many young men in England were enterin g the f lsbery as a means to escape the
rule of the British landowners where employment oppon unities were often as
limited as that of serf farm ers. Small fishing communities sprang up all over
New foundland in various bays and coves . The first town on the Is land was one
such settlement. This first town had a good harbo ur and it was relative ly neal'
prime fishing grounds. The first record of permanent settlement was in 1697:
however. records indicate that summer settlement OCCUlTedbefore this (Donahue.
1987).
like many small communities arou nd Newfou ndland during th is time.
mainly West Country English fishermen and their fami lies settled on the b land.
,Each such community also had a merchant fami ly who bought the tish from the
fisherman in exchange for food and fishing supplies. The Slade family from Poole
in England is the first recorded merchant family on the Island. They set up
business in the mid 1700' s and continued 10 operate into the late 1860 ' s. when the
business was taken over b~' the Earle family. Bartering and trade often left the
fishermen indebted to me merchant from one year to the next. In many ways. It
also provided a subsistence living. Banerin g continued on the Island until J967
when the Earle family closed down the business. After 1967. a Fishermen 's
Cooperative organized and ran the fish plants. buying and selling varietie s of fish
from the local fishermen (Donahue. 1987).
The history o f education in Newfoundland began in the early days of
settlement with the arriva l of church missionaries from England and Ireland.
Schools developed as services of the churches. which assumed respons ibilities fIX
educating members ofth eir own denominations. with government grants assigned
to those participating churches. Therefore. there was a system of church-
controlled schools with limited government legislative COntrol. By the time
Newfoundland entered confederation with Canada. most of Ihe other Canadian
provinces had evolved 10 public school systems. But under section 93 of the
British North America Act of 1867. protection was given to certain religious rights
of Canadian schools. Newfoundland. as part of its TenDS of Union with Canada.
chose to continue to operate under a denominational school system. The
following churches operated their O\ \TI denominational school systems at the time
of confederation in 1949: Roman Catholic. Anglican. United Church.
Presbyte r ian. Salvation Army. and Pentecostal. In 1% 9. all the existing churches
which operated schools. except the Roman Cathol ic and the Pentecostal. chose to
amalgamate educational services. This led to the Integrated school system in
which the participating churches had equal responsibility for the operation of their
schools. So. there remained three systems of education in Newfoundland. namely
the Roman Catholic. the Pentecostal and the Integrated. This system continued to
operate up until 1997 when Bill 17 was passed in the Canadian Parliament. at the
request of the Government of Newfoundland and l abrador. that ended
denominational control of the schools. At this time. changes were made to
existing school boards reducing the number from 17 to 9.
It is interesting to note that on the Island. the three denominational school
systems: Roman Catholic. Integrated. and Pentecostal had come together 10 fonn a
single school system 15 ~·ears prior 10 provincial amalgamation. Up until 1973.
each of the ten small communities had their own denominational schools. Thus. il
typical community would have had both a Roman Catholic and an Integrated
school. It was recognized that the cost of operating many small schools was not
feasible hence the coming together of all the community high schools into one.
For a time. each community continued to have denominational primary and
elementary schools. but this. too. changed in 1987 with the construction of a
,regional elementary school attached to the high school. At the time of this
amalgamation. there was much dispute o...-er the proposed site lor the new high
school. Aller many debates . it was decided to place the school in the center of the
Island, a neutral site .
Aspirations and expectations of young people can nOI be examined in a
vacuum. In order to understand these aspirations and expect ations. it is necessary
to have an understanding o f the economic climate to which these students an:
exposed.
Economic Contex t
For most of Newfoundland's hisrory. the cod fishery has been the focal
point of the economy. In recent years. there have been drastic changes to the
structure and operation of the cod fishery. In the late 1980' s and ear ly 1990 '5.
scientists from me Federal Department of Fisheries and Oceans made note o f the
fact that the size of the cod stocks were dwindling and that care must be taken in
the management of this reso urce. On July ::"". 199:!. in light of the continued
decline of the cod populations. the Federal Government announced a two-year
moratorium of the commercia l fishing of codfish in most of the waters ofT the
coast of Newfoundland. As a result of a further census o f the cod fishery. which
indicated a decline of the cod stocks. the moratorium was extended to five years
and included all waters surrounding the island of Newfoundland and waters ofT
·coas ta l l abrador. Durin g:this lime. the only legal fish ing of cod was as pa rt ofth e
census program known as the sentinel fisher~v.
The cod moratorium caused the loss of approximately 11.000 jobs both
directly and indirect ly related to the fishery. In an attempt 10 provide support for
these displaced workers. the Federal Government initiated the Northern Cod
Adjusunem and Recovery Program (NCARP). In 199~ . this progra m was
replaced by the Atlantic Groundfish Strategy (TAGS). Both NCARP and TAGS
were progra ms designed to offer financial assistance 10 displaced fishery workers
and at the same time encourage these workers to seek retraining for positions.
preferably outside the fishing indust ry. TAGS funding ended as of December
1998. The latest Government initiative invo lved the purchasing:of cod licenses in
an attempt to reduce the numbers of active cod flsherpeopte who would be
reentering the:cod fishery should the:cod stocks eventuall y rebound
Social Co nln l
Geogra phic isolation. historica l reliance: on the fishery. and the economic
realities that each has created are some oft he many facto rs that influence the: lives
of students on the Island.
One of the main challenges that students lace during their schooli ng is the
daunting task of making plans for their future. These include plans for post
secondary education. plans for a specific career path. or plans to enter the work
to
force as soon as possible. For students in isolated. rural locations. there an: many
factors that make the planni ng or deci sion-makin g process more difficult. The
reality of me situation for students enro lled in small. isolated. rura l schools. as is
the case on the Island. is quite comp lex.
Geographic isolation limits studen t access to educa tiona l opportunitie s .
Library resources are limited. as is access to the internet. There is link
opportunity to gain experience and exposure to educat ional activ ities 011" the
Island. such as museum visits. access to cultural activities. exposure to the
university as well as other post secondary institutions to name a lew. Many
students rarely leave the Island. and most that have done so do not travel tar.
Consequ ent ly. their views of the world. and the opportunities therein. arc quite
e tten narro w. In many instances. television is the only means of off- Island contact
that these students receive. other than those experienc es received from school
activities.
Most families have relied on the various fisheries for many generations.
Traditio nally there have been two major fisheries tor the people of the Island: cod
and crab. Th e influence o f the cod mora torium and the resultant move onto the
NCARP and then the TAGS program . as a means of support for small inshore
flsberpersons. has meant a lowered incom e and hardsh ip for the majority of
lis herpeople on the Island . A Few involved in the large boat crab fishery have
mana ged to continue to make large sums of money as evidenc ed by the number of
"new homes being built and vehicles being bought. Even now. many students
belie,re that the crab fishery will be their means of suppon. This belief is
supported by' the fact that some students make a great deal of money in the
summer crab fishery while ouiers also make a living working in the fish plant.
processing crab or other species throughout the year. This leads to a question of
the perceived relevance of school in general. or certainty. the need tor academic
excellence among a certain secror of high school students.
Another concern with regard to living in an isolated rural setting is that
there arc very tew career options available on the Island. Hence. students do not
gain experience or exposure to the myriad of career options that are actually
available to them 01Tthe Island. This is important, especially in light of the
limited fisheries-rela ted careers there will be in the future. because of the Federa l
Gcvernments license buy-back initiatives.
Out-migration has always been a concern for this Island : however. it is
happening at an ever-increasing pace. This leads to fewer post secondary
graduates returning to find meaningful employment. a fact nOI missed by those
still in the school system. A lack of young professional role models for students 10
follow. with careers to which students can aspire. may affect student educational
and career aspirations.
For those: students with plans to enter post secondary institutions. barriers
such as increasing tuition. increasing entrance requirements. as well as increased
"compemion for the limited space in certain programs can affect the choices (hal
students make rega rd ing their future.
With the increase in entrance requiremen ts as well as the increased
competition for places in various post-secondary programs. a new phenomen on is
emerging w hich ma y be a cause for concern . More and more level III (the final
year of high sc hoo l] students are returning 10 schoo l for a further year in order to
improve marks so as to meet new higher entrance requirements lor post-seco ndary
institutions. This may be an indication that students are affected by the above
changes.
SI31emcn Cor Problem
The processes by which high school students develop goals for their
futures. beth short-term i.e. entering post secondary education. or enterin g the
work force: and lon g-term. i.e. aspirations (or a particular career. are among the
most important that the students will make during their lifetimes. Thus. it is
important to try to develop a picture of the se asp irations as well as an
understanding of those factors which may influence the paths that students take in
arriving at their educational and/or career goals.
Student as pirations and the transition from school to work have been
widely stud ied and discussed in the literat ure. however. there has been relative ly
little work done with respect to rura l senings. in part icular. rural Ncwfoundland.
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There have been a few exceptions. such as: the: Youth Transition into tlsc Labour
Marke t study prepared by Sharpe: and Spain (l99[a. 1991b): Educational
Pathw ays and Experien ces of Newfoundland You th report by Sharpe and White
(1993): and Initial Transition From High Scho ol. Decis ions and Asp irations of
Rural Newfoundla nd and Labrador YOUlh masters thesis by Emma Genge (1996).
The Sharpe and Spain studies were initially carried out in 1989 with follow -up
studies in the winter of [990-9 ( carried out by Sharpe and White. Since this
longitudinal study is now almost ten years old. it seems timely that some of these
factors be readdressed in light of the differing economic climates from the past to
the present. The masters thesis carried out by Genge examined the "students'
perspect ive on the degree to which they perceived these factors influencing their
immediate career plans" (Genge. [9961.
The purpose of this research is to determine the educational plans. career
aspirations and career expectations of level III students and 10 examine those
realities which have affected the educational and career decisions of these students
in the isolated school setting or the Island.
The Significance of the Siudy
The significance of this study is that it identifies and examines factors
which affect student educational and career aspirations and expectations. An
understanding of those factors will enable educational policy makers. school
"administrato rs. and reachers to deve lop and implement curricula which will better
serve students as they attempt to make plans for their future.
In trying to develop strategies to help young people arrive at valuable.
realistic options for their future plans. either as they immediately enter the
workforce. or as they enter and advance through post-secondary institutions. it
becomes necessary tor educators to gain an understand ing of those factors which
have significant impact on how these young people actually develo p and arrive at
their chosen career aspirations. According 10 Walberg (1989). "Aspirations aTC
important because they guide what students learn in school. how they prepare tor
adult lite. and \....ha t they eventually accomplish" (p . I ). This study examines a
number o f these factors as they occur specifically in an isolated rural setting . It
supports findings (hal there are differences between youth in rural settings and
youth in urban settings. in terms of their move from school to work: the: social
context in \\'hich this tales place: and the options that are available to each
(Genge. 1996: Looker. 1993: Wilson. 1991}.
Newtocndtand. particularly rural areas. continues to have the highest
unemployment rates in all of Canada. This is due. in part. to the continued cod
moratorium affecting the ability of flsherpeople 10 return to their traditional
Federal Government license buy-back initiatives will decrease the
numbers of people able to return 10 this traditional means of employment . Thus.
in order for rural Newfoundland to deal with the high unemploymen t rates.
"traditional depende nce on the Employme nt Insurance and welfare syste ms. those
entering the workforc e in the future must have a diffe rent outlook in terms of
career and edu cational aspirations than people did in the past. In order to attempt
change. we must first understand those factors which determ ine aspira tions so that
educators at the school. board.. and department levels can adjust curricula.
guidance services. and the use of in formation technology to aid the rura l students'
decision-making process. "Educators can bette r plan their policies and pract ices i f
they understand current youth asp irat ions" (Walberg. 1989. p. 1).
Research Questions
The major research question is: what are the educational. as well as the
..areer expectations and aspirations a/youth from geographica/(\" isolated rural
island commu ruues? The subsidiary questions are organized to look .n the factors,
which affect students career and educa tional aspirations. They include:
II Curriculum:
al How does academic achievement in science relate 10 both career and
educatio nal expecta tions and aspi rations?
b1 How do students make use of school-based resources to obtain career
informa tion. and is there a relationship between the use of this information
and career/ed ucational expectations and aspirations? (School -based
"resources include: teachers. course offerings. guidance counselors. career
faira. etc.}
a) What are the relationships between the parent s ' level of educationa l
attainment and students ' career'educnionat expectations and aspirations':'
hi What is the relationship between parental occu pation and the career and-or
educational asp irations of the ir child ren'?
c) What are the relationships between levels of parental or significant others '
invo lvement and students ' career-educatio nal expectati ons and aspirat ions'?
31 Mediaand Intormarion Technology:
31 How do media sources such as television. radio . printed material. and the
internet play a role: in students " career-educa tional expec tat ions and
aspirations':'
bt Do students have access to caree r and educational information. particularly
through the media and infonn ation technology suc h as the internet?
~ ) Gender differences:
a) Are there diffe rences between males and females for the above-mentioned
factors'?
I '
5) Youth in transit ion study:
a) Are there differences between the results obtained from this current
research study and those relevant aspects found in the 1989 }'o urh
Trans ition into the Labo ur Marlcet (YTlM) project':'
CHAPTER 2
LIT ERATURE REVIEW
This chapter outlines research into those factors which affect student career
and-or educa tiona l expectations and aspira tions. Other lams have e tten been used
concerning research on expecta tions and asp irat ions. Since these issues are re lated
to the seri es of chan ges that ado lescence or youn g adults go through as they leave
schoo l to enter POSI secondary education or enter the work force. the term
transition has become recognized in the research. Other related terms. such as
school- to-work transitio n or school-to-employ ment transition frequent ly occur as
well (Dory. 1994: Hektner. 1995: Nichols. 199..: Owens. 199::! : Powlene &
Young. 1996: Way & Rossmann. 1996: West & Penkowsky. (994). Other terms
which relate to student career or educational aspirations include career choice.
career development. vocational aspirations. occupational cho ices. and
occupationa l aspiratio ns ICob b. Mcint ire . &; Pratt. 1989; Conroy. 1997; Eccle s.
1 99~ : Plata. 1981: walace-B rosciccs. Seraflca. &; Osi pow. 19941. Thus. there is a
wide arra y of literature on these related top ics .
Other term s have a lien been used for caree rs. Terms such as wo rk.
employme nt. jobs. and occ upations are fou nd throughout the litera ture all re ferri ng
to the same concept. namely that of one's li fewor k or pro fession (Conroy. 1997;
Post. Will iams. & Brubaker. 1996: Powle tte & Young. 1996: Wilson & Fask o.
"1992). For the purpose of this thesis the author uses many of these terms
interchangeably.
Theories of Aspira tions
Much of the research on student aspirations tends to locus on
differences between aspirations and expectations. In order 10 understand some of
this material. it is important 10 recognize the differences between aspirations and
expectations. Quaglia (1989) emphasized the fact that aspirations are
multidimensional and "cannot be simply defined as individua l dreams or
amb itions" (p. 7). He noted that various aspects must be taken into accou nt: these
include "educational. vocational. and quality of lite issues" (p. 7). Quaglia and
Cobb (\ 996) made note of the tact that while the term "student aspirations" is
e tten used in education, ..there is little understanding and agreement as 10 what it
means and even less understanding:about its origin" (p. 1271. In their paper, the~
traced the history of the term in order to develop a comprehensive meaning.
Using concepts from achievement motivation theory and social comparison theory
they defined aspirations as "a student' s ability to identify and set goals tor the
future, while being inspired in the present to work toward those goals" (p. 130l,
Cobb. Mcintire, and Pratt (1989) described aspirations as those things that "drive
individuals to do more and be more than they presently are" (p. 12), They also
made note of the distinctions between. and interdependence upon. the various
types of aspirations, namely "educational and career aspirations" as opposed to
""q uality of life aspirations ." They described the former as relating to the assigned
value of fonn al education and intended level sought. along with the career
intended. The latter referred ( 0 such things as preferred area of residence. family
preferences. school preferences for children. etc. (Cobb et al.. 1989. p. l .:!)' P.S.
Macjsayne i1987 ) stated that "aspirations are defined as an individual' s desire 10
obtain a status object or goal such as a particular occupation or level of education-
(p. 1351. This is in contrast 10 expectations which arc "an indi.... idual ' s estimation
of the likelihood of attaining those goals. plans. ambitions or dreams" (p.135),
Macjsrayne ( 1987\ credited the conceptualization of the terms to Kuvleskv and
Beale r ( 1966) in their research on how occupational choices are measures of an
individual's aspirations or preferences concerning work status. Gcn fredscn
( 1996) described occupational aspirations as - shifting and fallible indicators of the
center of a set or array of occupations that the individual is willing or eager to
consider" tp. 187).
The basis for much of this research was the assumption that both
aspirations and expectations were related to actual career attainment. If this is the
case. then with a greater unders tanding of aspirations and expectatio ns. programs
may be put in place to allow individuals 10 have higher aspirations and
expectations.
Much has been written in the literature about theories of aspirations and
career decision-making (Brown & Brooks. 1996; Conroy. 1997; Gottfredscn .
n
1996: Holland . 1992: Kotrlik & Harrison . 1989: LUZZQ. 1996 : Mitchell &
Krumbc ltz. 1996 : Powlene & Young. 1996: Quagli a & Cobb. 1996: Spokane .
1996: Super. 1953: Super. Savikas & Super. 1996). In order to understand
educatio na l and career aspirations and expectations. it is important to have a
theoretica l framewo rk from which to approach the various research questions
found in the literature. While there are a myriad of career deve lopment theories (0
choose from. the theorists for this discussion have been chos en becau se they have
been prevalent in the research .
One of the most frequently cited authors in career development resear ch.
Super (1953) believed thai perso nal and environmental factors interac t in such a
way as to favour the developme nt of career asp irations. These various career
aspirat ions de veloped for differ ent individua ls because of differing abilities.
interes ts and personalities and that career decis ions can change as a result of
diffe ring lite situations . He developed a series of ten propositions which
cons tituted his theory of career development (Sup er. 1953). In a later article
Super. Sav ikas . & Super (19 96 ) mentioned his early theory ··that empha size s
contin uity in huma n development and focu ses on the progression of choice. entry.
adjustment. and transition to new cho ice over the entire life cycle" (p. 123) .
According to Bailey and Stadt (1973). as cited in Kotrlik and Hamson (l 989),
Super's theory was cons idered to be the most comp rehens ive of the deve lopmen ta l
theories (p. 49). Thro ugho ut the years his original ten propositions have been
refined and expanded. Currently. there were fourteen propositions which made up
his theory (Super et al.. 1996). These propositions dealt with a numbe r of aspects
such as recognizing that there were differenc es between individuals which
qua lified them for various careers and that different occupations required specific
sets of traits and abilities while at the same lime allowing for these individua l
differences. Job preference. life situations. and self-concept change over time
although the latter tends to become more stable as maturity levels increase. When
referri ng 10 this change over time. Super et al. (1996) discussed a series of "life
stages characterized as a sequence of Growt h. Exploration. Estab lishmen t.
Maintenance. and Disengagement. and these stages in tum may be subdivided into
periods characterized by developmental tasks" tp. 12-l). Further propositions
included: the nature of the career pattern depending on factors such as parents'
socioeconomic status: maturity levels of the individual: educational level attained:
personality traits: and oppon unities to which the individual is exposed. Success in
a career depends on coping skills. which is related 10 career maturity. They
continue:
Career maturity is a psychosocial construct that denotes an
individual' s degree of vocational development along the
continuum o f life stages and substages from Growth through
Disenga gement. From a social or societal perspective (it) can
be defined by comparing: the developmental tasks bein g
encountered to those expected based on an individual' s
chronologica l age. From a psychological perspective (it) can
be operationally defined by comparing an individual ' s
resources. both cognitive and affective. for coping with a
current rask to the resources needed to master the task. (Super
et al.. 1996, p. 124 . 125)
Super' s et a l. ( 99 6) propositions also mentioned how development through
these life Stages may be directed via the use of faci litat ion and the matura tion of
coping skills. interes t and abilities. as well as fostering the development of self-
conce pts (p. 125). These "occupational self-concepts- are produc ed by the
interactions of " inherited aptitudes. physical makeup . opponuni ty to observe and
play various roles. and evaluations of the extent to which the resu lts of role-
playing meet with the approval of supervisors and peers" (Super er 'II, 1996. p.
1 ~5 l " Work and life satisfaction are linked to se lf concepts which are dependant
on the individ ual' s abil ity 10 lind outlets tor "abilities. needs. values. interests.
land ) personality tra its- (Super at 011.. 1996. p. 125). Careers allow individua ls to
focus and organize their personalities. "Soc ial traditions. such as sex-role
stereotyping and mode ling. racial and ethnic biases . . . . (and) indiv idual
differences au Importam determin ants of preference s for such roles as worker,
srudem. teisurite. homemaker and citizen- (Super et 31.. 1996.p. 1261.
Brown and Brooks 119961 claimed that while Super 's theory has had
tremendous impact on career development theory as a whole. Super. himsel f
commented on the fact that there are areas of his theory that are not linked
together in a cohesive whole"
As cited in Kotriik and Harri son (1989), and Brown and Brooks (1996).
"the Ginzberg. Ginsbur g. Axelrad . and Herma (19; 1) career developme nt theory.
was a psycho logica lly based theory which proposed that caree r development was a
life long process. The theory lists four aspects of vocationa l choice:
Reality factor (response to pressures of environment In
making dec isions ). educational process (amo unts and kind
limits or facilitates flexibility and type: o f choices made].
emotional facto rs (personality and emotions should ban:
vocational concomitants). and individual values deemed
important to voca tional choice (different values lor different
career choices) (Kotrlik & Harrison. 1989. p. 50)
In this theo ry. these career choices were based on compromise and were. for the
most part. unchangeable. Acco rding to Brown and Brooks ( 1996) while Ginzberg.
Ginsburg. Axelrad. and Henn a's theory resulted in much research in the area of
vocational devel opmen t. it had minimal effect on implementati on (p. 2).
Holland ' s (1992) theory of careers and perso nalities was based on the
concepts of personality types and me correspondence between the indiv idual' s
self-concept ( referred to in Super ) and career pred ilection {Kctd ik & Harrison.
1989). His thCOI')"contained four major assumptions. The first was that generally.
people may be classified into one of six personalit y types: "realistic. Investigative.
artistic. socia l. enterpri sing. or conventional" (Holland. 1992. p. -I ). Each of these:
persona lity types had associated with it specific behav iour traits. Individuals '
personaliti es were on a continuum. however the closer an individua l' s persona lity
types were like that of one o f those listed. the greater the possibilit y of having
those particular behaviou r traits . The second assumption in Holland ' s theory was
that an individual's actual living environment was. more or less. like one of "six
model environments: realistic. investigative. artistic. social. enterprising. and
conventional" (Holland. 1992. p. ~ ) . The third assumption was thai individua ls
strive 10 find a match between their personality type and their working
environment . The fourth assumption was that an individual' s behaviour is the
result of interactions between that individual's personality and his or her
environment. Knowing these facts about an individual allows for the prediction of
various outcomes. such as. "choice of vocation. job changes. vocat ional
achievement. personal competence. and educational and social behaviour
(Holland. 1992. p. ~ ) .
Holland's theory has been used to design and run interest inventories . to
organize and classify occupational inventories. to design self-help materials. and
10 guide research into many aspects of career and guidance (Spokane. 19961.
Brown and Brooks (1996). recognize the impact that Holland's theory has had on
research and practice. His theory "all in all is the most influential model of
vocational choice making currently in existence" (p. 3).
Krumboltz' s social learning theory of career decision-making had as its
basis four major areas of influence (Mitchell & Krumbcltz. 1996: Kotrlik &
Harrison. 1989). These included genetics or genetic characteristics. Certain
individuals may be genetically predisposed to excel in certain areas. for example
tall people to become professional basketball players. The second area of
influence was the environment. These were typically beyond the contro l of the
individual and include such things as "social. cultural. political and economic
forces" (Mitchell & Krumbolrz. 1996. p. :!38). The third area of influence was
learning experiences. From a young age positive and/or negative feedback can
play a role in later career paths. The fo urth area of influence was interactions.
Interaction of the three above-mentioned influences lead to specific "task approach
skills" (Mitchell & Krumboltz. 1996. p. 1-tI). These skills were those that have
been learned and were able to be applied to new situations (Mitchell & Krumbohz.
1996, p. 2~l l .
The last theoretical perspective to be discussed is that of Gottfredsons
( 1996) theory of circumscription and compromise which attempted to meld
together career development theories from both the sociological and psychological
paradigms. She has borrowed certain aspects from Super and Holland. She
discussed the idea that an individual' s "self-concept and perceived access ibility of
an occupation interact with one another and directly influence career decisions"
(Luzzo. 1996, p.139). Gonfredson's (\996) two major ideas are circumscription
and compromise. Circumscription is the process of narrowing down acceptable
career alternatives to a final career choice through the process of eliminating those
unacceptable career options. The elimination of these unacceptable career options
is based upon "age-specific themes of size and power, sex roles. and social
valuation" (Trice. Hughes. Odom. Woods, & McClellan. 1995. p. 310).
"Compromise is the process by which youngsters begin to relinquish their most
preferred alternatives tor less compatible but more accessible ones" (Gottfredson.
1996. p. 187). According to Warton and Cooney (1997) her theory "considers the
opportunities available at the structural level while taking account of the
subjective meanings of vocations given by individuals" (p. 389). Thus. career
aspirations make way for career expectations through the process of
circumscription and compromise.
While theories of career development and aspiration abound. the previously
mentioned theories provide a sound base from which to continue the review of
relevant research literature into educational and career aspirations and
expectations.
Tr ansition Resear ch
It is commonly recognized that leaving high school and entering the
workforce or the post-secondary education system is one of the most difficult
transitions that an individual will make in his or her lifetime (Owens. 1992;
Powlette & Young. 1996; Roberts. 1997; Sharpe & Spain. 1993: Sharpe & White.
1993). The next topic to be discussed has to do with the educational. career
aspiration research and some findings from this research into the transition
process.
Roberts ( 1991) researched transition patterns in Britain and other European
countries from the early 1970's to 1989. and has found that this process has
"changed dramatically. It has become a much longer process than in the past. He
concluded that this was a result of a number of factors; including the high
unemployment rate. which had been the trend since the 1970·s. the trend towards
ever increasing qualifications and the fact that the jo b market had shifted 3wa~
from labour rypeoccupat ions towards these that require higher qualific ations and
subsequently longer schooling.
MacBrayne (1987) in her review ofthc research literature on educationa l
and occupational aspirations observed thai the research indicated that lor most
youth the levels of aspirations are higher than those for expectations. She further
noted that levels of expectations tend to drop as youth get older. while aspirations
tend 10 re main nigh.
Conroy ( 1997 ). in her career aspiration study of 611 rural Pennsylvanian
students from grades 7 through I ~. found a number of interesting facts. The
majority of students (61.50/, 1 aspired to professional careers . follo wed by semi-
skilled trades (20. 9% 1. service and labor trades 15.1%) and others (0 a lesser
extent. She commen ted thai while the students aspi red to these higher level
careers they also indicated a desi re 10 remain within the local geographic area to
obtain employment. A discrepancy arose because many of the aspired-to careers
were not found in that locale. Related to these high aspirations were high salary
expectations. Again. this was discrepant to the reality of the area (Conroy. 1991).
Apestal and Bilden (199 1) conducted researc h into educational and
"occupational aspirations of 17.J rural North Dakota students in grades ten to
twelve. They found that 7::! .4% aspired to obtain a four-year college degree.
18.4% aspired to a tw o-year post-secondary diploma. and 9.2% had no educational
aspirat ions after high school. In terms of occupational aspirations as measured b~
the Total Socioeconomic Index (SEn. (Stevens & Chao 1985) 19.9% of the
students asp ired to high level careers. 24.5% aspired to medium -high level careers.
38. 1% aspi red to average level careers. [7 .0% aspired (0 low-average level careers
and less than 0.5% aspired to low level caree rs. As part ortheir research. Apostal
and Bilden (1991) compared their data to that of a research study of a national
sample of rural youth. carr ied out by Dunne. Elliott and Carlson (1981). This
national sample yielded the following result s tor educational aspirations: :!9.0% of
the students aspired to a tour-year college program. 3 L8% aspired to a two-year
college diploma. and 39 .3% had no post-secondary aspirations after high school.
In terms of occupational aspirations. 10.8% of the students aspired !O high level
careers. :!8.3% aspired 10 medium-high level careers. 23.8% aspired ((1 average
level careers. 25.1% aspired to low-average level careers and 1:2.0% aspired (0 10\\
level careers.
Odell (1988) in a study of -1-98 rural Ohio tenth and twelfth graders found
thai approximately 36% planned to attend college and 26% were considering
attendin g college. From this group of students 37.7% were either planning or
considering a four-year program and 23.0% were planning or considering a
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technical sc hool. In terms of programs . Engineering was the most often cited at
11.8%. While the combined averages for educat ion. engineerin g. health science.
and business were approxima tely 4()O;. . In terms of occupational expecta tions. as
measured by the Duncan Socioeconomic Index (Duncan. 1961). the findings
indicated tha t over 520/. expected to be emp loyed in careers at the medium-high
level. App roximately 11% of the expected occupations were executive.
administrative. or manage ria l. 18% were expected in cleric al and service
occupations. approximately 15% expected to work in the comb ined occupations of
construction. transportation. mechanics, production or labor. (Odell. 1988. p. 191.
As with the previously mentioned study . most of the students had unrealistic
income expectations .
Walberg ( 1989) in his examination of da ta from a national poll of American
teenagers (Bezilla, 19881 found that in terms of post-secondary aspirations.
approximately 5()4'!o planned to attend college full time. ~5% [0 work and attend
college part time. IMo to work full time and another 1<W. planned to enter into the
armed forces.
Rojewski (1995) in his study of 129 grade nine to twelve students from
rural Colorado found that 53.5% had educationa l aspirations to attend a four-year
college or university. 11.6% a two-year technical institute or community college.
15.5% planned to work.after high school. and 17.8% stated no plans. In terms of
occupational aspirations and expectat ions. as measured by thc SEI (Stevens &
1I
Chao 198 5) Rajew ski found that the avera ge SEI val ue for asp irat ions was 58 .6-1. a
value that represents the upper end of the average level. The average SEI value
for expectat ions was .J9.70. in the middle of the average level . The most often
asp ired-to carter was that o f pro fessional athlete (percenta ge not given} foll owed
by biological or life scientist (5.4%). lawy er (4 .7%). and phys ician (3.9%). Of the
expected careers listed the most common career was that of clothing machinc
worker (7.0%) a local industry. followed b~' athlete (4.7%1. biological or lite
scientist (3.9% ). nurse (3.9% 1.and employment in the local mine (3.9%). He also
examined the relationship between career aspirations and expectations and found
that 52.7% of the students had matching aspirations and expectations (Rajewski.
1995. p. ~Q-l I ).
Sharpe and Spain lI 99 la l in their longitudinal study of the transition
patterns of 7390 Newfoundland youth 100nd many interesting things. In teT1T1S of
immediate educational aspirations. 55 .~o of the students planned [0 attend post-
secondary education. while 11.1% indicated a desire to attend but would probably
have to work. 8.3% planned to seek out employment after high school. 7.6%
planned to take a year olT. 5.3% would probably continue with their education but
would ramer work. ~ .5% were returning to high school. and 2.7% of the students
had no plans. In terms of long range. educational aspirations. 88.5% of the
students planned to attend some form of post-secondary program in the future.
In terms of ranked percentages for career aspirations. Sharpe and Spain
J:
(l99 la) found thaI the frequency of careers. as grouped by the Canadian
Classification and Dictionary of Occupations (CCOO) (M inis~' of Supply and
Service Canada. 1990) "major groups- for occupations. were as follows: in
medicine and health (18 .21: servi ce (15.3%); natural scien ces. engineering and
math (I3 A): social services (10.3%1: teaching (10 .1%) : managerial and
administrative occupations (9.1%); clerical (6.8%): art istic. literary and
performing am (5.5%): product fabri cating. assembly and repair ( 5. ~o,'o): transport
equipment and operating occupations (3.9%); and construction trades (3.8%).
The rest ranged from forestry and logging at 1.7% down to mining. oil and gas at
0.08%. lt is interesting to note that fishing and trapping were aspired to at a
percentage of only 0.3%. In terms of numbers of aspired-to career choices given
by me respondents. one preference was the mOSI common (82.3%)_ IWO choices
was next ( 11.4%). followed by three preferences (1.2% ). Those who responded
-don"t know- had a percentage of 2 .~~. while -nc response- was 2.8l!-•.
Walsh (1989) as cited in Genge (19%) reported in a longitudinal study of
Ontario youth. that 7004 of the sample expected to enter post-secondary education
after high school. while approximately 13% planned (0 work . In the follow-up. of
those expecting to enter post-secondary education. only 50% actually did and of
those expecting to enter the workforce. between 33% and 50% actually did.
Sharpe and Spain (I 991b) in their first follow-up survey. obtained similar
results. or the students who had taken pan in the initial survey by the fall of the
following year. 6 1.8% were students. including those who returned to high school.
2·U % were working. and 13~ 1I were unemployed. By the time of the second
follow-up survey. of those students from the initial survey group. repon ing
intentions to attend post-secondary schooling ( 88 .5~.1. only 5:!% were actually in
attendance at that time. nearly 18 months later lShall'e & While. 199 3).
Powlene and Young (19961 in their study of I.o"n grade eleven students
from all over Alberta found. in terms of educational aspirations. that 35.011/ 11
planned to attend university. 11.9% planned to attend a technical institute or
apprenticeship program. 18.5% planned to attend community college. and 1~.6%
had no plans or did not respond to the question" In terms of industrial groupings.
as measured by the National Occupational Classification Index of Titles (NOCI
(Employment and Immigration Canada. 1993). the most common industries were
health ( 16.4%). followed by social science (13.3%). natural and applied science
t 11,,711'0). sales/service (10 ,,1%). and an. culture" recreation and sport ( 10.0-.. 1"
Then: are other less frequently aspired-to careers listed. Of interest is the " don ' t
know" category (4 .8'1. ) and the "no response category" (19.9%). When the
students listed career choice aspirations. the majority (61.3%) indicated onc
choice. followed by two choices (10.6%). and ihree choices (2.4% 1(Powlene &
Young. 1996. p. 3 1.32) .
Lcwko et 011. ( 1993) conducted a study of 179 grade eleven and twelve
students involved in the Northern Summer School f or Excellence in Science
,..
program. The focus of their study was 10 determine some factors on student
transition into science careers . Of these students. approx imately 63% aspired to
careers in science while approximately37% aspired to non-sciencecareers.
Stevens and Mason ( 1994) in their study of 24, year-ten students from rural
Austra lia. found thai career aspira tions and expecta tions were attuned for 3i .5% of
the students. Another 16.7% had similar aspirations and expectat ions while ..15.8%
were different. These included those students who had no expectation listed.
They also found that 9 1.6% of the students had plans to com plete their high schoo l
educatio n.
While it is important to look at those educational and career aspiration
research trends. it is also important 10 examine the research in terms of the factors
that may be affecting these aspirations and transition patterns . The literature
abounds with research on the: factors that affect aspirations and expectations. The
tcllc wlng overview of the literature highlights these subject areas of current
research interest. and presen ts representative findings
Futon Aff«ting Aspiralions
School a nd C urriculum
The re are numerous research studies into the various factors that influence
educational and career aspirations and expectati ons. The first of these factors to
be examined arc school and curriculum factors (Arnold. Budd . & Miller . 1988:
Cherry & Gear. 1987: Dick. & Rallis. 1991 ; Fisher & Griggs. 1995; Gonzalez.
j~
1997: Hall & Kelly. 1995: Lewko. Hein. Garg. & Tesson. 1993: Mau. Domnick. &:
Ellsworth. 1995: McKenna & Ferrero. 1991: Noeth. Engen. & Noet h. 19~:
Powlene & Young. 1996: Quaglia, 1989: Smith. 1991: Stevens & Mason . 19iU:
Slone & Wang. 1990: Warton & Cooney. 1997).
The first aspect to be examined is the effect. which the le,re1of program and
academic achievement has on aspirations. fo r the most part. it has been reported
that there is a positive relationship between academic achievement and grade
average on aspiration levels. In their research. Powlene and Young (1996) found
that the level of program had an influence on the plans Ihal students made after
high school. Of the two programs. general or advanced. they found 6~.J% were
enrolled in the advanced program and that significantly more students in this
progt:lm planned to enter university. They commented on the similar findings in
the literature. "program and average grades an: generally thought to have an
influence on students' career choicet tp. }·n This is supported by simila r findings
of Anisef Paasch e. & Turrittin (1980) as cited in Genge 119961 in which she
reported on the relationship between student enrollmen t in academic programs and
their plans to attend pes t-secondary programs. In terms of grades they found that
the highest number of respondents (-1'.8%1 had grade averages which ranged from
65-79. followed by the grade ranges 80·10 0 (38.5%). 50-64 ( 14.9%). and 0-49
(4.8%). Here they also found a significant relationship between grade ave rage and
the transitional pathway chosen {Powlette & Young. 1996). McGrath ( 1993) in a
se
study of Newfoundland and labrador youth found that academic achieve ment in
advanced math is related to part icipation in post-secondary education .
Mau er al. ( 1995) in their study of characteristics of females who asp ired to
careers in science and engi neeri ng found that academic proficiency in scien ce and
math. as well as. grade avera ge had an influence on entering these types o f
profess ions. Educational aspirations were also found to influence entrance into
science and engineering occupations. They noted thai there was also a
relationsh ip between educationa l asp irat ions and academic profic iency {Mac er OI l..
1995).
Hall and Kelley (1995) co nducted a study of 205 eighth-grade stude nts in
rural Indiana. Their focus was to determine the effect o f academic achievement on
career indecision. Students in a gifted program were considered to have high
academ ic achievement while students from the regular classroom were consi dered
10 have average achievement . The y reponed that there was no signi ficant
d ifference between the avera ge an d high ach ievers in terms of caree r decisiveness.
Noeth . Engen and Noe th (1984) conducted a study on 1200 high schoo l
j uniors from Washington State. in which they anemp red to describe some factors
which affected students ' career decisions. They found that 87% of the students
reported that grade averages were influential in decidin g on a college maj or and
86% of the students reported that grades were helpful in career decision-mak ing.
Ode ll (1988) found that students enrolled in academic and genera! program s were
r-
more likely to plan for post-secondary education and have higher occupationa l
expecta tio ns than students enrolled in vocational pro gram s.
Smith ( 199 1) in his study of 2.136 seventh and ninth grade students from
the south-east ern United States found tha t a posi tive relat ionship exi sted between a
student's academic achievemen t and level o f education al expectations.
Another aspect looked at were the roles of school personnel (such as
teachers. counselors. and administrators ) on the aspirations of high school
students. The results diller in terms of the usefulness and effects that teachers and
counselors have on aspirations. Dick and Rallis (1991) in their study on the
factors and influences on the career choices of 1.213 high school senio rs from
Rhode Island. found that for careers in science and engineering the teacher tended
10 be an influence more e tten than for students aspiring to other careers .
As part of their study, Ute students were asked to rate the importance of
significant others to their career plans. Of interest is the reporting of school
personnel. Only 5% of the students were influenced by reachers or counselors and
only 0.9% by principal s or vice-principal (Powlene & Young. 1996).
Kotrlik and Harrison ( 1989) reported that 37.0% of students indicated that
teachers were influential in the career decisions of high school seniors. Guidance
counselors were influential for 28.8% of the students.
Stevens and Mason (1994) in their study of 24 year-ten student s from a
small. rural Austra lian town. found thai "teachers did not exert very much
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influence on the vocational thinking or these year ten studen ts't tp. 279 ). Con trary
10 this are results from the study conducted by Noeth et al. (198-l). Of the sample:
of students. 76% found that teachers were inlluent ial in helping them decide on a
planned college major and 70% of them reported that teachers were influential in
career decision-mak ing. However. the results are not as positive for guidance
counselors. Only 59% of the students reponed that counsel ors were influentia l in
their decision regarding area of college major and even fewer (5~% 1 reponed
counse lors helpful in career decision making .
Gonzalez. ( [997) in his study of 2.997 grade eleven and twel ve student s
from Astur ias. Spain . reported that students were quite dissatisfied with the school
personnel in terms of help 10 find career information. "between 85% and 7 1%
denounced the scant or non-existent support of person s in charge of the centers,
guidance staff. guidance teachers. and other teachers' (p. ~25 l .
Cherry and Gear (1987 ) in their study of 1.366 level three. tour and the
students in Great Britain. found that the students attached high levels of
importance to discussio ns with counselor s . This was ranked as the second most
important. after talks with the family . for level three students and first for level
four and five students. Teachers on the other hand fared quite poorly. Talking
with teachers about career aspiration s ranked sixth out of nine in importance for
level three and eighth for level four and five.
Arno ld er al. (1988) studied the perceived use fulness of various sources of
"career information. In their study of 98 fifth and sixth form students in the south-
west of England. they found lhal talking to career counselors ranked fourth out of
six.
Warton and Cooney ( 1991) in their study of 1.0-&8 year ten students in Ne\\
South Wales. Austra lia. found that 70-10 of students were given su fficient
information on subject areas for next year. Students in this study would have to
leave the local area at the end of year ten to move 10 a larger center for years
eleven and twelve. Of those students who received information. 70% repon ed
obtaining information from teachers and 64% from guidance counselors.
Guidance counselors and teachers were ranked second and third respectively. in
terms of the usefulness o f information provide d while paren ts ranked first.
McKenna and Ferrero 11991) conducted a study of 5.937 grade nine
students from Pennsylvania centered on attitudes towards non-traditional careers.
In this study. the~ tound that approximately H% of the students rated teachers as
providing between some. and much help in providing career information.
Counselors were rated by approximately 67l!-. as providing some or much hclp.
Fisher and Griggs ( 1995) reponed that 60% of the students found teachers and
counselors supportive and -&5% of the students indicated that teachers and
counselors acted as role models.
Another important factor to consider is the role of courses or subje cts. as
well as interest. on the aspirations of high school students. The literature suggests
"positive relationships between subject interest and career aspirations. Stone and
Wang (1990) used a sub-sample of students from the High School and Beyond
,Vaffanol Longitudinal St~· of the High School Class of /98 1. They found that
for students enrolled in high schoo l market ing courses. interest in these courses
had a significant influence on their career aspirations. In the study by Noeth et al.
f 198..l} 93% of the students found that interesting classes were the most helpfu l in
deciding on a college major. while 92% indicated that interesting classes were also
helpful in career decision-making. In their study. Lewko et al. (1993) found that
i)2~o of the students had a strong or very strong interest in science and 93%
indicated a high or very high motivation to do well in science. When comparing
interest levels and science versus non-science career aspirations, approximately
63% of the students with science career aspirations reponed a strong imerest level
while onl~' 370/. of those with non-science career asp irations reported a similar
interest level. Fisher and Griggs 119951 in their study of factors that influenced
career development sampled 20 junior and senior university students. They found
that 60% of the students had been influenced by interest in certain subject areas.
while 55% of the students indicated that "a challenging high school curriculum or
extens ive college preparator)" program motivated them toward their career
direction (and) 70% attributed it to the relavence of the academic program" (p.
681. Cherry and Gear ( 1987) reported thai in terms of course offerings. students
indicated that having actual career courses ranked third out of nine in importance
"to influencing career aspirations for level three. four and five students. Gonzalez
(1997) found that 36.9"1o. 1he second highest percentage. of the students reported
that they obtained information and help from classes in various subject areas . The
highest percentage (~ 3 .8%) of the students foond field trips to be the most
informative and help ful.
The last factor of school and curriculum issues to be discussed has 10 do
with the role or effectiveness of various sources of career information. These
sources include: books. brochures. papers. television. radio. and computer
programs. Gonzale z ( 1997) found Ihat of the students in her samp le. 54.8%
reponed help in obtaining information from primed material such as books and
papers. 18 .3% found television. radio. audio and video tapes helpful. and 19.8°/(1
found computer-based information systems helpful. Cherry and Gear (I9 87)
reported that the students in level three ranked books and leaflets about careers
eight OUtof nine in terms of helpfulness. Founh and filth year students ranked
them seven out of nine. Arnold et al. (1988) reporte d that 56% of the students
indicated that books and leaflets were useful lo r ca reer information. McK(flna
and Ferrero (l 991 ) reported that 65% of the students in their study found
television and radio. between some and much. help in providing career
information. Approximately 81% of the students found books and articles to be o f
some or much help. and 49% found that computers were some or much help.
Home and family
The next area of examination is home and family influence on educational
and career aspirations and expectations. As with the previous section on school
and curriculum factors. there is a myriad of research into home and family factors
{Arnold. Budd. & Miller. 1988: Cherry & Gear. 1987; Conroy. 1997: Fisher &
Griggs. 1995; Gonzalez. 1997; Kotrfik & Harrison. 1989: Lee. 1984: Lewko.
Hein. Garg. & Tesson. 1993: Ley. Nelson. & Beltyukova. 1996: McDonald &
Jessen. 1992: McNair & Brown. 1983; Mcwhirt er. Larson. & Daniels. 1996:
Noeth. Engen. & Noeth. 1984: Odell. 1988: Powlene & Young. 1990: Sharpe &
White. 1993: Smith. (99 1: Stevens & Mason. 1994: Stone & Wang. 1990: Way &
Rossmann. 1996: Trice. Hughes. Odom. Woods. & McClellan. 1995: Wharton &
Cooney. 1997; Wilson & Wilson. 1992).
Many of these family variables are interconnected. In terms o f reporting
the relevant research. there seem to be a number of important areas. The first to be
reponed is that o f parents' socioeconomic status (SESl on student aspirations.
Otten this is associated with parental occupation and parental levels of education.
Odell (1988 ) found that the SES of families in the study was lov...' and that
students in his study aspired to higher occupations than the parents ' actual
occupations. There was a low association between parental occupation and "all
measures of educational expectations as well as with expected occupations" (p.
19). Most of the parents were not college-educated and overall, the students'
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educational expectations were higher than the actual levels of education tor the
parents.
Conroy (1997) found that there is a significant relationship between a
father 's job and the student's aspired-to occupation. In her study. 67'% of the
fathers had a reported education level of high school or less. This is similar for the
mothers (65%). She formulates a link between parental education and job
availability. which could intluence student aspirations.
Smith (199 1) found that ther... was a relationship between maternal and
paternal education expectations and student educational expectations. However he
did not find a relationship between parental occupations and student educational
expectations.
As cited in Mcwhirter et al. ( [9961there were a number o f studies which
link parents ' educational level with youths' educational aspirations (Larson.
Daniels. Schriger. & Freeman. 1993: Sariagiani. Wilson. Peterson. & vtcary,
1990). Their study of 63 gifted high school students of color determined that there
was a positive correlation between the levels of parental education and the
educational aspirations of the children.
In a similar study of 375 grade 10 students from the rural south-east. Lee
(l984) found that there is a relationship between SES and both occupational
aspirations and expectations.
McDonald and Jessell ( 992) in a study of 242 seventh and eighth grade
....
students found thai "SES had a significant relationship with their (students')
occupationa l attitudes and perceived occupation al abilit ies- (p. :!~9 ).
Wa~- and Rossmann (1996) in their study of 1.166 grade twelve students
from Geo rgia. Pennsylvania . Minnesota. and Arizona. on the role of tamily in
schoo l-to-work transition. found that high SES was related to a number o f family
variables. such as parental participation in school and more interaction with
parents about careers. These variables were related to increased occupatio nal
aspirations. "Thus. high socioeconomic status does not appear ( 0 provide a
guarantee of transition readiness. nor does lower socioeconomic status appear
certain to prevent it: the effect seems to be mediated by the day-to-day funct ioning
styles of the family" (Way & Rossmann. 1996. p.15) . They also reponed findings
that SES had a significant effect on having post-high-school plans for work or
further education as opposed to having no plans. McNair and Brown t19831
conducted a study of 159 grade 10 students from Nonh Carolina. They were
investigating variables. which could be used 10 predict occupational aspirations
and expectations. They found that SES had a significant effect on aspirations. but
nOIon expectations, Marjoribanks ( 986) as cited in Wilson and Wilson (1992).
found that aspirations were influenced by SES insomuch a.s the aspirations of
middle-class youth were related to attitudes towards school: while aspirations of
low SES youth were influenced more by parental factors (p. 53). Wilson and
Wilson also found that there were significant effects from parental levels of
"educatio n on student aspiration levels. This was also the case for family SES leve l
on student aspirations.
Lewko er al. (1993) found a number of parenta l factors had an effect on
student aspirations. The students in their study were involved in a summer science
institute after havin g been reco mmen ded by their teachers for outstanding abili ties
in math and science. as well as keenness to learn. All the students had relatively
high-level career aspirations and the majority came from middle to high
socioeconomic backgrounds. They concluded that there positive
relationship between SES and career aspirations. Another finding was thut the
parenta l leve l of education. particularly the father. was related to higher student
asp irations .
Sharpe and While (19931 in their analysis of ...977 post high schoo l
students found a relationship between the measurements of the general educa tional
develop ment (GED I and the specific vocational preparedness (SVPI levels. and
enrollment in pest-secondary educa tion programs . The GED and SVP are
subscales of the Canadian Classi fication and Dictionary o f Occupations <Minister
of Supply and Service Canada. 1990) and they measure basic reason ing. math and
language skills and time required for career training respectivel y (for a more
detailed explanatio n see appendix D). While the GED and SVP are not direct
measures of soc ioeconomic status. they are related to SES .
Trusty et al. (1997) did not find a significan t relationship between the
"parents SES or level of education and their involvement in their teenagers ' career
develop ment Mau et a l. (l 995) also found the relationship between SES and
student aspirations minimal compared to that of other factors. This was simi lar to
findings by Stoneand Wang (1990).
Anothe r aspect of family which relates 10 educational and career
aspirations. and expectations was in terms of level s of influence thai 'amil~
members. parents in particular. have on the students. Influence can mean
perceived helpfulness. parental expectations. and acting as role models . The
literature indicated that pare ntal influence was a major factor tor student
aspirations and expectations.
Wilson and Wilson (1992) discussed (he role of family influence on college
attendance. They conte nded that in families where co llege attendance is assumed.
the rate of attendance was higher than in those families where college attendance
was not assu med. In addition. they found a significant relat ionship between
parental aspirations for students and the students level s of educational aspirations.
They also found a sign ificant relationship between high levels of parental course
monitoring in high schoo l and high levels of student educat ional aspirations. Ley
et al. (1996) also found mat parental expectations tor success matched that of
students.
Powlette and Young (1996) found that "ac ross me nine categories of
significant others. responden ts indicated that parents were the primary significant
"other influence in their career selection" tp. 35). McNair and Brown ( 1983) found
similar results. that "parental influence was the primary significant predictor of
occupational expe ctations " (p. 34l. Their influe nce was also the onl y slgmflcam
predictor of career maturity. In their study. parenta l influence was measured by
student responses to questions relating to levels of encouragement or
discouragement. Sim ilar finding were reported by Odell (1989 ). "expectations
parents held for thei r children beyond high schoo l had a profound influence upon
plans lor advanced education and areas of advanced study' (p. 20).
Noeth et 011.(198~ l found that 9 1% of students indicated that families were
the second mos t he lpful factor in trying to dec ide on a college majo r. They were
also the second most helpful influence (90%) for students trying to decide on an
occupation.
Stone and Wang (19901found that parents lntluenced career plans by acting
as role models. This was a positive relationship to career aspirations lor lathers'
occupations. but negative lor the mothers occupations. In addition. they found
that there was a relationship between parental influence on school plans and career
aspirations. Fisher and Griggs (1995) found that ~ S"o or the students indicated
that parents acted as role models and that this was influential in tenns of
aspirations. They also reported that 95% of the students indicated that parental
support was also an influential factor. Lewko et 011. ( 1993) reported that parental
support was high in their study. Over 7S% of the:students repon ed that both
"parents often encouraged them to do well in science. Mothers were seen as
slightly more suppo rtive than fathers .
Kotr lik and Harrison (19 89) found that for the students in their study.
69 .~% ind icated mothers had influe nced caree r decis ions and 59.()";oindicated that
fathers had influenced carter decisions. Other family members had influence as
well. Of the students. 37.6% repon ed thai brothers or sisters had an influen ce.
Orner relatives. such as grandpare nts. aunts and uncles. influenced ·u.sD,o of the
students. McKenn a and Ferrero ( 19YI) found simi lar results. approximately 93%
of the students indicated that the mother was either some or much help in
providing career information. while approximate ly 88% did so lor fa thers.
Similarly . Gonzalez (1991) reporte d that 66.3% o f studer usin her study indicated
that parents provided either modera te or a great dea l of help in career exploration.
Other fami ly members were repon ed to have been an influence by 5L~% of the
students" Chen:" and Gear (1987) found that speaking to family ranked first in
importance. in terms of career aspirations. for year three students and ranked
second in importance for year four and five students. Wano n and Coon ey (1997)
found that 70% of the students in their study went to parents as sources of
information. This was tied for the highest rating with teachers. however in terms
of usefulnes s of the information. parents were rated four out of eight possib le
sources of career information. In the study conducted by Arnold et al. (1988)
students reported that the family was ranked second in usefulness in terms of
obtaining relevant career information.
Stevens and Mason (199.1) found thai parental influence was important to
career aspiration. but that the maternal role was more important than the paternal
role. They also found that extended family played a role in career aspirations as
well "the dominant extended family influences on these students' career choices
came from aunts and uncles" (Stevens & Mason. 1994. p. 277). Lee (1984) also
found that parental influence had an important relationship with student
occupational aspirations and expectations (p. 33).
Rural Factors
The next area in the literature examined was that of the influences of area
of residence. Since this current research project was based in a rural setting.
influences of living in a rural area were examined. A number of researchers have
examined rural influences on youth aspirations. Others have conducted research
in rural sett ings with aims of targeting interventions. Still others have made
comparisons between rural and non-rural youth (Apostal & Bilden. 199 1: Cob.
Mcinti re. & Pratt. 1989: Cowher. 1994: D'Amico. Matthes. Sanker. Merchant. &
Zurita. 1996; Haller & Virkler. 1993: Hektner. 1995; Kamplts. 1996; Ley. Nelson.
& Belryukova. 1996; Looker. 1993: Reid. 1989: Rajewski. 1994; Toepfer. 1997;
West & Penkowsky, 1994).
Most researchers agreed that there were rural-specific problems associated
so
with student development of educational and career asp irations and expectations.
Cowher ([994 ) described an initiative 10 overcome problems associated with
career preparatio n in rural northwestern Pennsylvania. Problems discussed in this
paper included the failure of rura l areas to adapt to increasing job entrance
requirements in terms of youth preparation . as well as geogra phical. financial. and
social barriers to increased levels of youth preparation. Rowjewski. (1994)
supported these findings: "some rural problems may actually interfere with
successful career deve lopment including geographic isolation. fewer employ ment
opportunities. lack of econom ic vitality. and lower educational and vocational
achievement " (p. 49). Toepfer (1997) in his discussio n paper on rural schoo l-to-
employment issues noted that:
rural areas are more removed from large businesses and comme rcial
sectors and employment opportunities continue to shrink. As sma ll
and independe nt businesses shut down and/or leave those
communities . more rural residents either comm ute to work in
metropol itan areas or move there. Th is will make it increasingly
diffic ult for rural school to make their youth completely employable
(p. 30).
Aposta l and Bilden (199 11.discussed problems for rural students such as.
"reduced access ibility 10 higher education. narrow rural schoo l curricula. limited
exposu re to the world of occupations and few role models" (p. 1531. Reid (1989).
in his discussion paper of the rural economy and its effects on rural youth noted
that there were problems assoc iated with rural economic restructu ring. He
discussed the fact that as techn ologies improved in rural industri es. such as
"mining. fores try. and farming. more and more workers were becoming displaced.
In terms of this thes is the same could be said for much of rural Newfoundland.
with one major difference: reduced fish stocks. as well as improved rechnclo gtes
have resulted in high levels of worker displacement. " Most of the jobs now being
created require far higher skills than traditional rural jobs. Few of me jobs
demanding higher skills are being created in rura l aTC3S- (Reid. 1989. p. 181.
D'Amico et at (1996 ) in their study of 33 high school students from three
Midwestern rural communities found that the young people "feel rural isolation
acutely" (p. 148).
Hektners ( 1995) research on 918 eighth. tenth. and twelfth graders tram
the Midwestern United States noted that there were concerns about the low levels
of educational and career aspirations of rural youth. He maintained thai a major
problem area was in the conflict between students ' desire to succeed. both
educationally and occu pationally', and the necessity of relocating in order to do
this. looker 11993) in a study of 1.200 l7~year a ids from two urban areas.
Hamilton, Ontario and Halifax. Nova Scotia, as well as rural NO \ 'i! Scotia
discovered thaI problems with youth transitions in rural areas included limited
educational and occupational opportunities. "The rural respondents were aware of
fewer types of occupations than the urban youth , . , rural youth listed fewer course
options at their schoo l than did urban youth" tp. 56). She also made note of the
fact that there seemed to be a dilemma. for rural youth. between educational and
"career aspirations and leaving their community. She concluded that this
predicament led to compromise. . .. rural youth were more likely than urban
youth 10 see seasonal work supplemented with unemployment insurance as a
viable option" (p. 60) . Roessler and Foshee ( 1996) also made note of the fact that
there were limited transition opportunities in rural settings. Their research focused
on an attempt 10 increase occupational learning outcomes of rural special needs
students through an employment related curriculum unit called Life Centered
Career Education. West and Penkows ky (1994) discussed problems associated
with youth transitions in both rural and urban areas. They cite Helge ( 1983) as
identifying some problems for transition service delivery to rural youth which
included: inadequate funding. unavailable services. need for staff development.
need lor suppon serv ices. and isolation tp . 169 ). Despite these drawbacks they
went on to mention positive aspects o f rural education such as smaller class size.
more individualized anent ion. and the fact that often teachers know local
employers and can make direct input on students' behalf:
Another aspect of rural education research was in the disparity between
rural and urban areas. Karnpits ( 1996) paper outlined a rural partnership program
between rural schools and urban colleges and universities. In her paper. she
commented on a number of factors. which distinguished rural from urban.
"Proportionally fewer rural than non-rural seniors intend to pursue college
degrees. and ... rural students have lower aspirations. thus even further limiting
their access to educational opportunities that are critical to improving their
prospects for life" (p . 172). She also cited Stem (1994) in that rural areas. along
with small nonmetropolitan urban centers have had the lowest per capita income in
the United States. Kampits linked this low income to curricular areas. stating that.
"low income students were 44% less likely than students from more affluent
families to be enrolled in more demanding college-prep courses" (Kampits. 1996.
p. 172). Sharpe and White (1993) reported that post-secondary attendance profiles
were different for rural and urban students. While 53.5% of all post-secondary
students were from rural areas. rural students comprised only ~3.9% of the total
university population . Other post-secondary institutions such as community
colleges. technical institutes and private career colleges had higher proportions of
rural than urban students. Sharpe and White explained these differences in terms
of ease of access to the various institutions. University programs were offered in
urban centers. while colleges were more widespread. Cobb er al. ( 1989)
conducted a study of 10.416 high school juniors and seniors from rural. suburban.
and urban areas who were matched for socioeconomic variables. The data came
from a longitudinal study. the High School and Beyond study of 24.725 high
school jun iors and sen iors. conducted by the National Center for Educational
Statistics. In their study. Cobb et al.. concluded that rural students valued work
more. and academics less than their urban and suburban counterparts. Another
finding was that educat ional aspirations were lower for rural students than for
"urban and suburban students. In terms of occupatio nal expectations of rural youth.
Cobb et ai. repon ed that fewer rural students expected to be "In higher level
positions. and more often in lower level. less skilled areas- (p. 13). They also
noted that more rural students Wert willing to move in order to li nd employment.
in fact many indicated that they would pre fer to move.
Aposral and Bilden (199 11 reponed thai both educat ional and occupationa l
aspirations of students in their study were quite high and that there was little
indic ation of di fferences between urban and rural students. Ha ller and Virkler
( 1993) in their analysis of 20.637 high schoo l seniors found that while there wer e
significant differences between the rural and non-rural samples in terms of
educat iona l and occupational aspirations. these d ifferences were quite smal l:
"Although the difference is statis tical ly significant. with a sample of over 20.000
virtually any difference would be" (Haller & virkler. 1993. p. I7·H. They a lso
found that rural students aspired 10 professional and technica l occup ations less
often ( ' {)%) than urban students (590/.) and that rural studen ts are more likely 10
expec t a low white co llar or blue collar job (3 -l%) than urban students (19%1.
Gender Feet crs
The last section [0 be examine d dealt with relevant research into gende r
di fferences in terms or educationa l and career aspirations and expectations. There
was much research that suggested there were differences (ApostaJ & Bilden. 199 1;
Brown. 1997; Conroy. 1997: Dick & Rallis. 1991: Farmer. (983: Farmer.
Wardrop. Anderson. & Risinger. 1995: Lamb. 1993: Lewko. Hein. Garg. &
Tesson . 1993: Looker. 1993; Mau. Domnick. & Ellsworth. 1995: Mckenna &
Ferrero. 199 [; Mcrv':ahon & Patton. 1997: Morrison. Bell. Morrison. Murray. &
O'Conner. 1994: Odell. 1989: Post. Williams. & Brubaker . (996: Powlette &
Young. 1996; Rajewski. 1995: Stevens & Mason. 1994; Wallac e-Broscious.
Serafica. & Osipow , 1994; Wilson & Fasko. 1991).
In terms of gender differences in aspiration levels. there wen: mixed
findings (Apostal & Bilden. 1991: Odell. 1989; Rajewski. 1995). Some of the
research pointed out that females have had higher levels o f aspira tion than males.
while other research findings indicated the opposite. still others reported no gender
differences. This may have been due to the time period in which data were
collected . Odell ( (989) cited Marini and Greenber ger ( 1978) to support the fact
that ear ly research indicated that level of educational and career aspirations were
lower tor females than for males. Rajewski «(995) cited Bogie 's ( 1976) findings
that females had lower occupational expectations than males and that there was a
greater discrepanc y between aspiration and expectation levels tor females than for
males. A more recent study (Morrison et al.. 1994) involved 1.062 grade ten and
twelve students from Newfoundland and Labrador. They found a gender
difference in which females provided significantly lower salary estimates for
various careers than did males. They discussed possible ramifications of having
se
lowered salary expectat ions. "Clearly their low pay expectations have ominous
implications. bothat their point of entry into the workforce and over the course of
their careers- (Morriso n et al.. 1994. p. 188). Farmer et al. (1995) com mented on
the change in aspiration levels for females as being part of the "changes in
opportunity structure for women that positively affected their career oppo rtunities"
{p. 155). They were concerned with the gender disparity in science. math and
technology caree rs. Their study involved a len-year follow-up of an earlier stud~
in which a group of 113 students was identified as aspiring 10 science careers. In
the initial study. there were higher numbers of female students aspiring to science
careers than male students. In terms of actual careers. it was found that more
mates H 6%) than females (36%) were currently working in a science-related
occupation. Dick and Rallis (19911also commented on gender concerns lor
employment in scientific and engineering occupations. "wo men tend to be
disproportionately underrepresented in science and engineering fields" tp. 281).
lamb (\ 993l investigated the attitudes of females towards mathematics. She
discovered a link between reportedly consistent lower mathematics scores and
attitudes for females. and limited occupational choices in the future. She cited
Boswell and Katz (1980). as reponing that the female students in their study were
unable to enter technical fields of study in college. because of deficiencies in
mathematics credits taken in high school. l amb also concluded "many gifted girls
tail to realize the potential of the early years. settling in jobs well below their
"ability" (p. 28). Powlen e and Young (1996) found that of those students aspiring
to careers in natural and applied sciences. 11.5% of them were males and onl>
:!8.5% of them WCTC females . Mau er ul. (1995 ) descri bed certain charact eristic of
females who aspired-to careers in science over those who aspired to be
homemakers . Overall they scored significantly higher on educational aspirations.
grade point avera ges. and perceived parental expectations.
Studies thai were more recent have found thai females had higher career
aspirations than their male counterparts. Conroy (1997) repo rted that females
aspired to more high status job s than did males. She explained this by linking
these high asp irations to females higher grades. and higher enro llment in college
preparatory programs. Rajew ski (1995) reported that females had significantly
higher career expecraucns than males. HI: also noted tbat there was a s ign i tican l l~
greater agreeme nt between career aspirations and career expecta tions for females
than for males . Aposta l and Bilden {199 1J found similar resu lts for career
aspirations . Females aspired to significantly higher -rated occupations than did
males. They hypothesized that this had come about as the res ult o f "greater
opportunities in higher-level careers for women brought about by the women's
movement" (p. 158). Post er 011. (19961 found in their study of 202 eighth grade
students" aspirations and expec tat ions. that there were significant differences in
educational expectations between males and females. " Boys arc more likely to
plan to attend a com munity college. to participate in other training programs. or to
"go to work. .....hereas girls are more likely to plan 10 go [0 college" (Pos t et 31-
1996. p. 253). Another significant finding. in terms of CMttT expectations. was
thar females chose occupations mat required college degree s more oft en than
ma les . Farmer (1983) in her study of the career plans of 1.234 ninth and twelfth
graders from various pans of Illinois. found that females scored significan tly
higher than males on levels of occupational choice as well as on levels o f career
com mitment tp. 42). "Career commitment is the measure o f the extent 10 which
career role is perceived by students as central 10 the ir adult role" (Fann er. 1983.
pA3l. She also found that more femalesthan males were choosing non-trad itiona l
occupations. 35% and 3% respectively. McMahon and Patton (19971conducted a
study of 55 various students ranging from preschool to post-compulsory. They
reported that there were gender differences over the wide range of age groups.
These differences included males being more gender-stereotyped in terms of jo b
prefer ences. males having greater job knowl edge. and males more often discus sing
the relationsh ip between schooling and work. Sharpe and White ( 1993) also fo und
that more females than males planned to attend post-secondary institutions .
Some studies have found little or no gender differenc es lor aspirations.
Brown (199 7) conducted a study of 30 1 grade nine through twelve Afri can
American students from the Midwest . There was no significant di fference
reported for educa tional expectations. In addition. educat iona l expectations were
in line with occupational expectations for fema les as well as ma les. Farmer (1983 )
"noted similar findings in that there was not anydifference in educational aspiration
levels between males and females. Apostal and Bilden (199 1) also found there
was not a significant difference in level s of educational aspiration between males
and females .
Other studies have involved gender differe nces in perc ept ions of
helpfulness or influences of people and resources towards career aspirations.
Mcke nna and Ferrero (1991) found that males reponed fathers (..J8.5%) and
females repon ed mothers (50 .1%) as being much help in providing career
information. Males reponed mothers as being the second most helpful resource
(..J..J.3% l while femal es d id not rep ort fathers as second. Stevens and Mason
(1994) reponed that a majority of females discussed career plans more often with
the mother while a majori ty of males discussed career plans with both parents.
This was by no means an exhaustive examination of the litera ture on
educational and career aspirations and expectations. It does. however. offer the
reader an insight into some of the major areas of research into the field. In
addition. it elucidates the major themes of this current research paper.
CHAPT ER )
Mftb od ology
To gain information about student aspirations. and factors thai ma~
influence the develop ment of career /educa tiona l choices. it was dec ided to use rwo
methods to gather data. The first was [ 0 conduct a survey of all the level 111
students in the school. Island Central High. As Edwards. Thomas. Rosenfeld. and
Booth-Kewley (1997 ) note about the effectiveness of surveys in obtaining preci se
info rmation on various topics. "e tten. no other data-gather ing proce dure can be
used 10 collect the desired information more e ffectively or efficiently" . The use of
surveys is advantageous in that it is a way of obtaining great amounts of
information such as demographics. percep tion s. opinions. or othe r features of a
populat ion (Rose nfeld. Edwards &. Tho mas. 1995).
Prior to conducting the survey a letter requesting permission was ser ato the
School Board Director (see Appendix B) and a consent letter was sent to each
household (see Appendix C) ask ing permission to survey the students. The secon d
means of data-gathering was from the students" cumulative records and transcript
of marks. Permission to use school marks was obtained from the principal.
Sample
The study involved 62 of the 68 students initially enro lled in level Ill at the
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Island Central High. Three students dropped out of high school prior to the
administration of the questionnaire and [\\'0 students refused to lake pan in the
study. Thus there was a participation rate 0[95.4"0. The gender breakdown cf the
test group was 33 females and 29 males.
Instr ument
A survey instrument was designed to co llect as much information as
possible about the overa ll environment that may influence the career/educational
choice s of level III students.
The instrument was constructed from a SCI of variables identified from a
listing of factors in a student's life. This listing was created by the author and. in
order to achieve construct validity. was subsequently edited and changed by a
number of teachers in the high school and the thesis supervisee. From this set of
factors a series of questions for the survC)' instrument were created . The
questionnaire (see Appendix Al was also created by (he author and in order to
ensure ..alidiry was checked by education profess ionals including: Dr. Ken Steven s
and Mr. Gerry White from Memorial University o f Newfoundland. as well as the
principal and a number of teachers from Island Central High. The questionnaire
was developed to:
ec
I) gain an undemanding of the career/educational aspirations of the students of
the Island: and.
:!:ldetermine some of the factors which influence career/educational paths taken
by indiv idua ls.
Identifiable factors have been organiz ed under the following headings:
Hom eJfamilv/comm unjtv
A major influence upon a child's entire being is the home-family-community
envi ronmen t. With this in mind. a num ber of areas involving the family situation
needed examination. These included:
a) Parental sta tus - were both pare nts alive and toge ther?
b) Job status 4 did either or both parents work'! If so. what rype of
emptoymenr?
c l Educano n . what were the levels of education achieved by other family
members?
d) Siblinga - were there any other children in the family? If so. how many?
e) Fam ily co ncern - have family members he lped 10 plan the caree r paths with
the student? 11'50. how?
f] Attitudes • were there cul tural att itudes toward s car eers and educati on ?
What were they?
OJ
g ) Career clusters • wen: there a number of easily identifiable careers wh ich
could lead to an over emphasis towards these particular career paths?
11 ) Travel - have the students had experiences off the lsland? If so. where?
i) location - did the student have family members living olTthe Island? If so.
where '?
The entire school experience can play an important role in the decision-mak ing
process that a student undergoes when making future plans . Some factors thai
needed to be looked at included:
a ) Courses - what were the course choices that students made? Why did I he~
make these choices?
bl Groups and extra-curricular acnvitiea • which of these. i f any. have the
student been involved with?
c ) Career guidance - have the students studied any care er-choice courses such
as career educa tion. or has the student obtained information from a
guidance counselor or other persontsr?
A student' s achievement in school has a relationship with that student' s
career/educational plans. Some of' tbe pertinent questions were:
a) How well has the student done overall ?
b) What were their areas of strength and weakness?
J'<m
Peer groups play an important role in shaping a student's attitude and subsequently
the student's decisions about future plans. Some factors that needed 10 be:
examined were:
a) Plans - did the peer group. or individuals within the group. have plans for
continuing education?
b) Relationships - did boyfriends or girlfriends influence a student's decisions?
c) Drug/alcohol use - did the student use drugs or alcohol? If so. how often?
Why? With whom?
d) Ccmmumry - was the student involved in communtry work such as church.
hospital. and scouring-guide movement? Were the peers also involved?
et Job experience - did the student have part time or summer employrnem?
what type:o fjob? lf so. at what income level?
M¢diaJinformatjon lechnoloip'
Other than those experiences received from school activities. have students had
exposure to media sources of career or educational information? How has this
exposure affected career/education decisions? Topics that needed to be addressed
included:
a) Television/radio - to how much TViradio did the student watch/listen?
What types of shows? Did the student gain relevant career/educational
information from these sources?
b) Information Technology • did me student have access 10 a computer at
home? Was there internet access al home?
c) Information Technology- did the student use the computers ar school'? Did
the student have access to the internet at school? Have they been used for
career-educat ional planning?
d) Books. magazines. papers - what did the student read and how much did the
student read?
Other imoortant people
Often in a student's lite there are people who have had an impact on the him or
her. Sometimes that impact can be positive while other times negative. It is
important to take this into account. These influences included:
al Role models - was there a person to whom the student looks up. who may
have influenced the student"s career path?
b) Negative influences . were there people whose example has negatively
influenced the student 's decisions?
..
Other than for demographic information. the open-ended questio n format
was chosen for a number of reasons. Answers to questions in the open-en ded
format allow for info rmation gathering which would otherwise not be gained
through the usc of a fixed set of answer choices (Edwards er al.. 1997). This
format may also be more beneficial in getting data about emotio nal. controvers ial
or forb idden subjects (Converse & Presser. 1986).
Another advanta ge of the open-ended question format as noted by Sheatsley
(\ 983 ) in Edwards et al. (1997) is the fact that "th ey allow responde nts to answer
using their ow n frame of reference. without undue infl uence from pre-spec ified
alternatives" (p. 26) . Thu s bias is minimized in terms o f listing those answers that
the researc her may have anticipated rather than those that actually occur. Also
there is no forcing of response: alternatives which may not reflect the actual
answers that respondents would prefer. Written answers also allow for a more
detailed exam ination of the topics being quest ioned than would be the case with
close-ended questions (Edwards et 011.. 1997). "Closed-ended question s may
compel people to express an attitude when they have no opinion on the mane r or.
even worse. when they do not understand the question- (p. 25).
Open ended questions are also easier and less time consuming to write.
Due to the constraints upon the researcher to get the data set in as time ly a fashion
as possible it was decided 10 use this approach to avoid the time needed to
construct response alternatives and (Ocreate response scales.
Some of the disadvantages. as discussed in Edwards et al. (1997). in the use
of the open-ende d question fermat for use as survey items include: the time and
effort required by the researcher 10 read and code the answers 10 this type of
question format: the fact that respondents may nOI fill in the entire questionnaire
due to the perceived work involved in filling in written answe rs and the fact that
differences in writing skills may exist between respondents. Therefore then: may
be a range in the quality of responses given that. "open-ended questions almost
inevitably dicit a certain amount of illegible. irrelevant. incoher ent and repetitious
information from respondents" (p. ::!7).
Researc h Procedure
The survey was administered to all individuals during the last class period
en a day in late April. It was carried out late in the school year in order to ensure
that the students have been in level three for the majority of the year. thus giving
the students time to have experiences which may have played a role in shaping
their career/educational aspirations.
"Data ana lysis
Upon receipt of the completed questionnai res. the coding of the responses
was carried out wing me following method . Fifteen questionnaires were selected
at random to obtain the initial code set. Responses to each question were recorded
and given a catego ry code . From these. a set of value labels was created . Other
codes were added. as needed. upon the coding of the remaining ~7 questionnaires.
Each question on the questionnaire was given a code title. For example. question
#1 under the student headin g of the questionnaire was given the title code Stl . The
responses to the question Stl (see questionnaire append ix A) for the initial [5 were
recorded by writing out the question code and the question. The LD. numbers of
the questio nnaire and the sex of the respondents were also recorded. Then the
response given by the student was written out and the ccdets! were given for each
response. From this. a set of value labels was created. that were used to code the
rest of the questionnaires (see table 3.1).
Table 3.1 shows the value labels created tram the responses in table 3. 1.
These codes were then entered into the spreadsheet program. Microsoft Excel.
This process was repeated for other questions from the questionnaire.
"Tab leJ. I:
Idutificalion . Gender . Written Response s and Respon se Codes fe r Question
S12, Wh at Do You NH'd To Do In Order To Han Thi s Perfect J ob!
Id Good"
"
F
,. M
6 F
"
F
F
lOb M
1 M
10 M
8 F
n F
:!~
"
.\ 1
, F
"
F
VOIInecdadvarlCed cbsses..!oodmarks..lwOIIIdIlftd IOCOfO po5f
~$dIoo linJ. andl h igh ~hooI dl plom"­
YOIIwouldneedOllltd1lcationin!'iaillil:aIScicTla:
Trainm.C. rom I1 OOSl;hool
De~ in KImC~. many Yeal'$in school maybe r ,m it Ph.D
Go 10Coal Guvd Sehool to receive p"op" m in,"!
TllcnL die businn~ donn'l Iooi;, for 1M well Ir.l'ned . but inSlcad
Good marks and lots o frra ining iIJ1d sp:c " tUC$
Diploma at Dalhousie and a 6_5<:.• at T_U.~ . S
I need I diploma in Mthitml,lraJ engincm ",-
Inl~ profcssions l"'Duld nccdcilhcr. alawdclrcc . tJ·lll n ing lnWC::la l
l\tork. ora dCllft in biology
High sChool diplomas, gl:nCl'1l1 background. ancnd fashion school.
t wuuld need a Bachelor of Engineen ng. which would lake 5 yean A
M;uu:rs d c;~cwould o.: muchbencr
Traininl! in a biblc Khoa l
An underJr.ldu atc degree. med. school. rcsidcn~) .
Sorne posHCCondary Khoo hng i$ a plus. Then nilli lll bdorr ~ou can
becomr an IRCMPI offi'rr_ TIl" Iikr 10 havr more .. eu round~
peoplron lhr(on:r .
Cod<
O I.O~.OJ .l).J
oa
OJ.OS
" .06
03_0~
07
O~ . OS. OS
10.QCl
rc
OCI. O~
04.03.11
OQ.06
O ~ . 0 3
" .0<>
03. OS. I I
Tab le 3.2:
Assigned Valu e La bels for Question S12. What Do You Need To Do In O rder
To Have T his Perfect J ob'!
e....
01
«i
"
'"
"06
07
"
"10
11
u
13
l '
"
Advanced cjasses
Good M"'"
Poslseconcbr)'
Hip sd lool diplolna
Tnlinin~
POSl~rad""lr4r~~
Nllunlfillcn l
Spr,i altie.
Ullivcrsity dcg.rcc:
Poslsecondary-diploma
Knowlrdge--uperirncr
Hard elTon.
Cenain h i~ Khoo l ,oursrs
Healthy and Iir
Grt lCu pird
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These included question St4 • What are you going to be doing at the end of
this schoo l year or the beginn ing of lite next school year?
Table 3.3 gives the value labels for question 5t4.
Ta bl~J.J :
Va lue labels ror Qutstioll Sf" - What Are You Go ing to be Doing at Ihe End or
This School Year or the Bqill niDg or Ihe Nut School Year'!
e llCle Co",_c.l
0 1 Colle~t
O~ Uni~cni~'
OJ
..
cs
Rl'IUml o lli1!hschoo l
Undecided
This process was used lor all multiple-response questions on the survey. Through
this process. the data set was created for analysis.
Along: with the reponi ng: of the actual occupations aspired to. levels of
aspiration. as indicated by levels of both. the General Educational Development
CG ED) and the Specific v ccauo nat Preparation (SVP). were also reported. Both
the QED and the SVP are subsca les of the Canadian Class ification and Dictionary
of Occupations (CCDO) (Minister of Supply and Service Canada. 1990). As cited
in Sharpe and Spain ( 1993) they are des igned to measure training time. which is:
a combination of formal school education. infonn al studies. jo b
experience . and on-me-jo b or inplant training required of a
worker to obtain the knowledge and skills neces sary for average
performance in a part icular occupation. (p. 197)
The GED and SVP levels were used to compare and arrange occupations
"according: to difficully and complexity. The GED Scale looked at three factors:
reasoning. mathematical development and language development. For a mO TC'
detailed explan ation of these levels for both the GED and SVP see appendix D.
TheG ED:
embraces chose aspects of education (formal and informal }
which contribute to the worker' s ( 3) reasoning development an
ability to follow instructions. and Ib} acquisition of "1001-
knowledges. such as mathema tical and language skills. GED is
education of a general nature. which docs not have a recognized
specific. occupational objective . Ordinarily such education is
obtained in elementary school. high school. or college:
however. it is derived also from experience and self-study
(Sharp e & Spain. 1993. p.( 97) .
The SVP is:
Measured by the amount of time needed to acquire the
informanon. techniques. and skills needed for average work
performance in a specific occupation. This training may be
acquired in school. work. military. or institutional em..ironment,
or through vocationally-oriented hobbies Sharpe & Spain.
1993. p.l971 .
Both tile:GED and SVP allow fora measure of occupational aspirations for
any career in rnat. as they measure reasoning levels and training time. they give an
indication of the level of commitment needed 10attain various careers. Thus. the
higher the level ofGED and SVP. the higher the level of aspiration for a particular
career. The GED is given a measure from one to six and the SVP is given a
measure from one to nine. The data was analyzed using SPSS for Windows
(Norusis. 1990 : Norusis. (993).
CHAPTER ..
Ed ucalio nal and Ca reer Aspira lions and Espe etanens
This chapter is organized so thai the repon ing of the data analysis will
follow along the same lines as the research questions outlined in chapter one.
Descriptive statistics as well as chi-squares. correlations. and crosstabula tions
wert used to analyze the data from the questionnaire. values at .05 or less wert
considered significant.
The major research question: what are the educational. as we" as the
career expectations and aspirations ofyoutti from geographically isolated rural
communities? can be broken down into a number of finer points for examination.
The first point would be that of determining the major industrial groupings
reponed in terms of aspirations. Table -U lists the frequencies of student
aspirations according to the major industrial categories as set out in the Canadien
Classification and Dictionary of Occupations ICCDOI by the Minister of Suppl~'
and Service Canada ( 1990). The most common major industria l grouping to
which the subjects aspired. at 22.6'/0. was in the service industries . This included
careers such as. cooks. correctional officers. and haircutters. The next most
frequent major industrial grouping was in the artistic. literary. performing arts and
related occupations at 16.1%. These included aspirations to such careers as actors
or actresses and musicians. Occupations in medicine and health had a frequency
of 14.5%. as did occupations in natural sciences. engineering and mathematics.
OttllpalMllla l GrotI p
Table~.l :
f req uency otlndustria l Aspira tions
FI'I'ClIl~1IeY Perttll l t %l
ManlIgeriaL Adm ini$lBlJvc. aed RcLaledOmlpalions
Mining and Quanyin. U1Clud in. Oil
Textlingand Relaled OmlparMlns
Machining and Related Occupalions
Produa Fabrical:ing.AssanblingandRepairingQl:wp;uions
Rdi~ioo
Soc ia l Sc im c<:sand Relaled Fields
Clcn<;a l and Relale<1Qcl;upalion s
Spans and R«re;lllOll
Tran . pa n EquIpment Operollllng Occ upations
:'.led icine and H(allh
NaluraISc i( nc(s.En~ineeriniand ~alhemalles
Arnsnc . Lnerary . Performing ,1,1"15. and Related Occupauon s
s.:,..,il;(
TOial
"
3.:!
3.2
3"::,.
I·U
l b , 1
Table ..J.1 Iists the frequencies and percentages of actual careers to which
the subjects aspired. It is interesting to note the large number of varied careers to
which the students aspired. The most frequently aspired-to careers were that of
physician at 9.7%. careers in the coast guard. 8.~-o. and careers in the armed
forces and acting both 011 6A~' . R.C.M.P. officer and computer operator. were
next with a ..J .8o/. rate for each.
(N=62)
Career
Accountant
Compuler SySiem Analyst
Comps ter Techmcian
Day-care Worker
Drnfisperson
HunlingGuid e
Machinisl
Nurse
Ckcuparional Therapist
Truckd river
Welde r
X-r.ly Techniei;m
Alhlele
Chemical Engineer
Clergyman
Fashiun Designer
Lawver
:'olusician
PilO1
wruee Journalist
Computer Operator
R.C.M.PO fficer
ArmedFcrr es
Coast Guard
Total
Table 4.2:
Frequ ency of Career Aspirations
Fnqu~ne,' P~rc~nl( ·/. )
1 1.6
1
16
1 6
1 6
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
16
3,:::
3,:::
3:::
3.:::
3.:::
3.:::
3.:::
' .0
' .7
100
"Along with the repon ing of the actual occupat ions aspired to . levels of
aspiratio n. as indicated by leve ls of both. the General Educational Deve lopment
(GED) and the Specific Vocational Preparation (SVP). were also repon ed.
Table 4.3 lists the frequency levels of'the GED and SVP associa ted with the
subjects' response to career aspiration.
Tab le 4.3:
Frequencies of Values for GED and SVP levels for Student Aspirations
(N .....n
GE D Vylue fte9Utnt~ Percent !-/., SVP Value Frtllutnev Prn:rn t (°41
I 1.6
Total
!O 32.3
"
17.1 16.1
15 24 _~
"
~4.~ 11.3
ao 3:!.3
::!9.0
; .:!
TOUlI
Note that the GED levels can go rrom one to six while the levels of the SVP
can go from one to nine. This study shows that the student aspira tions in terms of
the GED were spread out from the three level to the six level. The highest
percentage was at the three level (32 .3%) and the next two highest percentages
were at the five and six level where both were recorded at 24.2%. In terms of the
svP measure of aspirations. the highest percentage was at the seven level
(32.3%). The next two most frequent responses were at the eight level (29.0%)
and the four level (16.1%).
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Often students. when asked about what job they would like to do. have
more than one possible career choice to which they aspire. In this research. only
12.9% of the respondents listed a second choice. Table~.4 lists the industrial
choices for the second response .
T:ablt4.4:
t;or;-lIj f req uency of Industri al Aspira tions. Respoa deets' Second Choice.
Ocr up.lIliDaal Group Fnqutn~ r Crtt1l1 ( % 1
Mactnnin; md Relaled OccupatIOn, I I::.;;
\1edic:lncand Health
:-.'alllr:lI Sciences.Englneel'1n! :md MaIMcmalics
Sales
Social Sciences and RclaledF iclds
Aru sue. Literary . Pertcrmin g An,., and Related Oceupillion s
TOI01I
: 5,0
Only one industrial occupational group had more than one response. Two out of
the eight respondents. 25.0%. chose careers in artistic. literary. performing ans.
and related occupations.
In terms of the actual careers to which the respondents aspired lo r a second
choice. Table *.5 lists these.
Ta ble 4.S:
Frequ ency cf Seeond Choice Ca reer Aspira tions
Frcq UC1lC} Perunl(% l
ComputeTSystt m Ana lyst
Fashion Mode l
Soc:iaJWorbr
Welder
Actcr
TOIilI
I I:!.S
I I:!.S
I 1:!.S
I 1:!.S
I IB
as,u
100
"The most popular second choice was that of actor (25.0%). It is interesting to note
that threecareer aspirations appeared for the first time. as possible career choices.
Social worker. fashion model and correctional OffiCCT all appeared as second
choice aspirations. but not as first choice aspirations.
The QED and SVP levels of the second choice aspirations are listed in
Table ~.6.
Table 4.6:
Frequencies of Values tor GED and SVP tevets for Second Choice Stu dent
(NEIl Aspirations
GED "a lu~ frequent\' Pu cen l (./. ) sVP VaJur Frrquuc" Prn: r nl (·...1
3 j ;7,5
1 ~ .5 u.s
50,0 1:!.S
I:!.S
6:!.5
100 T~I
The most common GED value for the second choice career aspiration was five.
while the most common SVP value was seven.
In terms of aspirations. the research sun:ey included a question about what
would be required to achieve their desired careers. Respondents were able to give
more than one response. All responses were recorded and frequencies calculated.
Table .1.7 gives the frequencies of the various responses to this question. The
coded responses: "obtain a post secondary education": "obtain a university
degree": and "obtain a post secondary diploma": can be differentiated by the fact
that the first one is not specific, The respondents knew that further education was
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required. but did not indicate any particulars . The next rwo responses are more
specific. the requirements are either a university degree or the completion o f a
diploma program.
Table".7:
Student Responses to Question St2 - Wh at 00 You Need to do in Ord er to
IN-62) Have This Perfect Job ?
RnpCIIIK
Hard effort
Nat ura l Abilil yrTalem
Spe cial ize
Specrflc High SchoolCourses
rc be Healthy and Fil
Take Advanced Clas se s
Obrain a Post-graduate Degree
To GetAccepted
Obram Gocd Marcs
Know led geJ E~perienc e
Obtain a Post Secondary Diploma
Obtain a Higb Schocl Diploma
Obtain a POSI Secondary Education
Obtam a Universily Degree
Tr.lin ing
117
0'
0.'
0'
0'
0.'
17
~.6
~ .l
11.5
17,1
17.1
The most common response was training. with a percentage of 18.8%.
Both responses. obtain a post-secondary education and obtain a university degree.
are the next most frequent response and occurred with the same percentage.
[7.1%. All the responses that indicated any fcrm of post-secondary education
after high school. namely: "obtain a post-secondary education". "obtain a
university degree", and "obtain a post secondary diploma", together had a
response percentage of 42.7%.
The next point to be examined was that of career expectations. This was
obtained via use of the questionnaire question. coded St3: being realist ic. what do
yo u think yo u will actually he doing fo r a career ? As with (he aspiration data. it
can be looked at using a number of criteria.
The first method of examination was to look at the student expectat ions in
terms of the major industrial groupings repo rted for expectations. Table ~.8 lists
the frequencies of student expectations according to the major occupationa l
categories as set out in the Canadian Classification and Dictionary of Occupations
(CCDO ) by the Minister of Supply and Service Canada (1990).
Occup.~ljonaIGro up
Table 4.8:
Frequency of Industrial Expectations
F~qucnc~' Percent ( ~J.l
Farmmg, Hor ncutrural end AnlmJl -HusbJndr) Occup;llions
Prccessm e Occupanc ns
Teachmg and Reloled O<:cupallons
Transport Equipment Oper.Il;ng Oceupancns
Fishing. Trapplng and Related Occupancns
Machining and Related Oeec penons
Religion
Social Sciences and Related Fields
Ani slic.liler.lry. Petformm g An s. and Related Oceupcucn s
Clerical and Related Occucano ns
~iningand QuarT)'inginclud ingO i l
Product Fabricating . Assernbling and Repa,nn !!-Occupalions
~ledicine and Heahh
Serv ice
Undecided
~a{ur.lI Sciences. EngineeringandMalhemalic s
TOlal
I.,
I..
I..
t e
j.:
j ,:
, -
j ,:
,..
, .s
,..
, .s
1:!.9
I_U
14.5
u 19.J
62 100
80
The industria l grouping with the highest percentag e of responses was in
the natural sciences. engineering and mathemat ics cate gory..with a percentage of
19...%. The next most frequent respons e category was in the service industri es.
with a percenta ge of 1·1.:5%. lt ....1\$ noted thai 14.5%. of the respondents were
undecided as [0 what career they thought they would actually be doing. Of
particular interest was the fact that two respondents expected [Q be wo rking in
fishing, trapping or a related occupation. This was in contrast (0 the occupa tional
aspirations in which there were no responses in thai category.
Other industrial occupational categories that were indic ated as
expecta tions. but not as aspirations. included fanni ng. hort icultural and animal-
husbandry occupations. and processing occupations. Industrial occupational
categories missing Irom the expectation responses that were in the aspiration
responses included managerial. administrative. and related occupations. as well
as. sports and recreat ion.
Table ~ .9 lists the actual careers that the respondents expected to attain.
Perhaps the most interesting finding was the fact that. by far, the most trequem
response to the question regarding career expectations was that of undec ided
which had a response percentage of 1·1..:5 %. Thus. students had little problem
aspiring to a career but they had some problems with actual career choice . The
next most frequently expected career was that of engineer with a percenta ge of
8. 1'Yo. This category included, mechanical. civil. and nautical. It did not include
3.::
3::
3 ::
j ::
3':
"
"
"
"'8
8.1
]..1.5
er 100
chemical engineer.
, :-;-(2)
Carnr
AnimaJAnmdill1l
BiologISt
BoiItCaplilin
C~Guard
C~ionalOfficCT
Da~C3n' ,"'or1(CT
Dn"""~
Fi5hCTpClSOn
FishpJanlW orXer
Machinist
~kdicalL.aboratoryTechnician
Mortician
Musician
Nursing Assistanl
OplOmcuist
Pharmacist
Physi<:laII
R.C....I,P OfficlCT
Trvt k Dri1l CT
Vdlic le Mechalllc
Welder
CllclIucal Enginttr
Ck l"!yman
Comp.uICT Technlciar!
C"""
.Iotimal ist
SocialWotit CT
Armcd F0rce5
ComputeTOpcralor
CompulCTSystem Anal)'S1
~urw
Roustaboot
Enginttr
Undecided
T~'
Tabl e 4.9:
Freq uency ef Career Es peclalio ns
F!!Q'~
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I
I
I
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I
I
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1
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1
1
1
I
I
I
I
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r.e
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When these were included the response percentage was raised 10 11.3%.
Expectations of careers as: members of the armed forces. computer operators.
"computer systems analysts. nurses. and oil rig roustabouts were the next most
frequent response [0 career expectations with a response percentage of ~.8% each.
Anothe r finding worth emp hasizing invo lved the number of response expectatio ns
for careers in the traditional fishing industries. Only three individuals expected
these traditional careers. One individua l expected to be a lisherperson.
expected to be a fishplant worker and one expected to be a fishing cap tain .
The GED and SVP levels of the expected careers were obtained and the
results can be found in Table ·U O.
Table 4.10:
Frequencies of Values for CED and SVP levels for Student Expectations
(1"1=61)
GED Valu t frflluen n Pereenr JO/. ) s VP ValUf Frf9uUf~ Puce" ' ( %)
5 8.1 I t .e
The OED and SVP levels indicated the aspirational level tor students'
career expectations. For the GED. the highest percentage was at the five level
(24.2%) and the next two highest percentages were at the three and tour level
where both were recorded at 21.0%. In terms of the SVP measure, the highest
percentage was at the seven level (25.8%). The next two m OSI frequent responses
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were at the eight level (22.6%) and the six level (I 2.9'HI). Note thai the "nine
missing- refers 10 the nine individuals who were undecided as [0 career
expectations and were. therefore. nor assigned either GE D or SVP values.
When students were asked to give the jobs mat they expected to be doing.
mere was often more than one possible answer. In this research. only ten of the
sixty-two. or 16.1% of the respondents listed a second choice. Table a .I I lists the
industrial occ upational expectations for the second responses. In this instance
artistic. clerical. and medical were the industrial occupations which were:the most
frequently expected at 20 .0% each.
Table ~.Il :
Freque ncy or Indust rial Occu pationa l [,pecrations: Respond enu '
( N- I O) Seecnd Choice.
~3IUr.1l x lI:m:n. EnJineermll and M...thcm...tKS
Procl$Sm~ Ocrop;ltions
CVrllCl!
Tl'3Ilsport Eqlllp' ''':' u Opc r:u,nr OttUp;ltIOllS
ArtIStic:.L,~ . Pert"oml,nl Arts. ....,d Rd ...1cl Occupations
Clmc;a1 ....,d Re LaledOcCllp.1l~
\.Ial M;1nc;andHealth
T~I
111.0
111.0
10.0
10.0
::0.0
::0.0
~.O
100
In terms of the actual careers expected for the second choice. Table 4.12
lists these. Careers as actors and computer operator were the most common
second response for career expectations. Both had a response rate of 20.0% . It
was interesting to note that another individual expected to obtain employment as a
fishplant worker. This raised the total to four the number of individuals who
...
expected a career in the traditiona l fishery. including first and seco nd expectatio ns.
Thus. the:percentage of the:graduating class expecti ng:a fishery- related career was
6.5~. . This number was quite: low, as would be expected given the precarious
state of the Newfound land fishery.
Tab le " .12:
Freq uency or Second Chotce Career Expecta tions
Fnq u . C! Pr rnnl' ·...)
Fishptanl Wortel'
;I.l;ll"illl: Engincer
Mal i' ;ll Laboratory Tn: hnician
Shlp's Capla in
V~I,ri nar} A ss iSlan l
W;III~SS
I 10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
10.0
CompulerO pn;l IOl"
T0I31 100
The GED and SV P values are listed in Table " .13.
Table " .13:
Freqe ee etes of v alues ror G ED and SVP levels (or Second C hoice Career
IN- IOI El pettat ions
10.0
10.0
~O_O
20.0
• 20.0T~I 100Total
GED,:val..e F'!9 o;n C'\ P~';~I"01 sv P~aluc
10 .0
:;0.0
:;0.0
10.0
The most common GE D values were at the: four and five leve ls (30.0% )
which was a moder ate-to-hi gh aspiration level for the second choice expectation.
"In terms of the SVP. the most common values were at the two. six. seven and eight
levels (20.0% ). While the six. seven. and eight levels were mode rate-to-high
aspirations for career expectat ions the two level was quite low.
As part of the research into student aspirations and expectations. it was
important to gain knowledge about the students" plans for the immed iate future.
In this instance. the quesuonnaire queslion coded 514 asked about their plans for
the end of their school year or the beginning of lhe next school year. Table ·U':
lists the frequency and percentages oft he students' responses [ 0 quest ion 514.
Table 4.14:
Student Respon ses 10 Quest ion St4 - What are you going to do at the end of
( .'\j-6 ~) th is school year or the beginning of the nu l school yea r ?
R,"pon Jc Frrq" enn PUCrnl agr ( %)
Und« ided z L =
"Rerum 10 High Schoo l
GIl IOCollC¥~
GIl IOU"'~ CI"SIf)
IJ
"
The largest percentage of students responded thai they would be attending
university (30.6% ) and the next highest percentage responded that they would be
attending some fonn of college (25.8%). Together the response 10 attend some
form of post-secondary: institution was 56.4%. For those who responded thai they
were going 10return to high school. many were doing this 10 improve their marks.
to attain grade levels sufficient for entrance into a post-secondary instit ution.
The above responses were obtained from the questionnaire. which was
se
administered in late April 1998. As a compariso n. a research question was asked
at the schoo l regarding last year 's graduates. The schoo l admin istrators. teac hers.
friends of the students and parents were questioned as to the Status of last year 's
graduates . From those responses Table 4.15 was crea ted .
Ta ble 4.15:
( llrj-(j} ) Cu rr ent Educatleeat and/or Career Sta tus orRespondent s.
SLatus frrqu K'l Prn:nl.ll1:c , W4 1
Ooing Nrn:hing
"' ::~nd ing College
Allcn ding Un l ~rrsiC)'
RClumed 10 High Schoo l
"
l:!.""
1"7 .~ .
30.6" .
30.6°.
A comparison of what the students thought they would be doing. and what
they were act ually..doi ng elicits some interesting result s . or those students who
saidthat they planned to go 10 university. (30.6% ) the same percen tage of students
were attending university. For college attendants. the numbers are s l i gtll l~
different . While 25.8% of the students said that the~' were going:to attend college .
only 17.70/ 0 were enrolled in college programs, While 21.0% of respondent s said
that they would be returning:to high school in the fall either to upgrade mark s or to
complete the high school program. in actuality 30.6% of the students returned 10
level IV. Th is was a vel)' high percentage and should be of concern to
administrators. guidance counse lors. teachers. parents and students alike,
Presumably. this increase reflec ted those students who did less well than they had
predicted they would and had to return to level IV.
Another area of interest is the comparison of those who planned to enter the
workforce (l 9A% ) and those that actually did l6.50/0). Among those few . onl ~
3.2% actuall y found full time employment and they had to leave Newfoundland to
gain employment . Included in the status category "do;ng nothing" ( 12.9,"0) wert'
students seeking employment and/or waiting to gain acceptance into post-
secondary progra ms.
With respect to the majo r research question regarding career aspirations and
career expec tations ana lysis comparing these variables was conducted. A
crcsst abulauo n comparing industrial categories for both career aspirations and
career expectations was carried out (see Table -1.16). When examining Table -1.16.
a number o f points stood out . Those major industrial groups that were consistent
tor both career aspirations and career expectat ions included: religion. teachi ng.
clerical. min ing. quarry ing and oil and gas. machining. and product fabricat ing. all
of which are relatively lower level industrial groups . arguably with the exception
of teaching and religion. Therefore. it would seem appropriate to asp ire to and
expec t these caree rs. In terms of some higher lev-el major industrial groups. such
as science. engineering and mathematics and med icine and health. there were
some differin g results. In the case of science. engineering and mathematics.
88.9% of those who aspired to this industrial group also expected to be worki ng in
lhis area . The other 11.1% expected 10 be work ing in a service industry. For
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medicine and health. only 55.6% of those students aspiring to these occupations
were expecting to be working in these fields. The other areas expected. included:
service (11.1' . ). processing (11. la·a). and undecided (:!:!.:!%). This can be
explained by the relatively high numbers of individuals aspiring to such careers as
medical doctors. but ve~.' few actually expecting to be employed as such. Those
individuals both aspiring to and expecting careers in other medical areas such as
nursing keep the percentage high in this area. The numbers with the • symbol
represent the count and percentage of occupations that correspond for both
aspirations and expectations. When these were examined. the percentage of
aspirations and expectations of major industrial groups was 53.2%.
When the number of different careers listed under the aspirations versus the
expectations (see Tables ~ .:! and ~ .9 ) were compared. no differences were found.
Students aspired to thirty-three different careers while the number of expected
careers was also thirty-three. These results wert' for the first choice responses 10
both aspirations and expectations. This was interesting considering the fact that
nine individuals were undecided about career expectations. Presumably, if those
individuals had listed career expectations. the number of overall careers lo r
expectations would have been greater than for aspirations. However. the actua l
jobs to which students aspired. were often different from those expected. While a
crosstabutarion o f actual career aspirations versus expectations would be too
cumbersome to display. the findings indicate twenty-eight of the sixty-two
students in the study. or -'5.1%. had matching career aspirations and expectauons.
These results differed slightly from those of the GED and Svp for
aspirations (see Table ·U ) and expectations tsee Table .UO ). A Spearman's rho
correlation was carried out to determine the significance of the relationship
between the GED for aspirations and the GED for expectations (see Table ~.1 7 ) .
Table ·" 17:
( :or;-5J j Correlation between the G ED Values for Aspir ations and Expectatio ns
GEDbf'C!l:lllons
Spearman's rho GED Aspir:llions Correlalion Coeffic l~nl .585· '
Sig. ( 2 · lai l~d l
53
From this. it was seen thai there was a strong correlation between the
GED·s tor aspirations and expectations. As well. it was highly significant:
therefore. we accepted the results.
Mean scores were compared for GED aspirations and expectations (see
Table -'.IS).
Tab le 4.18:
Mean s a nd Sianda rd Deviations for GE D Aspirati ons and Esp eclat ions
Mnn N Sid. Sid. Error
Deviaaion Mnn
GEDAspirafions.oO 53 1.23 .17
GED E~peetalions ~. I I 53 1.20 17
There was a difference between the mean value for the GED of aspirations
and expectations. 4.30 and 4.11 respectively. When a paired sample test was
carried out the results showed no significant difference (I ==1.237. df '"" 5~ . P
= .2121. A Spearman's rho correlation was also carried OUI [0 determine the
significance of the: relationship between the SVP for aspirations and the SVP for
expectations (see Table 4. (9 ).
Tabl e 4.19:
(:11"53) Con elaUon between the SVP Values for Aspiration s and Expectations
SVPE xpca ations
Spearmans rbo SVPAs plr.lllons Correlation Coefficient 622"
Sig. (2·tailed) 000
These data also showed a strong correlation between the Svp 's tor aspirations and
expectations. Again. it was highly significant. therefore we accepted the results.
Together. the results from these two correlations indicated that both career
uspirerions and career expectations \vere in line with each other in terms of overall
tevels of asplration.
Mean scores were compared lor SVP aspirations and expectations (sec
Table ·U Q).
Ta ble 4.20:
Means and Standa rd Deviations for SVP Aspirations and Expeet au oas
Mean N SId. Std, Ertor
Deviation Mean
SVPAspi ralioos 6.49 53 1.53 .2 1
SVPEx p«tations 6'28 53 1.61 22
Again. mere was a difference between the mean value for the SVP of
aspirations and expectations. 6.49 and 6.28 respectively. When a paired sample
test was carrie d out the results showed no sign ifican t difference ( t = 1.Q..I 5. df = 51.
p =.301).
This concludes the ana lyses of the descrip tive statistics on educatio nal and
career expectations and aspirations for this study . Chapter 5 include s the analyses
of those researc h questions deali ng with those factors that affect aspirations and
expectations and the relationships between these factors.
CHAPTE RS
Answers to Resear ch Questions
The first subsidiary' question to be examined statistically. concerning
curriculum issues was: how does academic achievement in science relate to both
career aspirations and expectations? Spearmen's rho correlations were carried
out to determine the relationship between the students average marks in science
courses and level of career aspirations as measured by the GED and SVP
associated with the students ' aspired-to careers. Table 5.1 lists the correlations
between the GED for aspirations and average marks in the various science
courses. as well as. the average marks in all science courses combined and the
average marks in either academ ic or nonacad emic science course s.
Bi" ktR)'
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The heading sccredits refers to the cumulative average obtained for all
ss
science courses taken. The academic and nonacademic headings refer to the
average marks for those courses cons idered either academic or nonacade mic . For
the purpose of this research. the courses considere d academic include courses in:
biology. chemistry and physics. while those considered nonacademic include:
physical science. sclence-tecbnology-and-soclery, and environmental science.
When examining these correlations a number of interesting results appeared.
When correlating the QED for aspirations and science marks. biology 320 I. had
the highest correlation of .465. significant at the .0 1 level. thus. these results arc
accepted. We conclude that high marks in biology 320 1 are correlated to high
GED levels and therefore (00 high career aspira tions. Similar findings occurred
for other academic science courses including: physics 2204 with the second
highest correlation coefficient of .550. significant at the .05 level: physics 3.204
with a correlation coefficient of .5.23. significant at the .0 1 level: chemistry .2102
with a correlation coefficient of .507. significant at the .0 1 level: and biology 2.20 1
with a correlation coefficien t of A65. significant at the .0 1 level. There was one
academic science course. chemistry 320.2. which had a lower corre lation
coefficient of .313. and a significance level of .120. therefore this result was not
significant. Overall. it can be said that there was a positive correlation between
achievement in academic science courses and higher levels of career aspirations as
indicated by high GED levels. This was further supponed. with the findings under
the academic heading. in which the average mark of all academic science courses
se
was correlated to the OED levels for career aspirations. The correlation
coefficient was reponed as .496. and a significance level of .000. highly
signi ficant.
Conversely. when examining the results for the nonacademic courses. a
negative correlation was found. While none of the nonacademic courses
individually. had significant results. the grouped nonacademic results were
significant. Under the nonacademic heading. the correlation coefficient was -.389.
significant at the .01 level. This negat ive number indicated that enro lling and
doing well in the nonacademic science courses was correlated to lower levels of
career aspiration as indicated by the OED level. When all science courses taken
by the students were accounted for.a strong correlation was found. The heading
sccredit had a correlation coefficient of .520. significant at the .01 level. Thus. it
was concluded thai there was a positive corre lation between academic
achievement and career aspirations as measured by the GED.
Similar results were found for the Spearman's rho correlation between the
students' average marks in science courses and the level of career aspiration as
measured by the SVP level associated with the respondents' aspired-to careers.
Table 5.2 lists the correlation between the SVP for aspirations and average marks
in the various science courses. as well as. the average marks in all science courses
combined and the average marks in either academic or nonacademic science
"When examining these correlations. a number of interesting findings
appeare d. The strongest corr elation was found between the SVP and physics 220 1
with a correlat ion coe fficient of .585. sign ificant at the .05 leve l. thus. these results
were accepted .
Tab le 5.2:
Co r relation betwee n SVP Aspirations aed Scie nce Co urse A"e,....ge s, To eal
Science Cre dits . Aca de mic Science C red its. and Nonacademic Science C redits
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Again. it was concluded that high marks in physics 220 1 were correlated
with high SVP levels and with high career aspirations. As with the OED. similar
findings occurred for the correlation of SVP and other most other academic
science course s. These included: physics 3204 with the second strongest
correlation coefficient of .530. significant at the .01 level; biology 320 1 with a
correlation coefficient of .526. significant at the .01 level; chemistry 2202 with a
correlation coefficient of .499. significant at the .0 1 level; and biology 220 1 with a
"correlat ion coeffi cient of AN . significant at me .0I level. Again. the correlation
coefficien t for chemistry 3202 was not high. nor was it significan t. Examinat ion
of the results of the correlation under the academic heading supports the claim that
there was an overall positive correlation between achievement in academic science
courses and career aspirations as measured by the SVP leve ls. The correlat ion
coefficient for the academ ic heading:was .353. significant ar rhe .0 1 level.
While ther e was a significant nega tive correlation between me GED and the
nonacademic courses. this was not the case for the SVP and the nonacademic
courses. There was a negative correlation of -.223. however it had a s ignificance
level of .081 and therefore was not significant.
In terms of the sccredus heading for the average of all science cours es taken
by the students. the correlation coefficient was .390, significant at the .0 1 level. II
was concluded that there was a posiuve correlation between academic
achievement in science courses and levels of career aspiration as measured by the
SVP levels.
Together. the results of the correlational analysis between academic
achievement in science and career aspirations. as measured by both the GED and
SVP levels. indicated the positive relationship between the two.
As with students' career aspirations. Spearman ' s rho correlations were
carried out comparin g GED and SVP levels for career expectations and academic
achievement in science courses. The correlations between the aspirational levels
..
of students " career expectations and academic achievement in science courses
were being examin ed (sec Table 5.3).
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wh en these correlations were examined. a number of interesting results
appeared. The strongest correlat ion was between the GED lor expectations and
biolog y n o!. with a corre lation coe fficient of .b-H . signi ficant at the .01 leve l. It
was conclude mat high marks in biology 310 I were positively correlated with high
aspirations as measured by the GED levels for career expectations. Similar results
were found when comparing the GED aspiration levels for career expectations
with other academic science courses. These included chemistry 2202 with a
correlation coefficient of .568. significant at the .01 level. and biology 2201 with a
correlation coefficient of .394. significant at the .01 level. The number of
'00
academic science cou rses for which.corre lations were both strong and sign ifica nt
was lower for the GED of career expectations than for the GED of career
aspirations. In this case three academic science cours es: physic s ~ .204 . physics
3204 and chem istry 3202. were not strong ly nor significantly" correlat ed with
aspirations as measured b)" the GED levels of students" career expectations.
However. when the results under the academ ic hea ding were examined. there was
it positi ve corre lation with a value of . ~ 3 i . significant at the: ,0 1 level. II was
concluded thai for academic science courses there: was a significant positive
correlation between this and aspirations. as measured by the GED levels fo r career
expectations. Conversely. when the results for the nonacademic courses were
examined. it negative correlation was found. While none of the nonacademic
courses individually had significant results. the:grouped nonacademic results were
significant. Under the nonacademic heading. the correla tion coeffi cient was -.289.
significant at the .05 level. This negative number indicated that enrolling and
doing well in the nonacademic science courses was correlated to lower levels of
aspiration as indicated by the GED le..-el for career expectations. When the
average for the tota l number of science courses was correlated with the GED for
expectations. under the heading sccredits. me correlation coefficient was .477.
significant at the .0 I level. Therefore. it was concluded that there was a posit ive
relationship between academic achievement and aspiration as measured by the
QEDfor career expectations.
to
Similar results arc found for the Speannan's rho correlation between the
students ' average marks in science courses and the level of career aspiration as
measured by the SVP level associated with the' respondents ' expected careers .
Table SA lists the correlation between the aspirations. as measured by the SVP
levels for career expectations. and the average marks in the various science
courses. as well as. the average marks in all science courses combined and the
average marks in either academicor nonacademic sciencecourses.
Tabl e 5.4:
Correlat ion between SVP Expectations and Science Cour se Averages, Tota l
Science C redits. Academic Science C red its. a nd Nonaca demic Science C red its
B;;';r Ch;~o~l ry p~i~n s<r.:..~:i<::~~ S<:~c~~h .
1.206
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SIJ
12-u ,lcdl
~ c_'""! ...~
[ .uin_ _ I"
J :G: J28.1 ~J~
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m
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When examining these data a number of interesting results were found.
The strongest correlation appeared between the level of aspiration as measured b~
the SVP level for career expectations and biology 3201 with a correlation
coeffi cient of .575. significant at the .0 I level. Therefore. these results were
accepted. It was concluded that high grades in biology 320 I were related 10 high
I O~
levels of aspirations as measured by the SVP levels for career expectations. It was
interesting: to note that of the four Spearman's rho correlations administered.
biology320 I had the strongest corre lation for threeof them.
The other academic courses tha i yielded positive, significant results
included: chemistry 2202 with a correlation coefficient of .551. significant at the
.01 level: and biology :!201 with a correlation coefficient of .-11 3. significant at the
.01 level. Another interesting finding parallels that of the GED·s. That was the
number of academic science courses tor which correlations are both strong and
significant was lower lor the SVP of career expectations than for the SVP of
career aspirations. Physics :!204. physics 3204 and chemistry 320:! were not
strongly nor significantly correlated with aspirations as measured by the SVP
levels for career expectations. As with the GED results for expectations. when the
results under the academic heading were examined. a positive correlation
coefficient of .389. was obtained which was significant at the .01 level. This
supports the claim of a positive relationship between achievement in academic
science courses and career expectations as measured by the SVP levels.
While there was nOI a significant correlation between the SVP for
expectations and the nonacademic science courses. there was. however. a negative
correlation o f -.248. with a significance level of .073. This only suggests support
tor the previous findings regarding the nonacademic science courses. i.e.. that high
student marks in the nonacademic science courses were related to lower levels of
10)
career expectat ions.
In terms of the combined average of all the science courses taken by the
students. given under the heading sccredit. there was a moderately strong
correlation. with a correlation coefficient of .367. significant at the .01 level.
Again it was conc luded that there was a positive correlation between academic
achievement in science courses and levels of aspirations as measured by the SVP
for career expectations.
When the correlational analyses involving academic achievement. GED·s.
and SVP·s. were looked at in conjunction with one another it was concluded that
achievement in academic science courses was related to both career aspirations
and career expectations. Thus. the aspirational level of career aspirations and
career expectations. as measured by the GED and the SVP levels. were positively
related to overall student performance in science courses. This was most evident
in academic science courses.
The second subsidiary question to be examined statistically. Withregards to
curriculum issues. is: how do students make lise of school-based resources to
obtain career inf ormation. and is there a relationship between the use of this
information and career/educational aspirations and expectations? A number of
survey items were used to examine this question. Descriptive statistics.
crosstabulations. and chi-square tests were used to examine the various aspects of
''''the above-mentioned ques tion.
The first survey item involved the curriculum aspect of course offerings.
When examin ing the role of course choice in student asp irations and expectations.
it is informative to look at the reasons that students give tor picking particular
courses. The research survey included a question about what types of things
influenced their decision to take one course over another. This question was
coded Sch I. Respondents were able to give more than one response. All
responses were recorded and frequencies tabulated. Table 5.5 lists the reasons
given by the students for particular course choices .
Table 5.5:
Student Responses to Que stion Sch t -What Types of Things lnflue nced Your
{·" "'6~1 Decision to Take One Course Over Another?
ToS alisl'y My Parenls
To ;';~~p My Oplions Open
l NeedrheCredus
J Do Well in Thi s Area
There are Friendsinthe Course
A\h ised by Family
To Challen ge Me
The Peno n Teach ing 11t~ Course
Advrsed by School
The Levet or Difficu lty
II is Needed fer My Chosen Care er
To Help witb Futu re Plans
II Will Help witlt College or UnivelSity
Interest
Frequell cy
17
"
'::. 1
s.]
9.6
18.1
27.6
As can beseen from Table 5.5. the main reason (27.6%) that students chose
a particular course over another was because of interest in that course or course
area. The next most frequent response. with a percenta ge of 18.1%. was that it
would help with colle ge or university. The next two reasons both have a
percent age response rate of9 .6%. '0 help wilh future plans". and -u is needed for
my chosen career ". Together these three responses. alo ng with the response about
keeping options open. indicate some form of thought about educational and/or
career aspirat ions and expectations. Combin ed they yie lded a respo nse percentage
of 38.3% . Thus. slightly over one third of the graduating class cons idered future
career aspirations and expectations when making course choices.
The next survey item that dealt with curriculum issues was the question
coded Sch2. This question asked [he subject to comment on whether or not any
courses that they had done. had helped them [0 dec ide on future educatio nal or
career plans. For this question. the positive response rate. indicating that one or
more courses had helped with future plans in some way. was 61.3%. The negative
response rate. indicating that no courses in school had helped with plans . was
38.7%. If a positi....c respo nse was given. the students were asked to give a brief
explanation of how the course. or courses. had helped their future plans. This
question was coded Sch2a . The subjects were able 10 give mult iple respo nses.
Table 5.6 lists the responses 10 the question: how ha....e any courses that you ha....e
done helped in future career plans?
Table 5.6:
Student Responses to Question Scb2a-How Han Any Courses Th at You
(N~) Han Done Helped in Fet ere Ca reer Plans !
Rapoasll Fn:q • eaev Pnnnliitc 1%)
Allo...ed M~ 10Galli Ski ll$ l~...i
65
Gave Me u posurc 10 Careen
Doing Well in lhis A~I May Lad 10a CarC'C'l"
The most common response (50.0%) was thai it created an interest in a
subject. which could lead to a career in that particular area. The second most
common response ( 19.6%) was that doing well in a particular subject. generally
indicated an aptitude for that area. which may be able to be developed into a
career. For example. one male student said that he did quite well in physics and
(rom that, he concluded that he would probably enter a university engineerin g
program.
In the following analyses from page 107 to 173 there ace results discussed
which ace nO{ statistically significant but do show trends in a consistent direction
which may have yielded significant results with a larger sample size.
A crosstabulation was conducted 10 examine the relationship between GED
for career aspirations and the positive or negative response to the question
regarding whether an)' courses had been of assistance in helping students plan
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thei r futures . Table 5.7 shows this crossta bulation .
T ab le 5.7:
HelpfuluC'ss of Co urse O ffering! by C EO for Ca ree r Aspira tions
ves "00
GED AspiO'i oo s Em1llrno ken' Fmwmo Pnrm', 0 0 0 0
0 0 I ,~
I 21.1
"
SO,O
, 7 18..1 16.7
s II 21 ~ ' 07
,
"
316 ) '2.'
Tota l
"
1000
"
100 0
NOIe:.r- ~ lI .56. P '" ,os
The signif icance level for th is crcsstabul ation was .073. and there fore was
nOI significant. The table does show an interesting trend when the GE D levels
were compared between the yes and no responses. For the yes response.
percentages increase lor higher GED levels. while lor the no response. the greater
percentages wen: at the lower end of the GED levels. A full 78.9% of those
students who ind icated that courses did help with future plannin g of careers had
GED levels of ·t 5. or 6. This compares with -15.9"/. tor those students who
indicated tha t cou rses did not help with future planning of careers. In additi on. lor
those stude nts who indicated that courses did not help with future planning of
careers. 5~.2% had G ED levels of I. 2. or 3. This compares with 2 1.1% tor those
students who indica ted that course s did help with future planning of careers . It
appears tha i there was an increased possibility of higher levels of aspiration s. as
measured by the OED for career aspirations. for those students who found that
cours es did help in future plans. A simi lar cross tabulation was conduc ted to
,..
examine the relationship between SVP for career aspirations and the positive or
negative response to the question regarding: whether any courses had been of
assistance in helping students plan their futures. Table 5.8 shows this
crosstabulation.
Tab le 5.8:
Helpfuln ess ar Coune Offerings by SVP for Ca reer Aspira lions
ves No
SVP Aspir.u:ions
)
,
,
6
s
,
Total
NOlt:X ' ''6.83.p -'' .05
f '!9l1al C"
•,
1
s
u
"
",=,
o
n.z
~ ,6
u.z
316
3~.~
"1000
""'m'·L~
208
12,5
3,3
n.r
20,8
o
100.0
The significance level for this crosstabulation was .337. and there fore. was
not significant. Again. a similar trend was found with these data. When the top
three levels afthe SVP scales were examined tor the yes response. a percenta ge of
71.1% was obtai ned. howe ver . for the no response a percentage ofonly 54.1 ~,'O was
obtained. For the lower three levels of the SVP scales. which were examined for
the yes response. a percentage of 15.8% was obtained. For the no response. a
percentage of 37.5% was found. Again. it appears thai there was an increased
possibility of higher levels of aspirations. this time. as measured by the SVP for
career aspirations. for those students who found that courses did help in future
plans. A crosstabutauon was conducted to examine the relationship between QED
' 0'>
lor career expectations and the positive or negative response to the question
regarding whether or not any courses had been of assistance in helping students
plan their futures. Table 5.9 shows this crosstabulation.
Table 5.9:
Helpfulness or Course Offerings by GED for Career Expee tatlo ns
Yes No
GEDE.~pectalion5 Prequencv Percent f requency Percent, 0 0 0 0
s.' 158
17,6 36.8
. 26.5 '::1.1
, 35.3 15.8
6 S 1-1.7 10.5
Total
"
100.0
"
100.0
NOIc:X - "S,O-l.p > .OS
The significance level for this crossrabulatic n was .283. and therefore . was
not signiticam. Again. a trend was found when the GED levels were compared
between the yes and no responses. For the yes response. percentages increase for
higher GED levels. while tor the no response. the greater percentages were at the
lower end of the GED levels. A full 76.5% of those students who indicated that
courses did help with future planning of careers had GED levels of 4. 5. or 6. This
compares with 47.4% for those students who indicated that courses did not help
with future planning of careers. In addition. for those students who indicated that
courses did not help with future planning of careers. 52.6% had GED levels of 1.
2. or 3. This compares with 23.5% for those students who indicated that courses
did help with future planning of careers. Again. it appears that there was an
increased possibility of higher levels of aspirations , as measured by the GED for
'"career expec tat ions. for those- stude nts who found that courses did help in future
plans.
A similar crosstabulauon was conducted to examine die relat ionsh ip
between SVP for career expectations and the positive or negative response 10 me
question regarding whether or not any courses h.ad been of assistance in helping
students plan their futures. Table 5. 10 shows this crosstab ulation.
Ta bleS .IO:
Help fulness of Course Offerings by SVP for Ca ree r Expeeranens
Vs~ N~
SYPExlfcla tjOM Fo:q u( ncv P;rcem f o:qys ncy Pmsn!, ~ .lj 0 0
0 0 10.5
, 11.3 15.8
5.'1 15.8
6 20.6 , S.J
,
"
3D , 21.1
. • 23.$ 6 31,6
Tota l ,~ 1000
"
100 ,0
"Ole: .\~ .IU7.p :> .OS
The significance level lor this cross tabulation was . 199 . and there fore. was
nOI significant. Again. a similar trend was found with these: data. When me lop
three levels of the SVP scales were exa mined for the yes response. a percentage of
79.4% was obtained. however. for the no response a perce ntage of only 58.0% was
obtained. For the lower three levels of the SVP scales . which were examined for
the yes respo nse. a percentage of 14.7% was obtained. For the no response. a
percentage of 26.3% was found. Again. it appear s that there was an increased
poss ibility of higher levels of aspirations. this time. as measu red by the SVP for
career expect ations. for those students who found that courses did help in future
I II
plans.
While no concl usions were: made based on these data, as a result of a lack
of significance. the trends for both career aspirations and career expectcuons
suggested that there may be a positive relationship between students finding
courses helpful and levels of aspirations as measured by GEO"s and SVP·s.
The next area to be examined under the curriculum research question was
the infl uence of extra-curricular activities on career aspirations and caree r
expectations . A crosstabulation was undertaken 10 examine the relationship
between the GED levels for career aspirations and participation in extra-curricular
activities (see Table 5.11).
Table 5. 11:
Part icip.alion in Extra-C urricular Acthdrirs by GE D ror Ca ree r Asptralions
'l'n ~o
Tou l 33
P=m' F~UCfltlo P=m'
l -'
~u 37.Q
11.1 17.:
17.3 : 0.7
17.3 : 0,;
"~ote : .\- " : l~. p > .0:;
Whi le the results of this crosstabuteuo n were not significant. a trend was
seen which is worth some discussion. Th is trend was found when the GED levels
were compared betwee n the yes and no responses . For the yes respo nse.
percentages increased for higher GED levels. as with the no response. There was
II;
a higher percentage for the yes response over the no response. For the GED levels
of ". 5. and 6. 72.8% of those students indicated that they were involved in extra-
curricular activities, This compared with 58.6% for those students who indicated
that they were nOI involved in extra-curricular activities. In addition. lor those
students who indicated that they were: not involved in extra-curricular activities.
4 1.3% had GED levels of 1. ::!. and 3. This compares with ::!7.3% tor those
students who indicated thai they were involved in extra-curricular activities. It
appears mat there was an increased possibility of higher levels of aspirations. as
measured by the GED tor career aspirations. for those students who were involved
in extra-curricular acnvuie s.
A similar crosstabulation was conducted 10 examine the relationship
between SVP for career expectations and the positive or negative response to me
question regarding whether students were involved in extra-curricular activities.
Table 5.I::! shows this crosstabutauon.
Table 5.12:
Parti cipat ion ill Eltra-Curricalar Activities by SVP ror Ca rcu A.spira tions
Yes ~o
SV P A §p1ra1lOl\S F~1ICl' _ m' F~ueTK> P=m'
0 0 1 H
1:l.1 , :l0.7
,
' .1 e
, 1:l.1 1003
1 10 30,3 10 34.5
8 11 33.3 1 24.1
, 0 0
T"'"
"
53.:! 2'1 016.'
NOle:.\~ ~4.19.p > .OS
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The significance level for [his crosstabutation was .651. and therefore. was
not significant. Again. a similar trend was found with these data. When the top
three levels of the SVP scales were examined for the yes response. a percentage of
69.7'% was obtained. however. tor the no response a percentage of only 58.6% was
obtained. For the lower three levels of the SVP scales. which were examined for
the yes response. a percentage of 18.1% was obtained. For the no response. a
percentage of 3 1.0% was found. Again. it appears that there was an increased
possibility of higher levels of aspirations. this time. as measured by the SVP tor
career aspirations. for those students who were involved in extra-curricular
activities.
A crossrabulat ion was conducted to examine the relationship bervveen GED
for career expectations and the positive or negative response to the question
regarding whether or not students arc involved in extra-curricular activities. Table:
5.13 shows this crosstabulation. The significance level for this crosstabulan on
was .187. and therefore. was not significant. Again. a trend was found when the
GED levels were compared between the yes and no responses. For the yes
response. percentages increase for higher GED levels. as with the no response.
There was a slightly higher percentage lor the yes response over the no response.
A full 78.6% of those students who indicated that they were involved in extra-
curricular activities had GED levels of 4. 5. and 6.
Table 5.13:
Participar ion in Exrra -C urtie ular Adi virin by GEO (or Ca reer Espeetaucns
ves
GED uptCUtiOll!i Frequmtlo' Percen Frequmc:~
1 ~ .O
I·U 36.0
l5 .0 l 4,O
10 35.7 ~ O.U
,
Totlll
"
,. 100.0
NOle: .\ - · 4 'lQ.p > _05
This compared with 52.0% for those students who indicated that they were
not involved in extra-curricular activities. For those students who indicated that
they were involved in extra-curricular activities, 21...% had GED levels of I. 2.
and 3. This compared with ~8.0% for those students who indicated that they were
not involved in extra-curricular activities. Again. it appears that there was an
increased possibility of higher levels of aspirations. as measured by the GED tor
career expectations. for those students involved in extra-curricular activities
A similar crosstabulation was conducted to examine the relationship
between SVP for career expectations and the positive or negative response [0 the
question regarding:whether students were involved in extra-curricular activities.
Table 5.1-1shows this crosstabulation.
Tab le 5.14:
Part tcfpat lee in Ext ra -Cu rrteelar Aenvtnes by SVP for Ca reer Expectancns
Yes No
SVPE Xpec!,llio ns Frequency
TOlal 28
Frequency Percent
10.7 16,0
3.6 16.0
12.0
28.6 32.0
3;.7 16.0
100.0 , <
SOle:X· ·S.86.p "".O;
The significance level tor this crosstabulation was .-139. and therefore. was
not significant. Again. a similar trend was found with this data. when the top
three levels of the SVP scales were examined for the yes response. a percentage of
8::! .2% was obtained. however. lor the no response a percentage of only 60.0% was
obtained. For the lower three levels of the SVP scales were examined lor the yes
response. a percentage of 1~ .3% was obtained. For the no response. a percentage
of 1~ .O% was found. Again. it appears that there was an increased possibility of
higher levels of aspirations. this time. as measured by the SVP for career
expectations. for those students who were involved in extra-curricular activities.
While no conclusive statements can be made based on these data. as a result
of a lack of significance. the trends for both career aspirations and career
expectations suggest that there may be a positive relationship between students'
participating in extra-curricular activities and levels of aspirations as measured by
"'GEO's and SVP·s. The extra-curricular activities listed by the respondents
included: yearbook committee. career club. school council. various sports teams.
cheerleading, drama club. peer tutoring, school spirit committee. choir. and
graduation committee.
The next curriculum-based research question asked the respondents if the~
had informat ion sessions with the guidance counselor. Of the sixty-two subjects
in the study. twenty-lour (38.7%) had attended sessions. while thirty-eight (61.3%)
had not. Ofthose that had attended sessions. sixteen (66.7%) found these sessions
useful. while eight (33.3%) did not. A crosstabulation was conducted to examine
the relationship between GED tor career aspirations and the positive or negative
response to the question regarding whether or not students had participated in
information sessions with the guidance counselor. Table 5.15 shows this.
Table 5.15:
Participation in Information Sessions with the Guidan ce Counselor by GED
for Ca reer Aspiration s
Yes
GED ASpil1l1ions Frequency
TOlal N
Frequenc) Percent
1.6
29,1 IJ 34.1
208 IH
333 18A
167 28.9
reo.o l8 100.0
NOle :X· .. j .2:i. p > .05
The significance level for this crosstabulation was .520. and therefore. was not
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significan t. A slight trend was found when the GED levels were: compared
between the yes and no responses. For the yes response. percentage s increased tor
higher GED levels. as with the no response. There was a slightly higher
percentage for the yes response over the no response. A full 70.8% of those
student s who indicated that they were involved in information sessions with the
guidance counselor had GED levels of 4. 5. and 6. This compared with 63.1% for
those students who indicated that they were not involved in these sessions. tn
addition. for those students who indicated that they were involved in information
sess ions. ~9.::!% had GED levels of I. 2. and 3. This compared with 36.8% for
those students who indicated that they were not involved in Information sessions
with (he guidance counselor. While no firm conclusion can be made. it appeared
that there was a possibility of higher levels of aspirat ions. as measured by the
GED lor career aspirations. for those students invol ....ed in information sess ions
with the guidance counselor.
A similar crosstabuletion was conducted to examine the relationship
between SVP lor career aspirations and the positive or negative response to the
question regarding whether or not students are involved in info rmation sess ions
with the guidance counselor. Table 5.16 shows this crosstabulauo n. The
significance level lor this crosstebulauon was A20. and therefore. was not
significan t. This time very little trend can be seen . When the top three levels of
the SVP scales were examined for the yes response. a percentage of 66.7% was
"8
obtained. while. for the no response a percentage of63. 1% was obtained. These
values are quite similar. For the lower three levels of the SVP scales. which were
examined for the yes response. a percentage of 25.0% was obtained. For the no
response.a percentage of2 3.6% was found.
Table 5.16 :
Par ticipation in Information Sessions with the Guidance Counselor by SVP
for Ca ree r Aspirations
y~
SVP Aspiralions
"Olc: X· a6 ,03.p "'. OS
Frequency Percent
15.0
g.3
n.s
15.0
Fl\"quenc~
38
2.6
I O.~
10.5
U.:
28.'1
316
:!.6
100,0
While these results were similar it appears that for the lower levels. there
was an increased possibility of lower levels of aspirations. as measured by the
svp for career aspirations. for those students who were involved in information
sessions with the guidance counselor.
A crosstabulation was conducted 10 examme the relationship between GED
lor career expectations and the positive or negative response to the question
regarding whether students were involved in information sessions with the
guidance counselor. Table 5. [7 shows this crossrabulation. The significance level
for this crosstabulation was .592. and therefore. was not significant. Again. only a
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slight trend was found when the GED levels were compared between the yes and
no responses. For the yes response. percentages increased for higher GED levels.
as with the no response. There was a slightly higher percentage tor the yes
response over the no response . A full 68.4% of those students who indicated that
they were involved in informatio n sessions had GED levels of ..k 5. and 6. This
compared with 64.6% for those students who indicated that they were not invo lved
in information sessions with the guidance counselor. ln addit ion. lor those
students who indica ted that they were involved in these sess ions. 31.6% had OED
levels of t. ::! . and 3. This compared with 35.3% for those student s who indicated
that they were not involved in these info rmation sessions. Again. it appeared that
there was a slightly increased poss ibility of higher levels of aspirations. as
measured by the GED for career expectations. for those students involved in
information session s with the guidance counselor.
Tabl e 5.17:
Parti cipa t ion in Inform ation Sessions with the Guidance Counselor by G ED
for Career Expectation s
ves
GED E.~pcclal i ons f requency
Total 19
Fmj uency Percent
5.J 1l.8
~6 .J
~ 6_3 23.5
36.8 ~3 . 5
'"
17.6
100.0
"
100.0
Note:X- ·2.80.p oo.05
A similar crosstabulauon was conducted to examine the relationship
between Svp for career expectations and the positive or negative response 10 the
question regarding whether students were involved in information sessions with
the guidance counselo r. Table 5.18 shows this crosstabuladon.
Table S.18:
Part icipation in Inform ation Sessions with the Guidance Counselor by SVP
(or Ca reer Expectan ces
Yes
Percent
53
\Ootc : ,\ · " 5,1I6.p "".05
105
10.5
10,5
31.6
31 6
100.0 3-1
1-1.7
88
100.0
The significanc e level tor this crosstabulation was .948. and therefore. was
not s ignificant. Th is time very little trend can be seen. When the top three levels
ofthe SVP scales were examined to r the yes response. a percentage 01'73.7% was
obtained. while. for the no response a percentage of 70.50;,,1 was obtained. These
values were quite similar. For the lower three levels of the SVP scales. which
were examined tor the yes response. a percentage of 15.8% was obtained. For the
no response. a percentage of 20.5% was found. While these results were similar
as well. it appeared that for the lower levels. there was an increased poss ibility of
lower levels of aspira tions. as measured by the SVP for career aspirations. for
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those students who were involved in information sessions with the guidance
counselor.
While no conclusive statements were made based on these data. as a result
of a lack of significance, the trends for both career aspirations and career
expectations suggested that there may have been a slight positive relationship
between students participation in information sessions with the guidance counselor
and levels of aspirations as measured by GED's and SVP·s.
The final question tor examination in terms of curricular issues had to do
with the quest ion of teacher influence on future career or educational plans. Of
the sixty-two subjects in the study. twenty (32.3%) indicated that teachers had
played a role in their future plans. while forty-two (67.7%) indicated that they had
not. A crosstabulation was conducted to examine the relationship between GED
lor career aspirat ions and the positive or negative response to the question
regarding whethe r teachers had been an influence on career or educational
decisions. Table 5.19 shows this.
Table 5.19:
Teacher Influence by GEO for Ca reer Aspirations
Yes No
GED A~piraliCllls Frequency Percent Fmj uency
I 0 0 0
0 0 I 2.4
6 30.0
"
33.3
15.0 . 19.0
5 30.0 9 21.4
6 25 .0 10 23.1
Total 100.0 42 100.0
Note : .\· ~ I.07.p > .03
ui
The significance level for this crosstabutation was .899. and therefore. was
nOIsignificant. A slight trend was found when the QED levels were compared
between the:yes and no responses. For the yes response. percentages increased tor
higher QED levels. as with the no response. There was a slightly higher
percentage for the yes response over the no response. A full 70.0% of those
students who indicated that teacher had some influence on their plans had QED
levels of -t. 5. and 6. This compares with 64.1% for those students who indicated
ther teachers had not influenced their plans.
In addition. for those students who indicated teacher influence. 30.0% had
QED levels of I. 2. and 3. This compared with 35.7% for those students who
indicated that there was no teacher influence. While no finn conclusion can be
made. it appeared that there was a possibility of slightly higher levels of
aspirations. as measured by the GED for career aspirations. for those students who
had been influenced by teachers in their career or educational decisions.
A similar crosstabulation was conducted to examine the relationship
between SVP for career aspirations and the positive or negative response to the
question regarding whether teachers had influenced the students- career or
educational plans. Table 5.20 shows this crosstabulation. The significance level
for this crosstabulation was .895. and therefore. was not significant. This time
virtually no trend was found. When the top three levels of the SVP scales were
examined for the yes response. a percentage of 65.0% was obtained. while. for the
no response a percentage of64.3% was obtained. These values were quite similar.
For the lower three levels of the $VP scales. which were examined for the yes
response, a percentage of25.0% was obtained. For the no response. a percentage
of~3 .9% was found.
Table 5.20:
Teacher Influence by SVP for Career Aspira tions
Yes No
SVP Aspiralions Frequenc~
TOlal ~o
Frequency
IS.O 16.7
, .s
IL 9
ts 35.7
35.0 II ~ 6 .1
'0 ~ .-1 ~ .6
100.0 .u
t'IoOIC: .\ · - ~.S~. p ;..os
These results were similar as well. So much so that it was virtually
impossible to discuss trends with respect to the SVP levels for career aspirations
and teacher influence on career or educational plans.
A crosstabulation was conducted 10 examine the relationship between GED
tor career expectations and the positive or negative response to the question
regarding whether teachers have had an influence on students' career or
educational plans. Table 5.21 shows this crosstabulauon . The significance level
tor this crosstabulation was .623, and therefore. was not significant. A trend was
found when the GED levels were compared between the yes and no responses.
1:!.f
For the yes response. percentages increased for higher GED levels. as with the no
response. There was a slightly higher percentage for Uteyes response over the no
response. A full 8U·% of those students. who indicated that teachers had some
influence. had GED levels of ·J. 5. and 6. This compared with 59.-1-% lor those
students who indicated that teachers had no influence on their plans. In addition.
for those students who indicated that there was teacher influence. 18.8% had GED
levels of I. 2. and 3. This compared with ~O.5% for those students who indicated
that teachers had been an influence on career or educational plans. It appeared
that there was an increased possibility of higher levels of aspirations. as measured
by the GED tor career expectations. for those students who had teachers influence
their career or educational plans.
Ta ble 5.21:
Teacher Influence by C EO for Career Expecta tions
Yes No
GED Expectations
Total
NOIC : X· ~ 2.6:! . p " .05
Prequency Fn::lluenc)
6J
1:!.S :!9.7
3l J
rc :!7.0
18,8 10.8
)7 100.0
A similar crosstabulation was conducted to examine the relationship
between SVP for career aspirations and the positive or negative response to the
question regarding whether teachers had influenced the students ' career or
educational plans. Table 5.22 shows this crosstabulation.
Ta ble 5.22:
Teache r InOuence by SVP for Career Expec tat ions
Yes :-/0
SVP Exptttations Frequency
18.8
6.3
Frequency
~ . 7
"10.8
10,8
Toral
:'Oote:X -·!.3-l,p '" ,05
LU
U 35.1
37.5 21.6
The significance level for this crosstabulation was .63 1. and therefore. was
not significant. This time a small trend was seen. When the top three levels of the
sVP scales were examined for the yes response. a percentage of 75.1% was
obtained. while. tor the no response. a percentage of 70.2% was obtained. For the
lower three levels of the SVP scales. which were examined for the yes response. a
percentage o f 18.8% was obtained. For the no response. a percentage o f 18.9%
was found . These results were quite similar. So much so that it was virtually
impossible to discuss trends with respect to the SVP levels lor career aspirations
and teacher influence on career or educational plans.
No conclusive statements were made based on these data. because of a lack
of significance. However. the trends for both career aspirations and career
expectations suggested that there may be a slight positive relationship between
ue
students indicating that there had been some teacher influence on the ir career or
educational plans. and levels of aspi rations particular ly as measured by GEO·s.
This trend was not evident when measurin g aspirat ions by SVP ·s.
The next set of subsidiary questions to be examined was connected 10
family variab les . The first questio n in this set involved an examination of paren ts '
level of educa tional attainment and students' career as pirations and expectations ,
For the parents ' level of educational atta inment. (see Tab le 5.:23) a listing for both
parents was made.
Table 5.23:
Level of Educationa l Atlai nmenl for Subjects ' Pa re nts
Fatner Mother
J .1
100.0
Pereent
1.6
17.7
J1
F!'C9ucnC"
I
11.3
26 ~ '-'J
F!'C9UCIIC\ f'cft:cl\l
I 1.6
I 1.6
I
I
• I'::.'J
; ...::
"
J0 6
0
"
~.6
3-1
J':
6
"
"
1000
Grode level
,
Nornponse
Total
I':: J.'::
Collq! c Diplorna 6.'
Uni\<crsny DqItt
f'o5,t Gradualc
Note that few numbers of parents were listed as having achieved grade
twe lve. This was because most of these parents wou ld have graduated with a
grade eleven level. since they would have graduated before the introduction of
grade twelve in 1983. The I\ VO mothers listed with grade twelve attended Adult
Education classes to attain a high school equivalency diploma. For the fathers .
those with a high school diploma or greater 159.6%) wen: less than for the mother
(6 1.3%). When those not completing high school were compared. the fathers have
a lower percentage (30.6%1than the mothers (3S .~%) did. This may be because
there were more no responses lor the fathers than the mothers.
A crossrabulauon was conducted to examine the relationship between
paternal levels of education and levels of aspiration as measured by the GED for
career aspirations. The breakdown of educational levels was done in order to give
lour groupings from very low to high. Those fathers who achieved: from grade
lour to grade seven were considered very low: from grades eight to ten were
considered low: from grades eleven and twelve. the high school graduation level.
were considered average: and post-secondary education was considered high.
This scheme was also used for the ether crosstabulaticns of parental educational
achievement and student aspirations as measured by the GED and SVP for career
aspirations and career expectations. Table S•.2~ examines this relat ionship for the
fathers' levels of attainment. The chi square value was 8.41. p=.7S.2. therefore
these data were not significant. Some trends were seen worth mentioning. For the
students whose fathers had post secondary education the GED levels 4. S. and 6.
had a high percentage (77.7%). the students whose fathers had a high schoo l
diploma had the next highest percentage (63.2%). and the students whose lathers
had completed grades eight 10 ten had a lower percentage (53.0%).
Table 5.24:
Fathers ' Educational Attainment by GED for Career Aspirations
Fathers" EducationalAttainment
GED Grades a-? Grades 8- 10 Grades II -I :! Pcsr-seccndcrv
Aspirations
Frequ ency Percent Frequency Percent Frequ enc y
n
6.7
~O .O
! O,O
36.8
Frequency
Note: .r· -I$.~:!,p ;> .05
50.0
:!5.0
6.7 26.3
1000
The exception to the rule was with those fathers who had completed grades
tour to seven. They had a high percentage (75.0%). However. the number of
cases in this category was quite low. with only tour individuals in that group.
There were similar findings lor the lower levels ofthe GED tor career aspirations.
For GED levels I. 1. and 3. the lowest percentage of students (22.2%) was lor
those whose lathers had post secondary education. followed by those students
whose fathers had completed high school (36.8%). and by those students whose
fathers had completed grades eight to len (46.7%). Again. there was the exception
of those fathers. who had completed grades four and seven (25.0%). probably due
to the smal1group size.
A similar crosstabulation (see Table 5.25) was conducted to examine the
I::!'l
relationship between paternal levels of education and levels of aspiration as
measured by the SVP for career aspirations,
Table S.2S:
Fath ers' Edu cati onal An ainmt nl by SVP ror Ca reer Aspira t ions
fathm ' Ed U<:auona l Atwnmml
svp Gradn 4. 7 Grades 8- 10 Gradn l l.l ~ PosI-scc~
Asp 'raf ions
f requency "'=. f requenl;)- Frequeney ""'m. frequenc~ PC'lttnl
0
::!S,O ~6. 7 IS.' S ,
I D
rs .c 13,3 ID,j ILl
210 13.3 ~ 1.1 10 55.6
~S ,O 20,0 36.11 ~7 .'
'. 7 U
Tota l , I;
"
1000
SOIec.\ - "16.S. p > ,OS
While these data were not significant p '" .559. again. there were some
trends worth mentioning. For the students whose fathers had post secondary
education the SVP levels 7. 8. and 9. had a very' high percentage ( 83Ao/.1. The
students whose fathers had a high school diploma had the next highest percentage
(6] 2%). and the students whose fathers had completed grades eight to len had a
lower percentage (40.0010). The exception to the rule was with those lathers who
had completed grades four to seven. They had a high percentage (50.0%).
However. the number of cases in this category was quite low. with only four
individuals in that group. There were also similar findings for the lower levels of
the SVP for career aspirations. For GED levels. ]. 4. and 5. the lowest percentage
!JO
of students (5.6%1 was tor those whose fa thers had post secondary education.
This was foljowed by those students whose fathers had completed high school
(16 .3%). and by those students whose fathers had completed grades eight 10 len
H6 .7%). A gain. there was the exception of those fathers. who had completed
grades four and seven (25.0%1. probably due to the small group size.
Another crcssrabulauon was conducted to exa mine the relationship between
paternal levels of education and levels of aspiration as measured b)' the GED for
career expecta tions. Table 5.16 examines this relati onship for the fathers" levels
ofauainment.
Table 5.26:
Father s' Educational Attainment by CE D for Career Expectations
Famef',' EdllCailo nai Altaln mft ll
GED Gradn4-] Gradr:sS-IO Gndn 11- 12 Posl-sccondary
E~pcclOllions
F~ucn~ t~ucnc:)' Frcqucnc~
0
:!; .l 1.r 6.3
2 ~ ,O ~ S 2S,6 6.3
25.0
'"
28.6 37.~
25.0 :!; .1 21.6 1I ~
::5.0 7. ' II ,S
, ;
The chi square value was 8.40. p=.754. therefore these data were not
significant. However. some trends were seen worth mentioning. For the students
whose fathers had post secondary education the GED levels 4. S. and 6. had a high
percentage (87 .6%) . The students whose fathers had a high school diploma had
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the next highest percentage (lH .3%). and the students whose fathers had
completed grades eight to ten had a lower percentage H6 .1%). The exception to
the rule was with those fathers who had completed grades four to seven. They had
a high percentage (75.0'%). However. this number of cases was quite low. with
only four individuals in that group. There: were similar findings for the lower
levels o f the GED for career expectations. For GED levels 1.1. and 3. the lowest
percentag e of students (12.6%) was for those whose lathers had post secondary
education. This was followed I:'ythose students whose fathers had completed high
school (35.7%). and b~' those students whose fathers had completed grades eight 10
ten (53 .9%) . Again. there was the exception of those fathers. who had completed
grades lo ur and seven (25.0%). probably due 10 the small group size.
A similar crossrabulauon (see Table :5.17) was conducted 10 examine the
relationship between paternal levels of educat ion and levels of aspiration as
measured by the SVP for career expectations.
Ta ble 5.27:
Fathers' Educaticeal Attainment by SVP ror Car eer Expecla tions
f;athcn · Eauc;fllOtlal Ana,nmcnt
Il
SV P
o 0
o 0
I : 5.0
o 0
I ~5 .0
I ~5 .0
I ~ 5 .0
Total 4 100.0
N(Me: .~ . .. 11.3. p > .05
GralksS-I O Gl'lIdn Il ·U
Frequcn~' Pecem Frequcnc~ Pftl:cn t
I 7.7 0 0
I 7.7 0 0
13.1 14.3
15.4 14 .J
7.7 14 .J
23.1 4 28.6
15.4 4 28 6
100.0 14 100.0
/'o§t-K1:OIldar)
Frequenq Pftl:cn l
o 0
1 6.3
o 0
I 6.3
12.5
37.5
37.5
100.0
13:
While these data were not significant p '=' .883. once again. slime trends we
seen worth mentioning. For the students whose fathers had post secondary
education [he SVP levels 6. 7. and 8. had a very high percentage (87.5%). The
students whose fathers had a high school diploma had the next highest percentage
(71.5%) . and the students whose fathers had completed grades eight to ten had a
lower percentage (~6 .1% ) . The exception to the rule \vas with those fathers who
had completed grades four to seven. They had a high percentage (75.0%). Th is
number of cases was quite low. with only four individuals in that group. There
were also similar findings for the lower levels of the SVP for career aspirations.
For SVP levels f . 3. and -l. the lowest percentage of students (6.3%) was for those
whose fathers had post secondary education. This was followed by those students
whose fathers had completed high school ( 14. 3%) . and by (hose students whose
fathers had completed grades eight to ten (38 ..5%1. Again. there was the exception
of those fathers. who had completed grades four and seven (~ .5 . 0% ). probably due
to the small group size.
While no conclusions were dravvn from these data. mainly due to the lack
of significance. there appeared to be trends worth discussing. It appeared that
there may have been a relationship between the fathers ' level of educational
attainment and the students ' level of aspirations. as measured by the OED and
SVP for both. career aspirations and career expectat ions.
A crosstabulatton was conducted to examine the relationship between
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maternal levels of education and levels of aspiration as measured by the GED for
career aspirations. Table 5.28 examines this relationship (or the fathers ' levels of
attainment.
Tab le 5.28:
~lothen ' Educa tioaal Att aiDmrn t by C EO for Ca reer Aspir at ions
Moth<en' Educa lOlllll Atta,nmenl
GED Gndes·p Gr.ldes 8-10 Gr3desll·t: Posl-S«On~
Alipiralions
Tora!
NOI~: .\- =17.6.p :>- .OS
SO,O
SO,O
5.0
55 ,0
10.0
5.0
~ 8 , 6 10.0
as.o 10.0
3 ~. 1 40,0
14.3 40 ,0
1000
The chi square value was 17.6. p=.129. therefore these data were not
significant. Some trends were seen worth mentioning. For the students whose
moth ers had post secondary education the GED levels -a. 5. and 6_ had a \'ery high
percenta ge (90 .0% 1. The students whose mothers had a high school diploma had
the next highest percentage (71...J%). and the students whose mothers had
completed grades eight to len had a lower percentage (40.0%). The exception to
the rule was with those mothers who had completed grades four to seven. They
had a high percentage (100.0%). However. [he number of cases of this was quite
low with only two individuals in that group. There were similar findings for the
lower levels of the GED for career aspirations. For GED levels. I. 2. and 3. the
lowest percentage of students (10.0%) was for those whose mothers had post
secondary education. This was followed by those students whose mothers had
completed high school (28.6%), and by those students whose mothers had
completed grades eight to ten (60.0%). Again. there was the exception of those
mothers who had completed grades four and seven (0.0%). probabl y due to the
small group size .
A similar crosstabulation (see Table 5.29) was conducted to examine the
relationship between maternal levels of education and levels of aspiration as
measured by the $V P for career aspirations.
Tab le 5.29:
Motbe rs ' Educational Altai nment by SVP for Career Aspi rations
Mothers' EducanoealAnammenr
SV? Grades .._7 Grades8·10 Grades n-u posl·.~ond3ry
Asprrano ns
frequenc~ Percem fl'l:qu e nc ~ Freqcencv Percenl Frequ",nc ~
5.0
0
50.0 5.0 17,9 0
0 20.0 35.7 50.0
50.0 20.0 ~U 40.0
0
Total 20
"NOl:e:X"=23 . I .p " .05
While these data were not significant p '" . 187. again. there were some
trends worth mention ing. For the students whose mothers had post secondary
education the SYP levels 7. 8. and 9. had a very high percentage (90.0%). The
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students whose mothers had a high school diploma had the next highest percentage
(64.3%). and the students whose mothers had completed grades eight to (en had a
lower percentage (50.0-10). The exception to the rule was with those mothers who
had completed grades four to seven. The)' had a similar percentage (50.0%).
However. the number of cases of this was quite low with only two individua ls in
that group. There were also similar findings for the lower levels or the SVP tor
career aspirations. For GED levels. 3. ~ . and 5. the lowest percentage of students
(\ 0.0% ) was tor those whose mothers had post secondary education. This was
followed by those students whose mothers had completed high schoo l ( 17.8'%).
and by those students whose mothers had completed grades eight to ten H 5.0%).
Again. there was the exception of those mothers. who had completed grades tour
and seven (0.0%). probably due to the small group size.
Another crosstabulanon was conducted to examine the relationship between
maternal levels of education and levels of aspiration as measured by the GED for
career expectauon s. Table 5.30 examines this relationship tor the mothers ' levels
o f attainment . The chi square value was 10.3. p-.586. There fore. these data were
not significant. However. some trends are worth mentioning. For the students
whose mothers had post secondary education the GED levels ~. 5. and 6. had a
high percentage (87.5%). The students whose mothers had a high school diploma
had the next highest percentage (72.0%). and the students whose mothers had
completed grades eight to ten had a lower percentag e (50.1%). The exception to
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the rule was with those mothers who had completed grades four to seven. They
had a high percentage (100 .0%) . However. the number of eases of this was quire
low with only tw o ind ividuals in that group.
Table 3.30:
Motb ers ' EdUC3tional Ana inment by GE D (or Caree r Expec ta tions
~10lhen ' EduCll I~1 AlUI nmmt
GEO Gracks~· ; G~&-10 G~l l-l: Plhl'~~
bpecUlions
F~cy Prrcnu F~u~ Frcqueocy Frcquen~ -~,
0
I&,S
31.3 20.0 12.5
0 IU 2&.0 37.5
100.0 1&.& 32.0 25.0
12.5 12.0 25.0
Tou l 1000 15
Notr: X· " 10.';. p " .05
There were similar findings for the lower levels of the GED for career
expectations. For GED levels. I. ~ . and 3. the lowest percentage of students
t I:!.5'%) was for those whose mothers had post secondary education . This was
followed by those students whose mothers had completed high school C:28.0%).
and by those students whose mothers had completed grades eight to ten (50.1"_).
Again. there was the excepuon of those mothers. who had completed grades four
and seven (0.0%). probably due 10 the small group size.
A similar crosstabulanon (see Table 5.31) was conducted to examine thc
relationship between maternal levels of education and levels of aspiration as
measured by the SVP for career expectations.
Table 5.31:
Mothe rs ' Educational Ana inment by SVP for Ca reer Expeerauons
MOl!Icn' EdllQl.lOrnIl A~lnm~1
SVP Grades ..7 Gradc-s&"10 Grades Il · l~ PosT-5«On~
Exp«Wions
FrequenC)/ .......t F~ucncy
""""
Frtquency
""""'
Frtq~ -~,
0 0 0
0 6.3
0 n.s 11 5
0 cd
lOO c.s 0
lOO 188 ~8 , 0 lO.O
0 188 31.0 ) 1.5
Tota l 100,0
NOIC :X' ~ ~O. 8 . p " .OJ
While these data were not significant p .. .290. again. there wen: some
trends worth mentioning. For the students whose molhers had post secondary
education me SVP levels 6. 7. and 8. had a very high percentage (87.5%). The
students whose mothers had a high school diploma had the next highest percentage
176.0% ). and the students whose mothers had completed grades eight to ten had a
lower percentage (50. 10/01. The exception 10 the rule was with those mamers who
had completed grades four 10 seven. They had a high percentage (I 00.00Ie).
However. the number of cases of this was quite low with only two individuals in
that group. The trend was slightly different for the lower levels of the SVP for
career aspirations. For SVP levels 2. 3. and 4. the lowest percentage of students
(8.0%) was for those whose mothers had completed nigh school. This was
followed by those students whose mothers had post secondary education (12.5%).
us
and by those students whose mothe rs had completed grade s eight (0 ten (..0 .8%).
Again. there was the exception of those mothers. who had completed grades four
and seve n (0.0 % ). probabl y due to the small group size.
While no conclusions were drawn from these data . ma inly due ( 0 the lack
of significance. there appeared to be trends worth discussing. It appeared that
there may have been a relations hip between the mother s ' level of educational
attainment and the students' level of asp irations. as measu red by the GED and
SVP for both caree r aspirat ions and career expectations .
The next family variable to be examined was the relationship between
parental industrial groupings and the career asp irat ions and career expectat ions of
the subj ects. While there is little need to go into detail about parenta l occupations.
a number of relevant points stand out. For the fathers industrial groupings
fourteen diffe rent major groups were listed. however. the vast majority (48.4% )
indicated that they were employed in the fishing. trappin g and related indust ries .
ln tact. when actual careers were examined. those who were listed as being
employed as fisherme n had the same percentage (48.4%). For the mot hers '
industrial groupings there were eight major grouping s ind icated. ln this insta nce,
1\"·0 industrial grouping s occurred more than the rest. They were processi ng
occupations (27.4%) and occ upations in medicine and hea lth (27.4%). The th ird
most common occupational grouping was clerical an d related occu pation s
(12.9% ). When actual careers were exam ined. all of those listed under the
D Ol
processing occupations were listed as being employed as fishplant workers
/27...W. ). The second most common career (21.0%) was listed as homecare
worker. The third most common career listed was homemaker ( 11.3-':0) .
To examine the relationship between parental occupation and the career
aspirations and career expectations of the students.. a crosstabulation was carried
001. Table 5.32 lists the crosstabulaticn between the major industrial groupings of
the careers that the students aspired to and the major industrial groupings of the
careers in ....-hich the fathers were employed. The chi-square value was very high
at 207.6. with a significance of .093. While this cannot be accepted as sign ificant.
it gives some indicat ion of being worthy of comment Of greatest interest was the
tact that no student aspired to a similar industrial occupational grouping as his or
her lather. Other points worth mentioning had 10 do with aspired-to occupational
groupings by those students whose fathers were in the fIShing industry. or those
students. the greatest percent (23.3%1 aspired-to careers within the service
industrial grouping. The next highest percentage I16.7% ) aspired 10 careers within
the science..engineering. and mathematics industrial grouping.
A similar crosstabulation was conducted between the major industrial
groupings of the careers that the students aspired to and the major industrial
groupings of the careers in which the mothers were employed
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{see Table 5,33). The chi-square value was high at 1 19.~, with a significance of
.055. While this can not be accepted as significant it was "·ery close to being
significant Again. these results made the crosstabulanon worthy of comment. In
this case there were rwcinstances where the industrial grouping of the aspired-to
careers matched thai of the mothers. Forty percent of the students whose mothers'
major industrial grouping was clerical. also aspired to this industrial grouping.
Similarly. 5.9% percent of the students whose mothers' major industrial grouping
was medicine and health. also aspired to this industrial grouping. The two most
common industr ial groupings for the mothers were medicine and health and
processing born with the same percentage (17A % ). Of those students whose
mothers were in the medicine and health industrial grouping, the most common
aspired to industrial grouping (19A% ) was in the service industrial grouping. The
next highest (13.5%) were in the artistic. literary and perform ing arts . For the
mothers' processing industrial grouping. the two most common aspired to
industrial groupings that the subjects had indicated were medicine and health and
serv ice both with a percentage of 17.6%.
I·U
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To examine the relationship between paren tal industrial gro uping. and the
career expectations of the students. a crossrabularion was carried out. Table S.H
lists the crosstabulation between the majo r industria l groupings of the careers that
the students expected to obtain and the major industrial groupings of the careers in
which the lathers " were employed. The chi square value was very" high at 209.1.
with a significance of .1·N. While this can not be accepted as significant. it gives
some indication of being worthy of comment. orgreatest interest was the fact that
only one student expected to be employed in a similar industrial grouping as his or
her father. Of those students whose fathers were emp loyed in the fishing and
trapping industrial grouping. a very small percentage (3.3% ) expected to be
employed in this industry as well. Other points worth mentioning also had to do
with expected groupings by those students whose fathers an: in the fishing and
trapping indust rial grouping. Otrhese. the greatest percent (13 .3% ) expected 10 be
employed in caree rs within (he science. engineerin g. and mathemaucs industrial
grouping. The next.highest percentage 03.3 '1, ) expected careers with in the service
industrial grouping.
A similar crosstabulation was conducted between the major industrial
occupational groupings of the careers that the students expected and the major
industrial occupat ional groupings of the careers in which the mothers wen:
employed (see Table 5.35).
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The chi-square value was high at 80.1. with a significance of .990. While:th is can
not be accepted as significant . again. these results made the crossrabulauon worth~
of comment. In this case: then: are three instance; where the industrial group ing of
the expected careers matched that of the moth ers. Twenty percent of the students
whose mothers ' major industrial grouping was service. also expected to be
employed in this industrial grouping. Simi larly. 5.9% of the students whose
mothers' major industrial grouping was medicine and health. also expected to be
employed in this industrial grouping. This was also the case with the processing
major industrial grouping. The two most common industria l groupings for the
mothers were med icine and health and processing both with the same percentage
(17.9%) . Of those students whose mothers were in the medicine and health
industrial grouping. the most commo n expected industrial grouping /13.5%) was
in the science. engineering and mathematics industrial grouping . The next highest
117.6%) was in the service industrial grouping. For the mothers processing
industrial group ing. the most common expected industrial groupings that the
subjects had indicated were: science. eng ineering and mathematics (17.6%) . The
service. medicine and health. mining qua rrying. oil and gas industries and the
undecided were next. all with a slightly lower perccr uage( I (.8%).
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The final aspect to be examined was in terms of the relat ionship between
parental employment and student aspiration levels. as measured by the GED and
SVP for career aspirations and career expectations. 80 m of the parents' careers
were rated for aspirationalleve l on the GEDand SVP scales and a correlation was
carried out bel'veen the parents' GED levels and the students ' GED levels. A
similar correlation was carried OUI lor the parents' and students' SVP levels .
Table 5.36 shows the results for fathers' GED levels correlated with the students'
GED levels for both career aspirations and career expectations.
Tab le 5,36:
Fathers' G EO Levels by Students' GEO Levels for Ca reer Aspir ations and
Career Expectances
Spearman'srtlo GED Aspirations Correlation Coefficient
Sig.,2· tJlled)
"
GED f ather
•.00&
'50
;0
GED Expectations Correlalion Coe fficie nt ';:70
Sill. {2-tailcd) 067
N "
There was a very slight negative correlation (-.008) between the fathers '
GED levels and the students GED levels lor career aspirations and it was not
significant. There was a positive correlation between the fathers ' GED level and
the students' GED level for career expectations and with a significance level of
.067. il was very nearly significant
Table 5.37 shows the correlation between the fathers ' SVP levels and the
students' SVP levels for career aspirations and career expectations.
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Table 5.37:
Fath ers ' SVP Levels by Students' SVP Levels for Career Aspir ations and
Car eer Expectations
Spearmaa's rhc SVPAspirations Correiatton Ccefflcienr
Sig. (2.lailedl
N
sve see «
-.056
685
SVI' Expectatio ns c cererauc n Coe fficie nt llJ
Sig. (2·railedl ~ 5 3
N
Again. there was a very slight negative correlation (056) between the fathers'
(JED levels and the students GED levels for career aspirations and it was not
significant. There was a positive correlation between the fathers" OED level and
the students' GED level for career expectations but with a significance level of
AS3. it was nOIsign ificant.
Table 5.38 shows the results for mothers' OED levels correlated with the
students" OED levels lor both career aspirations and career expectations.
Table 5.38:
Mot hers ' G ED l evels by Sluden lS' GED l evels for Ca reer Aspiralion s a nd
Career Expectance s
GED Molller
GED Asp iral ion ~ Correlano n Coe fficient
S i~, CHa i led }
N
013
9':'8
"
GED Expectanons Corn ialion Coeflicient 17Q
Sig. (':'-tailed ) :!33
N
There was a very slight positive correlation (.0 13) between the mothers '
GED levels and the students- GED levels for career aspirations and it was not
,,,
significant . The re was also a positive correlation betw een the mothers ' GED level
and the students" GED level for career expectations but with a significance level
of .133. it was nor significant.
Table 5.39 shows the correlation between the mothers ' SVP levels and the
students' SVP levels for caree r aspirations and career expe ctat ions.
Table :5.39 :
Mothe rs ' SVP Levels by Students' SVP Lenis for Ca ree r Aspira tions a nd
Career Elp«tations
Spemn an"s rho SVP Aspirations Corre13l1onClKm Cienl
Si ~ , (:!·tailcd \
N
- 03H
.789
"
sV P E~P«Ulllons Correlation Coeff,cicnl OH
SiS. (2·tailcd\ 82;;
N
Again. there was a VCr)" slight negative correlation (·.038) between the
mothers" GED levels and the students' GED levels for career aspirations and it
was not significant. There was a positive correlation between the mothers GED
level and the students" GED level for career expecta tions but with ;l, signi ficance
level of .823. it was not signific ant.
The next subsidiary research question to be exami ned was dealing with
parenta l (or other close family member) involvement in the decision maki ng.
process . The question. coded HFC4. was stated: ha ve any ofyour relatives helped
you to decide what vou are going to do after high school. in terfm ofeither j obs or
education?
,,:
Crosstabu lations were carried out to examine the relationship between
student aspirations. as measured by GED and SVP for career aspirations and
career expectations. and whether family members had influenced the decision
making process. The first crosstabulation (see Table 5.40) examined the
relationship between the GED for career aspirations and family influence.
Table 5."0:
Fami ly Inn utDce by GE D for Caree r Aspira tions
YC1 1'io
GED Aspirations F~qucnq
~ . 3
Percent
".
I)
.
3 l. B
~9_ 5
II -~
100 ,0 I'
3D
16. 7
11. 1
31 9
100 0
The significance level for this crosstabutauon was .3·0 . and therefore. was
nO I significant. A \'cry' slight trend was found when the GED levels were
compared between the yes and no responses. For the no response. percentages
increase for higher OED levels. as with the yes response. There was a slightly
higher percentage for the no response: over the yes response. A full 66.7% of
those students who indicated that family had no influence on their plans had QED
levels of 4. 5. and 6 . This compared with 65.9% for those students who indicated
that family had influenced their plans. In addition. for those students who
indicated no family influence. 34.1% had QED levels of I. 2. and 3. This
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compared with 33.3% for those students who indicated that there was some family
influence.
While no firm conclusion was made. it appeared that there was a possibility
of slightly higher levels of aspirations. as measured by the GED lor career
aspirations. for those students who had not been influenced by families in their
career or educational decisions.
A similar crosstabulation was conducted to exam ine the relationship
between SVP for career aspirations and the positive or negative response to the
question regarding whether families had influenced the students ' career or
educationa l plans. Table 5.4[ shows this crosstabularion.
Table 5.41:
Famil y Iartuence by SVP for Career Aspiralions
Yes No
Svp Asprranons
"
TOf OlI
~0Ie : .r- ·3 .97.p ;. .05
The significance level lor this crosstabutation was .68 I. and therelore. was
not significant. This time a slight trend can be seen. When the top three levels of
the SVP scales were examined for the no response. a percentage of 72.2% was
,'-'
obtained. wh ile. for the yes response a perce ntage of 6 l A% was obtained. For the
lo.....er three levels of the SVP scales that were examined for the no response. a
perce ntage of 22.2~"o was obta ined. For the yes response . a percentage of 25.0%
was found.
Again. while no finn conclusion was made. it appeared that there was a
possibility of slightly higher lew is of aspirations. as measured by the SVP for
career aspirations. for those students who had not been influenced by fam ilies in
their career or educational decis ions.
A crosstabula tion was conducted 10examine the relationship betwee n GED
for car eer expectations and the positive or negative response to the question
regarding whether families have had an influence on students ' career or
educatio nal plans. Table 5...12 shows this crosstabulation.
Table 5."2 :
f l rnily In fluence by G ED for Ca rte r E1p«lalions
Tn No
GEO Eltp«W1OM f~quent) frtq~t) P=n'
D.~ 0
~n ~6. 7
23_7 26.7
"
26.7
10_' 20 .0
TOla.1
"
1000
"Note: .~ '- - 2.110. p :>.0'
The significance level for this crosstabuled on was .59 1. and there fore. was
not significant. A trend was found when the GED levels were compar ed between
us
the yes and no responses . For the no response. percentages increased tor higher
GED levels. as with the yes response . There was a slightly nigher percentage for
the no response over the ) 'CS response. A full 73.·Wo of those students. who
indicated that families had no influence. had GED levels of ..I. 5. and 6 . This
compared with 63.1% for those students who indicated that families had some
influence on their plans. In addition. for those students who indicated that there
was no family influence. 26.7% had GED levels of I. 1. and 3. This compared
with 36.9% tor those students who indicated thai families had been an influ ence
on career or educational plans. lt appeared that there was an increased possibility
of higher levels of aspirations. as measured by the QED lor career expectations.
lor those: students who did not have families influence weir career or educationa l
plans.
A similar crcsstcbu lauon was conducted 10 examine the relationship
between svp for caree r aspirations and the positi ve or negative response to the
question regard ing whethe r families had influenced the students career or
educational plans . Table 5.·0 shows this crosstaeulauon. The significance level
for this crosstabu lation was .79-l. and there fore. was not significant. This time a
small trend was seen . When the top three leve ls of the SVP scales were examined
for the no response. a percentage of 86.6% was obtained. while . tor the yes
response. a percentage of 65.8% was obta ined . For the lower three levels of the
SVP sca les were examined for the no response. a percenta ge of 6.7% was
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obtained. For the yes response. a percentage of :23.7% was found.
Tab le 5...3:
Fa mily ID n"eD~e by SVP (or Ca reer [J.p«tations
Yes 1\0
SVP Expecwion!i Freq~ f'=rn, f~} ""~,
~.7
SJ 0
IS.I 6.7
10 .S 67
15.8 UJ
~6J 010.0
~ 3 . 1 3D
Tot:d
"N01~ : x·· 3.12. p > ,05
Again. while no firm conclusion was made. it appeared that there was a
possibility of slightly higher levels of aspirat ions. as measured by the SVP for
career expectations. for those students who had not been influenced by families in
their career or educational decisions .
No conclusive statements were made based on these data. because of a lad ,
of significance. However. the trends for both career aspirations and career
expectations suggested that then: may nave eeen a slight pos itive relationship
between students indicating that there had not Me n a family influence on thei r
career or educational plans. and levels of aspirations as measured by GEO"s and
SVP·s.
As part of the research question dealing with family influence on student
career and/or educational decisions. the students were asked how family members
helped in these decis ions . Students were allowed to give multiple response s. All
responses were recorded and frequencies tabulated. Table 5A~ gives the ways in
which family members helped in decisions regard ing educat ional and/or career
plans.
Table 5.44:
How Famil y Members Helped Wilh Future Pla ns
Rts pon K
Discusscdcaretrsas machinisl
Discussed careers in engi neering
DisCU5scd careersinjoumalism
Discussed careers in med ieal fie ld
nrscusse c careers in nursi ng
Diseu5sedean:ersin R.C M. P.
Di5eu5sed fi5hingcarccr wilh falher
Drscusseeinappropna te jobs
Encouraged work in l15hp lanl
Obtamed employm ent for me
Provided financial assistance
Oiseu55cdv ariO\lscarecrincom es
Helped decide cn a univ erslry
Heipedmakelislsofinlere:sls3nds lrcngths
Discoul'3gedeme ring parenls ' profess ion
Discussed careers in armed forces
Encouraged Jeavmgtc flnd work
Discu5sedc areersincompul ing
Diseu5sedvariousj ob opponu nilies
Provided ro le model
Diseussed job inftresu
Encouraged cc nnn ued education
Tota l
Frtquenc~
n
Pernnl(% )
r.s
r.s
r.s
r.s
r.s
t.s
1.5
r.s
I.S
t.s
U
3.1
3.1
4.6
1.1
1.1
10.8
13.8
20.0
roe
Forty-four subjects (7 1.0%) indicated that family members did help with
decisions . The largest percentage (20.0%) indicated that family members
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encouraged continued education. The second highest ( 13.8%) indicated that
family members discussed job interests with them in order 10 help with the
decision-making process. The next highest (10.8%) indicated that a family
member was a role model. someone 10 try to emulate.
The next subsidiary research question to be addressed had to do with [he
roles which media and information technology played in inlluencing students '
educational and carter plans. Crosstabulations were carried out to examine the
relationship between student aspirations. as measured by GED and SVP for career
aspirations and career expectations. and whether the media and information
technology had influenced the decision-making process. The first aspect
examined was the role of media. such as television and radio. on levels of
aspiration as measured by the GED for career aspirations. Students were asked if
they had obtained through the media. information that had helped them in making
plans. The first crosstabulation (see Table 5.45) examined this relationship
between the GED for career aspirations and influences of the media.
Table 5.45:
Media Innuence by CE O (or Career Aspirations
Yes No
GED Aspiralions Frequency F~queney I'=~,
I 0 0 0 0
0 0 I 1.9
1 to no to 28.6
, S 18.5 6 11. 1
S 7 25.9 • 22.9
6 18.5 to 28.6
Total 27 100.0 JS 100.0
NOIC:X- - 1.82, p > .0:i
l;Q
The significance level for this crosstabulation was .768. and therefore. was
not sign ificant. A trend was found when the GED levels were compared between
the yes and no responses. For the no response. percentages increased for higher
GED levels. as with the yes response. There was a slightly higher percentage for
the no response over the yes response. A full 68.6% of those students who
indicated that media had no influence on their plans had GED levels of 4. 5. and 6.
This compared with 62.9% for those students who indicated that media had some
influence on their plans.
In addition. for those students who indicated no media influence. 31.5%
had GED levels of I. 2. and 3. This compared with 37.0% for those students who
indicated that there was some media influence. While no finn conclusion was
made. it appeared that there was a possibility of slightly higher levels of
aspirations. as measured by the GED for career aspirations. for those students who
had not been influenced by media in their career or educa tional decisions.
A similar crosstabulation was conducted to examine the relat ionship
between SVP for career aspirations and the positive or negative response to the
question regarding whether media had intluenced the students' career or
educational plans. Table 5A6 shows this crosstabulation. The significance level
for this crosstabulation was .739. and was therefore. not signi ficant. This time a
slight reverse trend was found. When me top three levels of the SVP scales were
examined for the yes response. a percentage of 66.6% was obtained. while. for the
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no response a percentage of 62.9% was obtained.
T ab le 5.46:
Med ia I.nuuct by SVP for Ca rter AJ pintioDS
Vn
SVP Ailpim ions '........., """, Frequent>" """,
0 ~ .q
s I ·U
' .7
s 14.3
10 37.0 10 286
29.6 10 286
' .7
TOLIl 27 100.0
:-'OIt: .\ - · ; _~.p > .Oj
The opposite was the case for the lower three levels of the SVP scales that
were examined. For the no response. a percentage of 22.90/0 was obtained and for
the yes response. a percentage of 25.9% was found. With the results opposite
from the higher 10 the lower levels o f the SVP scales. it was virtua lly impossible to
draw anything substantia l from this set of data.
A crosstab ulation was conducted to examine the re lationship between GED
tor Carter expectation s and the positive or negative response to the question
regarding whether the media has had an influence on students ' career or
educational plans. Table 5.·H shows this crosstabulation. The significance level
for this crosstabulation was .356. and therefore. was not signi ficant. A trend was
found when the GED levels were compared between the yes and no responses.
For the no response. percentage s increase for higher GED levels. as with the yes
response.
Ta ble 5.47:
Media Infl uence by GED for Career Expecta tions
YtS No
GED Expcctations
l ota l
f requency percem Frequency Percent
4,0 14.3
36.0 14.3
24.0 25.0
32.1
12.0 1·1.3
100 0 as
l';llle: .\· = -l.3'l.p > .05
There was a slightly higher percentage for the no response over the yes
response. A full 71.4% of those students. who indicated that the media had no
influence. had GED levels of ~ . 5. and 6. This compared with 60.0% for those
students who indicated that the media had some influence on their plans. In
addition. for those students who indicated that there was no media influence.
18.6% had GED levels of l. 1. and 3. This compared with 40.0% lor those
students who indicated that the media had been an influence on career or
educational plans. It appeared that there was an increased possibility of higher
levels of aspirations. as measured by the GED tor career expecta tions. tor those
students whom media had not intluenced. in terms of career or educational plans.
Another crosstabulation was conducted 10 examine the relationship between
SVP lor career aspirations and the positive or negative response to the question
regarding whether the media had influenced the students' career or educat ional
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plans. Table 5.48 shows this crosstabulation.
Table 5.48:
Med ia Influen ce by SVP for Ca reer Expectat ions
Yes No
SVPE~p«tations Frequency
Total 25
NOle : .\ -~ 6A7.p > ,05
The significance level lor this crosstabulation was .371. and therefore. was
not significant. Again the small trend was opposite of that for the GED. When the
tOP three levels of the Syp scales were examined for the yes response. a
percentage of 76.0% was obtained. while. tor the no response. a percentage of
67.9%, was obtained. Again the trend was opposite lor the lower three levels of
the SYP scales. When they were examined for the no response. a percentage o f
17.8% was obtained. For the yes response. a percentage of :W.O% was found.
With the results opposite from the higher to the lower levels of the SVP scales. it
was virtually impossible to draw anything substantial from this set o f data.
No conclusive statements were made based on these data. because of a lack
of significance. However. the trends for both career aspirations and career
expectations suggested that there may have been a slight positive relationship
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between students indicating that there had been no media influence on their career
or educatio nal plans, and levels of aspirations as measured by GEO 's. The
opposite appeared to be the case for the SVP's.
The second part to the media question involved asking the students how the
media had helped with these plans. Twenty-seven students (..U.5 %) responded
that the media had helped in making plans. Students were allowed to give
multiple responses. All responses were recorded and frequencies tabulated. Table
5.49 gives the ways in which the media have helped in decisions regarding
educational and/or career plans.
Table 5.49:
How the Media Have Helped in Educational and Ca ree r Plan s
Rn ponH Frequency Per«nl(o/.j
Gain~dinforma liQn o n employmenl lrends
Leamedaboollh emeritso feducal ion
Gained e~posu !"l: to vaned careers
Helpo::d develop speeifie earecr inlcrests
Total
I l. l
135
59.]
100
As seen in Table 5.49. the most common response (59 .3%) to how the
media had influenced career and educat ional plans was 10 help develop interests in
specific careers. The next most common response (18 .5%) was that the media had
helped to gain exposure [0 a variety of careers.
The next aspect of the media and information technology question was
whether the students used computers . A crosstabulation (see Table 5.50) was
,..
carri ed out to exam ine the re lationship betw een leve ls of aspirat ion. as measured
by the QED for career aspirations. and whether the students used computers.
Fifty- five (88.70/.) said tha t they used comput ers .
Ta ble 5.50 :
Com put er Vir by GED for Ca reer Aspirations
Yn So
GED :\ sprr:niOM Frequent1" ~tnl F~quellC) Percen l
"17 30.9 4~ .9
20.0
20.0 ~7 .1
rs 27.3
Totat
"
100.0 100 .0
/'Iole :X" W7.2S.p ,,",Oj
The significance level for this crossrabulario n was . 123. and there fore . was
nOI signi fican t. A trend was found when the QED levels were com pared betwee n
the yes and no responses. For the yes response. percentages increase for higher
QED levels. as with the no response. There was a slightly higher percentage for
the yes response over the no response. A full 67.3% of those students who
indicated thai they U~ computers had GED levels of 4. 5. and 6. This compared
with 57.1% for those students who indicated that they do not use computers . In
addition. for those students who indicated computer use. 32.7% had OED levels of
I. 2. and 3. This compared with 42.9% for those students who indicated no
computer use. While no firm conclusion was made. it appeared that there was a
possibility of slightly higher levels of aspirations. as measured by the QED for
1 6~
career aspirations. for those students who used computers.
A similar cross tabulation was conducted to examine the relationship
between SVP for caree r asp irations and the positive or negative resp onse to the
question regard ing:comp uter use. Table 5.51 shows this crosstabutauon .
Ta ble 5.51:
Computer li se by SVP for Ca reer Aspira tions
Yn ~o
SVP Aspir.1lions
T~I
Frrq~' p~, Frrq\l~
I t.
S I·U ~Ui
7.3
6 I·U
16 ~9 , 1 ~7 .1
IS 3~ . 7
3.6
ss 100.0
...OIe: .\ ' - 5 ';~. P ~ .05
The significance level lor this crossrabulanon was A79. and therefore . was
nOI signi fican t. Again. a trend was round. When the top three levels of the SVP
scales were examined for the yes response. a percenta ge of 6504% was obtained .
while. for the no respon se a percentage of 57.1% was obtained. For the lower
three levels o f the SV P scales that were examined. [he no response. had a
perce ntage of 28.6% and for the yes response . a percentage of 13.6% was found.
While no firm conclusion was made. it appeared that there was a possibility of
slightly higher levels of aspirations. as measured by the SVP for caree r aspiratio ns.
for those students who usc computers.
,0<
A crosstabu tanon was conducted to examine the relationship between OED
for career expectations and the positive or negative response 10 the question
regardingcomputer use. Table 5.52shows this crossrabularion.
T able 5.52:
Computer Use by GED for Ca reer Expeerancns
Yes No
GED Expec nncns Frequent }' ~reenl Frequency Percent
10.0
~:! .9 ~O _O
13 17.1
TOUlI
"'olt : X- " 1.10. P > , O ~
The significance level for this crcssta bulation was .717. and there fore. was
not significant An opposite trend was found when the GED levels were comp ared
between the yes and no responses. For the no response . percentages increased for
higher GED levels. as with the yes response. There was a higher percentag e for
the no response over the yes response. A fu ll 80.0% of those students. who
indicated that they did nOI use computers. had GED levels of 4. 5. and 6. This
compared with 64.6% for those students who indicated thai they used computers.
in addition. for those students who indicated no computer use. 20.0% had GED
levels of I. 2. and 3. This compared with 35.4% tor those students who indicated
computer use. It appeared thai there was an increased possibility of higher levels
of aspirations. as measured by the QED for career expectations. for those students
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who did not use co mputers.
Another crosstebutauon was conducted to examine the relationship between
SVP for career aspirat ions and the positive or negative response to the question
regarding comp uter use. Table 5.53 shows this crosst abulau on .
Table 5.S3:
Computer Use by SVP for Career Expectations
Yes No
sv p Expectations Frcquc nc~
TOlal ~ 5
~O! ~ : .\ ' -4 .10. P ,. .05
The signi ficance level tor this crosstabulation was .650. and therefore. was
not s ignifica nt. Aga in the small trend was opposi te of that for the GED and SVP
to r career asp irati ons. When the top three levels of the SVP scales were examined
tor the no respo nse. a percentage of 80.0% was ob tained. while. for the yes
response. a percentage 01'70.9% was obta ined. When they were examined tor the
yes response. a perc entage of 18.8% was obta ined. For the no response. a
perce ntage of 20.0% was found. It appeared that there was an increased
possibili ty of higher levels of aspirat ions. as measured by the SVP for career
expectations. for those students who did not use computers.
'68
No conclus ive state ments we re made base d o n these data because of a lack
of significance. However. there were differing trends for both career aspirations
and car eer expec tation s. For career aspira tions. these data sugges ted that there
ma y have been a slight positive relat ionship betwee n students indicating that they
used comp uters . and levels o r aspira tions as measured by GEO ' s and SVP·s. The
opposite appeared (0 be the case for the career expectations. These data suggested
that there was a slig ht positive relationsh ip between students ind icating thai (he~
d id nOIuse computers and levels o f aspirations as me asured by GEO"s a nd SVP·s .
The final question under the media-information-technolo gy section
exa mined the role o f computers and the internet to obtain info rmat ion abo ut
poss ible career and educational choices. Students we re asked about whether they
used com pute rs and the intern et to obtain this inform ation. Twenty-s ix H 1.9% ) o f
the: students ind icated that they had used computers and/or the Internet to obta in
career and ed ucatio nal info nn ation . A cros stabula tion (sec Ta ble 55·1) was
carri ed out to exa mine the relati onsh ip between levels of aspiration . as meas ured
by GED leve ls for career aspirat ions. and a pos itive or negenv e res ponse to
computer and/ or internet usc to gai n information. The signifi cance level for this
crosstabulaticn was .6 16. and there fore. was not significant. A very slight trend
was found when the GE D levels were compared between the yes and no
respo nses. For the no respon se. perce ntage s increase for nigh er GED levels. as
with the yes response.
'"
Table 5.54:
Co mpu ter and Inte rnet use by GED for Ca reer Asp irations
Yes No
GED Aspinli ions Frequenq '
3,8
30.8
11.5
l6,'l
fTequenc~
~Ole : X- ·l.66. p ;:' ,05
There was a slightly higher percentage for the no response over the yes
response. A full 66.6% of those students. who ind icated that they had not used
computers and the internet to gain information. had GED levels of ~ . S. and 6.
This compared with 65.3% tor those students who had used computers and the
internet. In addition. for those students who indicated no. 33.3% had GED levels
of l. ~_ and 3. This compared with 34.6% for those students who indicated yes.
While no firm conclusion can be made . it appeared that there was a
possibility of slightly higher levels of aspirations. as measu red by the GED for
career aspirations. for those students who had not used computers and the internet
to obtain information about careers and education.
A similar crosstabulation was conducted to examine the relationship
between SVP for career aspirations and the positive or negative response to the
question regarding computer and internet use. Table S.SS shows this
crosstabulation.
Table 5.55:
Comp ute r and Internet Use by SVP for Career Aspirations
Yes No
SVPAspinitions Frequency
Total 26
Percent Frequency Percent
38
16.7
5.'
3.8 16.7
34,6 30.6
30.8 27.8
3.8 2.8
100.0 J6
NQte: .i- =3 .88.p > .05
The significance level lor this crcsstabularion was .693. and therefore. was
not significant. This time a slight trend was seen. When the top three levels of the
SVP scales were examined for the yes response. a percentage of 69.2% was
obtained. while. for the no response a percentage of 61.2% was obtained. The
opposite trend was found lor the lower three levels of the SVP scales that were
examined. For the no response. a percentage of 21.3% was obtained. For the yes
response. a percentage of16.9% was found. With opposite results from the higher
to the lower levels of the SVP scales. it was virtually impossible to draw anything
substantial from this set of data.
A crosstabulation was conducted to examine the relationship between GED
for career expectations and the positive or negative response to the question
regarding computer and internet usc. Table 5.56 shows this crosstabulation.
Tab le 5.56:
Com puter and Inter net Use by GED for Caree r Expectations
Yes No
GEDE xpo:clalions Frequency
TOlal 13
Percent Frequency Percent
3.3
26.1 23.3
13.0 10 33.3
30.4 8 26.7
13.0 lJ .J
100,0 30 100.0
NOle:X· ·j.Ol .p" .05
The significance level for this crosstabulation was .285. and therefore. was
not significant . A trend was found when the GED levels were compared between
the yes and no responses. For the no response. percentages increased for higher
OED levels. as with the yes response. There was a slightly higher percentage for
the no response over the yes response. A full 73.3% of those students. who
indicated no computer or internet use. had GED levels of ~ . 5. and 6. This
compared with 56.-1-% tor those students who indicated that they had some
computer and internet use. In addition. for those students who indicated that there
was no computer and internet use. 26.6% had GED levels of I. 2. and 3. This
compared with ~3.5% for those students \...ho indicated that they had used
computers and the internet to obtain career information. It appeared that there was
an increased possibility of higher levels of aspirations. as measured by the GED
for career expectations. for those students who did not use computers and/or the
internet to obtain information regarding careers or education.
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A similar crosstabulation was conducted to examine the relationship
between SVP for career aspirations and the positive or negative response to the
question regarding whether students used computers and/or the internet to obtain
information about education or careers. Table 5.57 shows this crosstabulation.
Table 5.57:
Computer and Internet Use by SVP for Career Expectat ions
Yes No
SVPExpectat ions Frequent} Percent Frequent} Percent
I " .3 0 0
I U I 3,3
1 1.7 '.7
8 7 10 .0
13.0 16.7
16.1 10 3J.3
1 1.7 , 30.0
Tota l 100 .0
~olc : .r- E",1H,p > .05
The significance level for this crosstabulation was .639. and therefore. was
not significant. A very slight trend was found when the GED levels were
compared between the yes and no responses. For the no response. percentages
increased for higher GED levels. as with the yes response. This time a trend was
seen. When the top three levels of the SVP scales were examined tor the no
response. a percentage of 80.0% was obtained. while. lor the yes response. a
percentage of 60.8% was obtained. For the lower three levels of the SVP sca les.
which were examined for the no response. a percentage of 10.0% was obtained.
For the yes response. a percentage of 30.3% was found.
Again. while no finn conclusion was made. it appeared that there was a
possibility of slight ly higher levels of aspirations. as measured by the SVP for
career expectations. tor those students who had not used computers andlor the
internet to obtain career and educational infonnation.
No conclusive statements were made based on these data. because of a lack
of significance. However. the trends tor both career aspirations and career
expectations suggested that there may be a slight positive relationship between
students indicating that they did not use computers andlor the internet to obtain
career information. and levels of aspiralions as measured by GED's and SV P·s.
The next subsidiary question to be examined deals with gender differences.
The research question was assigned to determine whether there was any gender
ditTerences in the data. with respect to the prior analyses.
The first set of gender data (see Table 5.58) examined was with the major
industrial occupational grouping to which males and females aspired. A number of
interesting points emerged from these data. Note that the data were disp layed in
such a way as to show initially. those major industrial groupings 10 which both
males and females aspired. then those to which only the males aspired and finally
those to which only the females aspired. Of the common industries listed. the
service industries had the highest percentages for both males (27.6%) and females
(18.2%). For the males. science. engineering and mathemat ics had the next
highest percentage (17.2%), while for females it was the artistic. literature. and
perfonnin g ans (18.2%) which tied for first place.
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Table 5.58:
Gender Differences for Major Industrial Groupings for Career Aspirations
(Ns6 2)
Mlij or lndu stri .il Gr oupin;
't ranspcn Equip ment Operallng
Artisuc. Literary. and Performing Arts
Science. Engineering and Mathematics
Servee Jndusrr ies
Mining, Ouarry ing. Oil and Gas
\1achiningand relaled
ProduCI Fabrication. AS$l:mbling. and Repair
Religion
Spons and Recreation
.\1anagerial and Administral ion
Teaching
Social Sciences
Clerical
MC'Ilicine and Health
Total
Perhaps the most telling aspect of these data lies in those industrial
groupings that were limited to either males or females. For the most pan those
industria l gro upings. to which only males aspired. were traditionally male-oriented
industries. This was essentially the same for those industries to which only the
females aspired. There were a few exceptions. with the most notable being
medicine and health. ft was noted that for the females this was the highest
aspired-to industrial grouping (27.3%) while no males aspired 10 this industrial
grouping at all. Another interesting note was for the science. engineering and
mathematics industrial grouping that traditionally has been male-dominated. In
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this instance. there was a relatively high percentage (12. 1% ) of females aspiring to
this industrial grouping.
The next set of gender data (see Table 5.59) to be examined deals with the
major industrial groupings which males and females expected to obtain.
Table 5.59:
Gender Difference s for Major Industrial Groupings for Career Expectations
(1'1-62)
Main Femal~.
'\"'i o r l n dUJil riaI Groupi n ~
..arnsnc, Literary.and Perlo rming Ar1Ji
Undecid ed
Servic e Industries
Science . Engin eerin g and Mathematic s
Franspon Equipm ent Operanng
Fishing and Trapping
Machilllng and relal e{l
Rd igio n
Milling, Quarrying. O il and Gas
Product Fabric:llion. Assem bling. afId Repa ir
Farming and Hon iculture
Processing
TeachIng
SocialScie nces
Clerical
MediClllcand Health
rOlal
Freq _ency Perce nt Frequenc~' Perffnl
1 6.9 I
6.9 11.1
17.1 11.1
2-1.[ 11. 1
6 '
6.'
10.3
JO
JO
3.0
100.0
Again. some relevant points emerged. For the industries in which both
genders expected to be employed. the males had the highest expectations in the
science. engineering and mathematics (24.1%). while the females had the highest
percentage in the undecided (21.2%). The next highest percentage for the males
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was in the service industries (l 7.:!%) while there were [\\'0 for the females. the
service industries and science. engineering and mathematics both with 1.2. 1%.
The males undecided rate (6.9%) was much lower than thai previously reponed
for females (21.2%),
Again. for the most pan those industrial groupings. which only males
expected to enter. were traditionally male oriented-industries. for example fishing
and trapping and mining. quarrying. oil and gas. This was essentia lly the same for
those industries. which only the females expected (0 enter. There were a few
exceptions. with the most notable being medicine and health. It was noted that for
the females this was the highest expected industrial grouping (24.2%) . No males
expected to enter this industrial grouping at all. Another observation made was for
the science. engineering and mathematics industrial grouping that traditionally had
been male-dominated. In this instance. there was a relatively high percentage
(12. 1%) of females expecting 10enter this industrial grouping.
The next set of gender data that were examined was for the actual careers to
which the males and females aspired (see Table 5.60). A number of interesting
features were seen in this table. Note that the table was organized in such a way as
to list those careers common 10 both genders first. then 10 list those for only males
and finally to list those for only females.
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Tab le 5.60:
Gender Dirrere aces (or Career Aspira tions
A=
Biologisl:
C"""
En!j:ineer
Pilo!
\\' ritef"IJoumalist
Coasl GU3"d
Fr'!97"O ~;:;. I
I ]..I
I H
I 3,.1
I 3J
I H
3 10J
FrtQ . e.o Pl'r u ti l
3 q .l
I 3.0
I 3,0
I 3.0
I 3.0
I 3.0
6 1
Comp'Uel' Srstem A lI.1lysl
Compultf Teclmician
Hunting Guilk
M.xhinist
Rousl<Ibout
Truc kDrIver
Vdliclc M« hanic
Welde r
Ath lete
Chemical Engineer
Clergyman
Musician
ArmedForces.
ACCOUn l3f11
D:lycarcWoner
""fup<~
Nunc
OccupallOfLilI Tho:raplSl
SclCfltiS15
X-r.ayTcc/micQll
F.lShiofl DnlgncT
uWY 'el'
ComPUIC'I" Opcra.IOl'
R.C .M ,P OffICCT
P1t~slci;an
c
o
c
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
"
j J
H
].I
3,.1
H
H
j, J
:;,4
6.9
6.9
69
6.9
IH
o
o
o
u
c
o
c
o
o
o
o
o
100 0
3.0
3.0
; 0
3.0
3 ,0
i .O
; ,0
", I
"
"II .'::
100.0
It should benoted that of all the careers to which the students aspired there
were only 7 careers in common tor males and females. Of those comm on careers.
the males aspired to careers in the coast guard most often (10.3%). while the
females aspired most often to careers in acting (9.1%). Again. of most interest
was the career data for which only the males or females aspired. For the males the
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most commo nly aspired to careers (13.8%) were in the armed forces . while for the
females it was careers as physicians ( 18.2%).
Of part icular significance was [he nature of the types of careers to which
each gender aspired. For the males. they typically aspired to gender neutral
careers . such as musician. or to male dominated careers. such as the armed forces .
chemical engineering. and mechanic. The females appeared less likely 10 stay
within traditionally gender-appropriate careers. While some of the females
aspired to careers in female dominant areas such as nurse or daycare worker. many
aspired to gender neutral careers. such as computer operator or lawyer. Still others
aspired to gender nontradi tional careers such as. R.C.M.P. office rs or physicians .
The next set of gender data that was examined was for the actua l careers
that the males and females expected to enter tsee Table 5.6 1). A number of
features were empha sized in this table. Note that the table was organized in such a
way .3.S to list those careers common to both genders first, then to list those for
only males and finally to list those for only females. It should be noted that of all
the careers that the students expected to obtain there were only j careers in
common tor males and females. Of those common careers. both the males (6.9% )
and female s (9 .1%) expected careers in engineering most often. The data reveal
the compariso n of the males and females with respect to being undecided in career
expectations . The males were undecided less (6.9%) than the females (21.2%).
( N"'62)
C" fft r
Cook
wnter/Joumalist
Engmeer
Undecided
Boat Captain
Coast Guard
F ishcrpe~n
Macinnis!
Musician
Truck Driver
v emefe Mechamc
We lder
Chcm" aJ Engmcer
Cl~gyman
Ccmpurer t echnician
ArmedFOfccs
CompurerSystems Anal~5(
Roustabout
Table 5.61:
Gender Differences ror Career Expecta tions
Mairs Fema les
Frequ encv Pereent Frequ eaev Pu rrnl
I 3A I 3.0
I H I 3.0
2 6.9 ;; 9,1
6.9 21.::'
JA I)
3.J 0
) ..4 0
3A 0
H 0
3 -1 0
H 0
:;,-1 0
6,9 c
6.9 0
6.9 0
10,3 0
10,;; 0
10.3 0
'70
Ammalattendanr
Biolollisl
Davcare Worker
Or;;.ftsperw n
:l<ledicaIL aboratol)'Technician
Mortician
S ursinllAs sisuml
OccupationalTherapist
Oplometrist
Pharmacist
Physician
a.c.v.e.orne«
So<:ial Worker
Com puter Ope rator
N,~
n 3.0
n 3.0
I) 3.0
o 3.0
o 3,0
o ;;0
o 3,0
o 3.0
o 3,0
(J 3.0
o 3,0
o 3,0
o C),I
o 9 ,!
o 9.l
100.0 3;; 100 ,0
Again. the data tor careers expected by only the males or females. was of
interest. For the males. the most commonly expected careers were in the armed
forces. computer systems analyst. and roustabout all with a percentage of 10.3%.
For the females. the most commonly expected careers were as nurses and
computer operators both with a percentage of9 .1%. Of panic uJar interest was the
nature of the types of careers 10 which each gender expected 10 obtain. For the
males. they typica lly expected to obtain gender-neutral careers. such as musician.
or. more frequently . to male-dominated careers. such as the armed forces.
chemical engi neering . mechanic. etc. The females appeared less likely to stay
within traditionally gender-appropriate careers. While some of the females
expected to obtain car eers in female-dominant areas such as nursing or daycare
worker. many aspired to gender-neutral careers. such as compute r operator or
lawyer. Still other s asp ired to gender-nontraditional careers such as. R.C.M .P.
officers or physicians .
The next set of data to be exam ined for gender differen ces were dealing
with the Spearman 's rho correlations betwee n the GED for career aspirations and
the GED for career expec tations. These were carried OUI separate ly for the males
and females. Table 5.61 lists the com parisons between the males and females.
Table 5.62:
Gender Differences for GED Career Aspirations by GED for C areer
Expectations
can axeeeuucns
Spearman' s rho GED Aspirations Correlation Coefficienl
Sig. (2·lailedl 001
"
As can be seen in Table 5.62. both correlations were strong and signifi cant,
however. the correlation between the GED levels for career aspirations and OED
levels for career expectations was slightly stronger for the males.
A similar correlation (see Table 5.63) was carried out to compare gender
differences between the SVP levels for career aspirations and the SVP levels for
career expectations.
Ta ble 5.63:
Gender Differences for SVP Care er Aspira tions by SVP for Ca reer
Expectatio ns
SVPbpc:ctill1ons
Spearman' s rho SVP Aspirations Correlation Coefficient
S i~, (1-lailed) 001
As can be seen in Table 5.63. both correlations wen: strong and significant.
however. the correlation between the SVP levels tor career aspirations and SVP
levels lor career expectations was stronger for the males.
Mean scores were compared tor GED aspirations and expectat ions tor
males tsee Table 5.64).
Tab le 5.64:
Means and Sta nda rd Deviations for GE O Aspira tions and Expeclat ions
for Males
GEDAsp iralions
GEDExpecu uions
Mean
3.96
S<d
Deviation
1.16
1.37
SId. Error
Mean
"
There was a difference between the mean value for the GED of aspirations (3.96)
and expectations (4.04) for males. When a paired sample lest was carried out the
results showed no significant differe nce (t =-.337. df = 26. p =.739). From this
information . it was found that me males in this sample had higher career
expectations than aspirations.
Mean scores were also compared for SVP aspirations and expectations for
males (see Table 5.65).
Table 5.65:
Mea ns and Stan da rd Deviati ons for SVP Aspirations a nd Expeclatio ns
for Males
SVPAspir.l.lion s
SVP E.\p«talions
,,'
Deviation
SId. Error
M,~
)I
Again. there was a difference between the mean value for the SVP o f
aspirations and expectations. 6.22 and 6. 19 respectively. When a paired sample
test was carried out. the results showed no significa nt difference (t =.143. df = 26.
p =.887). In this instance. aspirations were higher than expectations.
Mean scores were also compared for QED aspirations and expectations for
females (see Table 5.66\ .
Table 5.66:
Means and Sta ndard Deviat ions for GE D Aspira tions and Expecta tions
ror Females
GEDAspir.nio ns
G ED E.\ pc<:talions
Mean
-1.65
'"Devtanen
1.13
SId. Error
M,~
11
Again. there was a difference between the mean value for the OED of
aspirations and expectations for females. 4.65 and 4.19 respectively. When a
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paired sample test was carried out the results showed a significan t diffe rence (t =
2.287. df = 15. p =.03t). Thus. career aspiration levels were significantly
different from expec tation levels for females . using the GED measure. Mean
scores were also compared for SVP aspirations and expectations for females (see
Table 5.67) .
Tab le 5.67:
Means and Standard Deviatio ns for SVP Aspirat ions and Expectat ions
for-Females
SY?Asp il1llions
Sv p Expectanon s 6.38
S<d
Deviation
1 .4~
SId. Error
' ' le~"
"
Again. there was a difference between the mean value for the SVP of
aspirations and expectations. 6.77 and 6.38 respectively. When a paired sample
test was carried out the results showed no significant difference {f =1.264. df = 25.
p : .218l.
Table 5.68:
Means for GED Aspirations . SVP Aspira tions. GED Expectations and
SVP Expectatio ns by Gender
N ~
Devianc n
GED A5pir.llions Male
"
3 91
Female 33 4.73
TOlal
"
.1.31
SVP Aspiralions Male
"
6.2 1
Female 33 6.88
TOIaI
"
6.36
GED ExjK'ctalions Male
"
-1.04
Female ze 4.19
Total 53 -1.11
SVPExpn;ulIions Male
"
6.19
Female cs 6.38
TOIaI 53 6.18
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1,·H
U 3
1.37
I , O~
U O
1,69
1.33
1.61
An analysis was carried out to determine if there were significant mean
'"
differences with respect [0 gender (see Table 5.68).
Table 5.69 shows the ANOVA analysis for the mean differences for GED
aspirations by gender.
Table 5.69:
Analy sis of Varia nce Source Table for GED Asp ir at ions and Gende r
Sum of df MeaR F Sil:.
SqU3n!S Square
8.957 8.957
81.511 60 1.J5Q
GEDAspira tions Belwu nGroup1
Wilhin G roups
T Olal 90.468 61
013
As can be seen from this table a significant difference was found between
the QED aspi rations for males and females. Females had significantly higher
aspiration leve ls as measured by the QED lor career aspirations .
Table 5.70 shows the ANOVA analysis tor the mean differences for SVP
aspira tions by gender .
Table 5.70:
Analysis of Varian ce Source Table for SVP Aspir ation s and Ge nder
Su mof df Mean F Sil:.
Squar n Squut
svp ",pin eions Bt lwnn Groll pS 6.'168 fl.9tl8 3.063
Wiltlin Gr oup s
T Olal
I 36.27J
IJ 3.2J2
As can be seen from this table the results approac h significance. A
difference was found between the GED aspirations for males and females.
Females had higher aspiration levels as measured by the SVP for career
aspirations.
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Ta ble 5.71 shows the ANaVA analysis for the mean differences for GED
expectations by gender .
Table 5.71:
Analysis of Varian ce Source Table for GED E.lp«ta tions and Gender
Sa.. or d r !\-In a F St«.
Squrn Sqaa~
G ED b p«Uliolls k1_ftaGrllaps ~ 19 ~ 1 9 : 17 6H
Wn hi IlG "",P'l "/5.00\ 51 1 .\7 1
TOil ' 7$.; 2 \
"
As can be seen from this table a significant difference was not found between the
GED expectations for males and females. although females had higher aspiration
levels as measured by the GED for career aspirations.
Table 5.12 shows the ANOV A analysis for the mean differences for SVP
expectations by gender.
Table 5.72:
Analysis of Varia nce Scarce Table for SVP Espee tanc es and Gender
Sam or df M~u F SiC.
Squra Sqaa~
S\! P ElpKtafioM k1_ftfl G rups :S: i I .S:;7 -:00 6S6
W n" ia G ntoIps \ ~ :::; I SI
Toeal
"
As can be seen from this table. no significant difference was found between
the SVP expectations for males and females. although females had higher
aspiration levels as measured by the SVP for career expectations.
The next question examined statistically, concerning gender differences and
curriculum issues was: how does academic achievement in science relate to both
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career aspirations and expectations for males and females? Spearman's rho
correlations 'vere carried out to determine [he relationship between the students'
average marks in science courses and level of career aspirations as measured by
the GED and SVP associated with the students aspired to careers. Table 5.73 lists
the gender breakdown for the correlations between the GED for aspirations and
average marks in the various science courses. as well as. the average marks in all
science courses combined and the average marks in either academic or
nonacademic science courses. A number of differences were seen when
comparing this data for males and females. The main differences lie in the
number of courses in which the results were significant the levels of significance
and the level of the correlation coefficient. For the males. most of the academic
science courses. as well as the total science credits. the total academic science
credits and the total nonacademic science credits were significant at the p < .01.
The exceptions are physics 320.. which was significant at the p <.05 level. physics
1204 and chemistry 3202 which were not significant. For the females only two
science courses were significant: chemistry 2102 and biology 3201. both of which
have lower correlation coefficients than those for the males. It was noted that for
the nonacademic science courses. there were negative correlation coefficients for
both the males and female: however. the males ' results were significant while the
females were not
Table 5.73 :
Co rre lationa l Breakdown by Gender for GE D Aspira lions and Science
Course Averag es. Tola l Science Credus, Academic Science C redi ts. and
Ncnaeade mtc Science C redits
Biolo~' Chfllli $lry Ph~.i.. P h ~. ica t Sc:ifnCf Tf t h.
:lOI ::02 :2~ St ifllt f 22~ & Sotift~'
GED
Aspir:llions
Comt;uion
Coefficienl
Si~
(2·lai!C'dl
t: <>m:l aIlGn
·\sp ,rallons Codli~lrn l
Si~
(2· ta,IC'dJ
Biolol)' ( he llli,lry
J 201 J 202
Phy.iu [ u ;.o nlllfol .1
J2().1 St:il'n«J205
A similar Spearmans rho correlations was carried out to determine the
relationship between the students' average marks in science course s and level of
career aspirations as measured by the SVP associated with the students ' aspired-to
careers. Table 5.74 lists the gender breakdown for the correlations between the
GED for aspirations and average marks in the various science courses. as well as.
the average marks in all science courses combined and the average marks in either
'"
academic or nonacademic science courses.
T ab le 5.74:
Correlationa l Brukdo' .' o by Gude r for SVP Aspira tions and Science Coune
Anrages. To ta l Setee ee C red its. Aeademie Sete eee Cre di ts. a nd
Nonacade mic:Se jeeee C redit s
,(&let
CQlTCl3uon 3ip~'i sve
...'T"'>'3I....... c""mc~
s,.
1 ~-l<Io ,kd '
h • • 1n
El .'9~!>pc:um.... , SVI' Ll>tTCbllon
"'"
-\ Sp ,, :1ll0 flS C"" lToc",nl
s,~ on
11'lailc~)
8ioklC e ll _ iu ry
J~O I 3201
!13
l'1lysin EJo"ifoa.enl. '
J%W Scin"Jl~
i ll
".
· · l 'i<>rw. " ,_,_ _ ,
. ,--'O_ p"r lIl' "'dl~_,
As with the previous data a number of differences were seen when
comparing these data for males and females. Again. the main differen ces lie in the
number of courses in which the results were significant the levels of significance
and the level of the correlation coeffi cient. For the ma les. most of the academic
science courses, as well as. the total nonacademic science credits were s ignificant
at the p < .0 I. The exceptions were sccredits. the total average of all science
courses. and the academic science credits which were significant at the p <.05
level. as well as physics 2204. chemistry: 3201. and the nonacademic science
credits which were not significant. For the females only one science course was
significant namely. biology 3201. This had a lower correlation coefficient than for
the males. II was interesting to note that for the nonacademic science courses.
there were negat ive correlation coefficients for the males and a positive correlation
coefficient lor the females. however neither was significant
Another Spearman's rho correlation was carried out to determine the
relationship between the students ' average marks in science courses and level of
career aspirations as measured by the GED level associated with the students'
expected careers. Table 5.75 lists the gender breakdown for the correlations
between the GED for expectations and average marks in the various science
courses. as well as. the average marks in all science courses combined and the
average marks in either academic or nonacademic science courses. As with the
previous data a number of differences were seen when comparing it for males and
females. This lime. the differences were not as straightforward. In some cases.
the correlation coefficient was higher for the males. as was the case with chemistry
n 02. biology 320 1. and the nonacademic average. In other cases the females '
correlation coefficients were higher. as was the case with biology 2201. physical
science 2205. environmental science 3205. the sccredit average. and the academic
average. For the males. some of the academic science courses. as well as the total
science credits. and the total nonacademic science credits were significant at the P
< .01. The exceptions were the academic science credits which were significant at
the p <.05 level. as well as biology 220 I. physics 2204. chemistry 3202. and
physics 3204 which were not significant.
Table 5,75:
Correla tional Brea kdown by Gender for GED Expectations and Science
Course Averag es. Total Science Credits. Academic Science Credits . and
Nonaca demic Science Credits
ur n
b pcclal'UfI'
("""Iauo,,
C""lTI.;~fIl
Sil!-
( ~ 'la i loo l
l:urnlJt,~n
t:"" ni<ic" l
BiolllfY
1101
CII~m ist ry
::01
Pllysin
"..
Ph ~siul
S.;enco l1 lM
BiolllfJ' ChINiltry
3101 3: 01
~()ll " 32 1
u
Fe,u ln
Physin [ n.. ir" "mUIII
Jlll.l S<iuuJ1O!t
'"
·' <.:om:laIHln lS" III,ti""" I >l ""' .O' In <lll ·L>iI. d l
· C"~""I31ion il. l i llli r~I " "'• .Oj lc' ·<l ll -t3il<d)
. S P'SS did ll<ll <;;dcul.~ • •;oI""
For the females a number of science courses were significant. Chemis try ~ 20~ .
physical science ~205 . environmental science 3205 and the sccredit average were
all significant at the p c .05 level. Biology 2201. biology 320 1 and the academic
science course average were all significant at the p <.05 level. It was interesting to
note that tor the nonacademic science courses. there was a negative correlation
coefficient for the males. p <.01. and a positive correlation coefficient for the
females which was not signiflcam.
A linal Spearman' s rho correlations was carried out to determine the
relationship between the students ' average marks in science courses and level of
career aspirations as measured by the SVP associated with me stude nts' expected
careers. Table 5.76 lists the gender breakdown for the correlations between the
SVP for career expectations and average marks in the various science courses. as
well as. the average marks in all science courses combined and the average marks
in either academ ic or nonacademic science courses. As with the previous data a
number of differences were seen when comparing it tor males and females.
Again. the differences were not as straightforward. In some cases. the corre lation
coefficient was higher lor me males. as was the case with chemistry 2202. biology
320 I. and the Nonacademic average. In other cases me females ' correlation
coefficients were higher. as was the case with biology 2201. the sccredit average.
and the academic average. For the males. some of the academic science courses.
as well as the nonacademic science credits were significant at the p < .01. The
exceptions were the academic science credits which were significant at the p <.05
level. as well as biology 2201. physics 2204. physics 320·1. and chemistry 3202
which were not significant.
Table 5.76:
Cor relational Breakdown by Gend er ror SVP Expectations and Science
Course Avera ges, Total Science Credits, Academic Science Credits. and
Nonacademic Science Credits
~~n's SV ?
hp.:clatlons
SV?
E ~p.:Cl:I.liuns
BiololY
%201
Corretauon
C"" fIi"icnl
S,g
I ~ · 'allo:d l
l \,rnlau"n
C"" lTIcicnl
S,g
l ~-1a, ledl
Ph y. in
! 2o.t
Physical
s.,~.ce 220S
8ioioRY C hf mill ry
nO I nO!
"fe lll . lf s
Phy.ics [nw ironlMtl ul
J lo" s.,;enu J!~
For the females a number of science courses were significant. Chemistry
2202 was significant at the p < .0 I level. Biology 220 I. biology 320 I the sccredit
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course average and the academic science course average were all significant at the
p <.05 level. It should be noted that for the nonacademic science courses. there
was a negative correlation coefficient for the males. p <.0 I. and a negative
correlation coefficient for the females which was nOIsignificant
It terms of gender comparison there are only a few points left to make. A
Spearman's rho correlation was carried out to compare the GED and SVP
aspiration levels of the parents current careers and the GED and SVP levels for
the students ' career occupations and career expectations. The only significant
result was for the females' data in which there was a positive correlation between
the GED for the mothers ' career and the GED for career expectations. The
correlation coefficient was A 38. p = .03::! .
The last section for analysis dealt with comparisons o f this current research
and that of the 1989 Youth Transition into the Labour Market (YTMll project
conducted by Sharpe and Spain (1991a ). A lew of the highlighted comparisons
were included. The first comparison was in the percentages of students giving
numbers of responses to the career aspiration question (see Table 5.77).
Tabl e .5.77 :
Compari son or Car eer Choice Response Frequencies
VTLM Cur~al 5Iud\'
o
o
100.0100.0
Freq uent) Percenl Frtq uucy 'Percenl
6089 82.3 jot 87.1
~ I IA 6 9.7
~ 12 32
160
209
1390
#of Reponses
One Choice Given
Two Choices Given
Three Cho ices Given
Don't know
No~sponsc
Total
''''
As seen from this comparison there was little difference in terms of
numbers of responses given for the YTLM study and the current study. The most
outstand ing difference was that for the current study no students had no response
or didn 't know what ideal careers (0 which they would be aspiring. Table 5.78
compares the major industrial groupings to which the students in the YTlM and
current studies are aspiring.
Ta ble 5.78:
Frequency Compa rtscn of Industria l Occupational Aspirations
YTLM Currenl Study
Ckeupaliona lG roup Frequ cncy Pereeer Frequency
~'~nagcriaL Adminisrrauve . and Related Occupanons 6&, q -~ 10
~1in ing and Quarrying including Oil , 08 I'
Teaching and Related Occupations 7S3 IO.:! 10
~la<:hini ng and Related CkCUpaliQII$
"
10 3.:!
ProdUCI Fabricating. Assembling and Repainng 400 5.4 3.1
R.eligion OS 0.. 3.1
Social Sciences and Related Fields 762 10.3 3,2
Clerical and Related Occupations 505 , .s 4.'
Spcrtsand Recreauo n 0.' 4 .'
Transport Equipmelll Operating Occupalions 288 H
"\oledicinca ndHea llh 13~~ 18.2 1 ~, 5
NaluraIScienc es.EngineeringandM~the matics
'"
IH , I ~j
Artistic. Lilerar)'. Performing Am. and Related 40S 55 10 16,1
Service 1 13 ~ 15.3 14 22.6
Construction Trades 184 r.e 0 0
Forestryand Logging 127 L7 0 0
Sales 16 10 0 0
Fishing and Trapping as 0 0
Don' t Know/ No Response/Other 401 5" 0 0
Total 7390 100
"
100
A number of interesting points were drawn from these comparisons. For
the YTLM study the greatest percentage (18.2%) of the students aspired to careers
in medicine and health followed by service (15.3%), and natural sciences
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engineering and mathema tics ( 13.4%) while for the current study the greatest
percen tage was in serv ice (22.6% ), followed by art istic. literary and performing
arts ( 16.1), and natural sciences engineering and mathematic s (14.5%) .
It was interesting to note that the results were quite similar for the natural
science. engineering and mathematics category. Other similarities included
transport equipment operating with 3.9% for the YTLM and ..1..8% tor the current
study. clerical and related occupations with 6.8% and 4.8% respectively. and
produc t fabricating. assembling . and repa iring with 5.4% and 3.1% respecti vely.
Other points of interest included those industrial groupings that the students in the
current study did not aspire to at all. These were service. construction. forestry
and logging. sales. and fishing and trapping. In addition. the students in the
current study did not have any other. do not know or no response categor ies.
The next area for comparison was in terms of student plans tor the
follo wing year after high school graduation (see Table 5.79).
Table 5.79:
Frequency Compa rison of Plans for Near Yea r
Respon~
NOl"npoJnse
Unde cided
W~,
Rerum 10 High School
Pl3ll tDcon tinuee ducation
Take me year ctf
Other Responses
Total
YTLM
Fl'flI q~n"Y Prr«nl.g~
3~7 4.4
20~ 2.7
614 11.3
355 4.5
4066 55.0
563 7.6
12113 17.4
7390 100
Curr~nlS ludy
Fl'flIu~n~y Pen:~'lt'lle
o 0
12 IQ.4
13 2 1.0
35 56.5
o 0
o 0
'00
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A number of interesting compari sons were made between the rwo sets of
data. The most outstanding comparison was in terms of the similarity of
frequencies for students planning to continue into post-secondary education. The
YTLM students responded with a percentage of 55.0% while the students in the
current study responded with a percentage of 56.5%. Note thai under the YTLM
section there was a response category "other responses", This included two
responses that were not found in the current study. " like 10 continue education but
may have 10 work" and .. shall probably continue education bur would rather
work" {Sharpe and Spain (199101 ). Another interesting comparison was in terms
of those students plannin g to return to high school. The YTLM study had a
percentage response of only -t.5% while the current study had an alarmin g
response percentage of 21.0%. VeL another finding that bears mentioning was
with respect to the responses of students planning to directly enter the workforce.
In the YTLM study 8.3% of the students planned 10 work while 19.4% of the
students in the current study planned to do so.
The analysis section is concluded. Much information has been put forward
and will be commented on in chapter six. the conclusion and recommendati ons
section of this thesis.
CHAPTER 6
Findings . Conclusion s and Recommendations
This final chapter will discuss the important and relevant findings. and
based on these findings. provide recommendations both for professionals in the
educational system and for further research.
These findings will be examined with reference to the research questions
outlined in chapter one. They will be organized in terms of findings from the
major research question and the subsidiary questions. An important caveat with
respect [0 these findings is that the sample size was quite small and while
conclusions can be drawn from these data. it is difficult to generalize these
findings or conclusions to wider populations. Rather. the data gathered and
conclusions drawn may be used as a guide for educational policy-making and 10
aid further research.
Findings and Conclusions
Research finding I: Industrial Groupings for Aspired-to Careers.
The first major finding was dealing with the industrial groupings for the
aspired-to careers thai the students listed. The most commonly aspired-to
industries were: service; artistic and literary: medicine and health; and science.
engineering and mathematics: respectively. While specific areas are not
mentioned these results are similar with respect to level of aspiration for the
research findings of Stevens and Cho (l 985). While the percentages are not
identical. these results closely parallel the finding from an earlier study by Sharpe
and Spain (1991). in which the top four industrial groupings were: medicine and
health: service: science. engineering. and mathematics: and social sciences:
respectively. The major difference between these two findings is in terms of the
artistic and literary industries. This may be because music careers tall under this
industrial grouping and that music has a very strong influence and tradition in this
geographic locale. Thus. a relat ively high number of students aspired to careers in
the creative areas.
These finding are different from those of Conroy (1997) in which the vast
majority of those polled aspired to professional careers. followed by semi-skilled
careers and finally labour trades.
In terms of actual aspired-to careers. there were a fairly high number of
careers listed by the students. Thirty-two careers were listed by the sixty-two
students. As is typical with students. the aspired-to careers are relatively high in
terms of socioeconomic levels. This is supported by the GED and SVP levels for
the aspired-to careers indicated. The most frequently aspired-to career was that of
physician. followed by coast guard. armed forces. acting. Royal Canadian
Mounted Police. and computer operator. When examining the list of aspired-to
careers it is interesting to note that for the most part the careers listed are those that
are found on this isolated island area. Therefore. students are not aspiring to
careers to which they are not typically exposed. It is important to note that no
students aspired to the very traditional local careers of fishing or thai of tishplant
worker. Presumably. the limited employment opponunities afforded to these areas
as a result of the cod moratorium and limited resources have influenced some of
these students away from aspirations in this area.
Research finding 2; Necessary Factors lor Obtaining Aspired-to Careers.
In terms of the perceived factors necessary for the students to have their
aspired-to careers. a majority of them indicated that some fonn of post-secondary
education must be obtained. This is in keeping with the plans that these students
had tor the following year. A majority otthe students planned 10anend university
or a college in the fall of 1998. This is in keeping with findings of Apostal and
Bilden (199 1). Dunne. Elliott and Carlson (198 1). Rojewsk i (19951. Walberg
(19891. and Walsh ( 1989) in which a majority o f their research group planed to
attend post secondary as well
A large number of students planned to return 10 high school. either (0 finish
their program or to upgrade in order 10 be eligible to enroll in university or college
programs. Thus. it appears that a majority of the students recognize the fact that
there are few job opportunities tor individuals with limited skills out of high
school. This is further supported by the current educational and career status of
these former students (see table 4.15. page 86). While a majority of these students
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are attending either college or university. very few are actively employed. An
interesting statistic emerged from this information . Far more students than
initially indica ted. returned to high schoo l. Presumably these students did not do
as well as they had expect ed to and there lore. had to return to upgrade their marks
in order to meet the entrance requirements for post-secondary training.
Research finding 3: Industria l Grou pings for Career Expec tat ions.
For career expectations. a number of interesting points emerge from the
data. The most common industrial grouping for expec ted careers was that of
science. engineering. and mathematics followed by service. and medicine and
health. These results are similar to those of Duncan ( 196 1) in which the majority
of students expected to be employed in careers at the medium-high level. Similar
tindings were found by Rajewski (1995 ). It appeared that these areas delineated
the students in terms of academic abi lity. Generally. those academically able
students enter into the more challenging tields while those less able students enter
the less cha llenging fields. It can be noted that a relatively high number of
students were undecided as to what career they expect to be entering. It is not
uncommon tor young people to be undecided about career paths however; it is an
area of concern for parents. teachers. and counselors. Ideally. students should
have a genera l idea of the educational and career paths that they are to take after
completion of high school. It is interesting to note that these students had no
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problems indicatin g aspired-to careers but had more difficulty indicating expected
careers. Another area shown is the fact that a few students expected to be working.
in fishery-related careers. either as fisherpersons or plant workers. Thus. a lew
students. while aspiring to other careers saw themselves remaining in this
immediate locale and continuing on in their parent's profession.
Research finding 4: Expected Careers .
In tenu s of actual career expectations. the most frequently expected career
was that of engineer followed by roustabout. nurse. computer systems analyst.
computer operator. and member of the armed forces. These results are quite
different from the actual career listings in the research by Rojewski (1995) in
which students listed: clothing machine worker. athlete. biological/ life scientist.
nurse. and miner. Again. it is interesting to note that while a fairly high number of
different careers were listed. the majority of these careers can be found locally.
This may be an indication that students are not exposed to enough varied careers
and career information during their schooling.
Research finding 5: A Comparison of Career Aspirations and Career Expectations.
When career aspirations and career expectations were compared. a number
of interesting findings emerge. A comparison of lite major industrial groupings
for lite career aspirations was crosstabulated with the major industria l groupings
for the career expectations. Those major industrial groups that were consistent lor
both career aspirations and career expectations included: religion: teaching:
clerical; mining. quarrying and oil and gas: machining: and product fabricating: all
of which are relatively lower level industrial groups. arguably with the exception
of teaching and religion. Therefore. it would seem appropriate to aspire to and
expect these careers. For some higher level major industrial groups. such as
science. engineering and mathematics and medicine and health. there are some
differing results. In the case of science. engineering and mathematics. a relatively
high percentage of those aspiring to this industrial group also expected to be
working in this area. For medicine and health. approximately half o f the students
aspiring 10 these occupations actually expected to be working in these fields. The
relatively high numbers of individuals aspiring to careers as medical doctors. but
very few actually expecting to be employed as such. can explain this. Those
individuals both aspiring to and expecting careers in other medical areas such as
nursing keep the percentage high in this area. Thus. those academically able
students aspiring to careers in science. engineering. and mathematics. as well as.
medicine and health. also tend to expect careers in these areas. One would expect
the more capable students to have both career aspirations and career expectations
that are closely related. In fact. almost half of the sample had matching career
aspirations and career expectations. When the aspirational level of the aspired-to
careers was compared with the aspirational level of the expected careers some
interesting facts emerge. Aspirauc nal levels for both aspired-to careers and
expected careers were measured by both the GED and SVP. When the GED
levels were correlated for aspired-to careers and expected careers. a strong
significant relationship was found. This is also supported by the fact that when
scores were compared for the GED levels for career aspirations and career
expectations. no significant difference was found. Similar findings were found
when the SVP levels were correlated for aspired-to careers and expected careers.
an even stronger sign ificant relationship was found. This is also supported by the
fact that when scores were compared for the SVP levels for career aspirations and
career expectatio ns. no significant difference was found as well. Thus. for these
students the aspirationat levels of aspired-to careers are in line with the
aspirational levels of expected careers. It can be concluded that most of the
students in this study have set realistic limits on their career aspirations in so much
as they correspond to their career expectat ions. These results are higher than those
found by Stevens and Mason ( 1994) in which only slightly more than half of the
students had aspiratio ns and expectations attuned to one another.
Research finding 6: Academic Achievement in Science and Aspiration Levels.
In terms of the factors that affect career aspirations and career expectations
or relationships between factors and career aspirations and career expectations.
there are many notable findings. The first aspect for comment is the relationship
between levels of aspiration for aspired-to careers and academic achievement in
science courses. In the correlation between the GED level for aspired-to careers
and the total average mark for all science courses. there was a strong significant
correlation. This was also the case lor the total average mark for the academic
science courses. which include biology. chemistry. and physics in the level two.
and the level three courses. When the academic science courses were examined
individually a strong significant relationship was found for the level two biology.
chemistry. and physics courses. as well as. the level three biology and physics
courses. Collectively the nonacademic science courses. which include physical
science. science-techno logy-and-society. and environmental science. were found
to have a relatively strong and significant negative correlation to levels of
aspiration as measured by the GED for the aspired-to careers. Individually. these
nonacademic science courses did not have significant correlations.
Similar results were found tor the correlation between science-course
average marks and aspiration levels as measured by the SVP for the aspired-to
careers. A relatively strong significant relationship was found between the total
average mark for all science courses taken and the SVP level. This was also the
case for the total average marks for the academic science courses. When the
academic science courses were examined individually a strong significant
relationship were found for the level two biology. chemistry. and physics courses.
as well as. the level three biology and physics courses. Collectively the
nonacademic science courses were found to have a negative correlation to levels
of aspiration as measured by the SVP for the aspired-to careers. However. this
correlation was not significant Individually these nonacademic courses also did
not show significant correlations.
It can ne concluded that generally. higher marks in all [he science courses
are related 10 higher levels of aspiration. as measured by the OED and SVP for
aspired-to careers. This is also the case for academic science courses taken. but it
also appears that higher average marks in the nonacademic science courses are
related to lower levels of career aspirat ions.
Research finding 7: Academic Achievement in Science and Expectation Levels .
Aspiration levels were also measured for the expected careers and
correlations carried out between OED levels and science course marks. In the
correlation between the OED level tor expected careers and the total average mark
tor all science courses. there was a strong significant correlation. This was also
the case for the total average mark for the academic science courses. When the
academic science courses were examined individually. a strong significant
relationship was found for the level two biology and chemistry courses. as well as.
the level three biology course. Collectively the nonacademic science courses were
found to have a relatively strong and significant negative correlation to levels of
aspiration as measured by the GED for the expected careers. However.
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individually these nonacademic science courses did nor have s ignificant
correlation s .
Similar results were found for lhe correlation between science-course
average marks and aspiration levels as measured by the SVP for the expected
careers. A relatively strong significant relationship was found between the total
average mark for all science course s taken and the SVP level. This was also the
case lor the 100ai average marks tor the academic science courses . When the
academic science courses were examined individually. strong significant
relationships \vere found lor the level two biology and chemistry courses. as well
as. the level three biology course. Collectively the nonacademic science courses
were found (0 have a negative correlation 10 levels of aspiration as measu red by
the SVP for the aspired -to careers however. this correl ation was not signi ficant
Individually these nonacademic courses also did not show significan t correlations.
When the correlational ana lyses involving academic ach ievement G EO·s.
and SVP·s. are looked at in conju nction with one another the concl usion which
can be draw n is that achieveme nt in academic science courses is related to both
career aspirations and career expectations. That is. the aspirational level of career
asp irations and caree r expectations. as measured by the GEO and the SVP levels.
are positively related to overall student performance in science courses . Th is is
most evident in academic science courses.
It can be concluded that genera lly. higher marks in all the science courses
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are related to higher levels of aspiration. as measured by the GED and SVP for
expected careers. This is also the case for academic science courses taken. but it
also appears that higher average marks in the nonacademic science courses are
related to lower levels of career aspirations. These findings (6 and 7) are
supported by the literatu re in that a number of studies have found that there is a
relationship between academic achieveme nt and. educational and
aspirations and expectations (Anisef et al., 1980: Genge. 1996: Mau et al.. 1995:
McGrath. 1993: Noeth et al.. 1984: Odell. 1988: Powlette and Young. 1996:
Smith. 1991).
In terms of results. most of the remaining discussion of findings is dealing
with data that did nOIhave statistically significant results. This is noteworthy in of
itself in that. lack of statistical significance can be a significant finding. In many
cases the fact that there was no significant relationsh ip can be interpreted to mean
that there is no relationship between that particula r factor being examined and the
aspirational levels indicated by the OED and SVP levels of the aspired- to and
expected careers. However. much of the time some discussion will include trends
that are found in these data keeping in mind the fact that the significance levels
were such that these data can not be accepted as statistical ly significant. In
addition. much of the remainin g discussion deals with analyses of various factors
between OED and SVP for aspired-to careers as well as. OED and SVP for
expected careers . Rather than deal with each GED and SVP result individually,
where possible. conclusions will be drawn on these factors as a who le.
Research finding 8: Course Choice.
Curriculum factors were examined for relationship s to career aspirations
and career expectations . Reasons for course choice can be informa tive. The most
common response for course choice influence was that of interest. followed by
help with post-secondary education. help with future plans. and the courses are
needed tor a panicular career choice. Some of these responses indicate thought
about career asp irations and expectations. In fact. slightly over one third of the
class considered career aspirations and expectati ons when making course choices.
The high percentage of students indicating interest as an influence on course
choice may be a positive finding if this interest leve l leads to career choices in
these areas. This is the case for a majori ty of the students in this research study.
Half of the students. who said that course choice had helped with care er plans.
indicated that some courses that they had taken created interests. which may lead
( 0 career choices in these areas. These tinding s are supported by the literature.
Many studies have indicated a relationship between academic intere sts and high
levels of educational and career aspiration s and expec tations (Cherry and Gear.
1987; Fisher and Griggs . 1995: Gonzalez. 1997; Lewko et al., 1993; Noeth et al.,
1984: Stone and Wan g. 1990)
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Research finding 9: Co urse Choice and Levels of Aspira tions and Expectations.
Course choice helping with career plans was correla ted to aspiranonal
levels. as measured by OED and SVP for both aspired-to careers and expected
careers. While the fi nd ings are not statistica lly sign ificant. there is a trend towards
a positive relationshi p between students finding courses helpful and higher career
aspirations and expec tations. Thus. if a student found a course or courses helpful
in making career or educational plans then that student may be expected to have
higher career aspirations and expectation s.
Research finding 10: Extra-Curricular Activiti es and Levels of Aspirations and
Expectations.
A similar trend was found for participation in extra-curricular activ ities .
While no conclusive statements can be made based on these data . as a result of a
lack of significance. the trends for both career aspirations and career expectations
suggest that there may be a positive relationship between students participation in
extra-curricular activities and levels of aspirations as meas ured b)' GED's and
SVp ' s,
Research finding 11: Guidance and Levels of Aspiration and Expectation.
Another curricular area dealt with part icipation in informa tion sessions with
the guidance counselor. An important point to note is that slightly over one third
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of the subjects participated in sessions with the guidance counselor and of those
approximately rwo thirds found the session useful while one third did not. These
findings in keeping with some of the literature where it has been reported those
guidance counselors have been considered particularly useful (Cherry &
Gear.1987; Mckenna & Ferrero. 199 1: Noeth et al.• 1984: Warton & Cooney.
1997).
One would expect that. ha.... ing sought out the guidance counselor and
obtained career information from them. aspirational levels would be significantly
higher. This is not the case however. the trends for both career aspirations and
career expectations suggest that there may be a slight positive relationship
between students participation in information sessions with the guidance counselor
and levels of aspirations as measured by GEO's and SVP·s.
Research finding 12: Teachers and Levels of Aspiration and Expectation.
Teacher influence on educational or career plans is the last curricular area
of examination. It would be expected that teachers play a significant role in
student educational and career development. This is not the case. As with the
guidance counselor, j ust under one third of the students indicated that teachers had
influenced career or educational plans while two thirds indicated that teachers did
not playa role in future plans. Of those students that indicated a positive influence
by teachers. no significant relationship was obtained between this influence and
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their GED and SVP levels. However. the trends for both career aspirations and
career expectati ons suggest that there may be a slight positive relationship
between students indicating that there has been some teacher influence on their
career or educational plans. and levels of aspirations particularly as measured by
GED·s. This trend is not evident when measuring aspirations by SVP' s.
The literature findings on the usefulness of teachers and counselors indicate
that in man>' instances they do playa role in career aspirations and expectations
(Cherry & Gear. 1987; Dick & Rallis. 1991; Fisher and Griggs. 1995: McKenna
and Ferrero. 199 1: Noeth et a!.. 1984: warton & Cooney. 1997). Other findings
indicated little inl1uence by teachers and/or counselors [Arnold et al. 1988;
Gonzalez. 1997: Kotrlik & Harrison. 1989: Powlene & Young. 1996: Stevens &
Mason. 1994).
Family variables were examined for relationships to career aspirations and
career expectations. Parental levels of education were crosstabulated with
aspirational levels as measured by the GED and SVP for aspired-to careers and
expected careers .
Research finding 13: Parental Levels of Education and Levels of Aspirations and
Expectations.
When examining the relationship between the fathers' level of education
and students ' espirauonal levels. no significant results were found. However. it
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does appear that there may be a slight positive trend for the relationship between
the fathers' level of educational attainment and the students' level of aspirations.
as measured by the OED and SVP for both. career aspiration s and career
expectations.
Similar results were found for the relationship between the mothers' level
of education and students ' aspirational levels. Again. no significant results were
found. While no conclusions can be drawn from these data. mainly due to the lack
of significance. there appear to be trends worth discussing. It appears that there
may be a small relationship between the mothers' level of educational attainment
and the students' level of aspirations. as measured by the OED and SVP for both
career aspirations and career expectations.
Findings in the literature suggest mixed results in terms of the relationships
between parental educational levels and student aspirations and expectations.
Some findings suggestlittle or no relationship between these factors (Odell. 1988:
Trusty ct al., 1997). Other studies have found relationships between these factors
(Conroy. 1997: Larson. Daniels. Schriger. & Freeman. 1993: Lewko et al.. 1993:
Mcwhirter et al.. 1996: Sariagiani. Wilson. Peterson. & Vicary. 1990: Wilson &
Wilson. 1991).
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Research finding 14: Parental Occupations Versus Student's Aspired-to
Occupations.
Another family variable that was examined was that of the relationship
between parenta l occupation and student occupation in terms of major industrial
groupings. In tenu s of the relationship between the fathers' industrial groups and
the students ' industria l groups. an important finding was that no students aspired
to careers in the same industries as their fathers. For the data on the mothers'
industrial group ings. a small proportion of students aspired 10 careers in similar
industries as their mothers. These industrial groupings were clerical. and medicine
and health. Similar findings were found for the relationship between the industrial
groupings for students' expected careers and fathers' industrial groupings. This
time only one student expected to be in the same industry as his or her father. This
was the fishing and trapping industry. For the relationship beeveen the industrial
groupings for students' expected careers and mothers' industrial groupings. three
industries were related . They were service. processing. and medicine and health
receptively. Thus it can be concluded that the vast majority of students do not
seem to look at the careers in which the fathers are involved. and only slightly
more students look on the mothers ' careers. in terms of possible careers for
themselves.
Research finding 15: QED and SVP levels for Parental Careers and Student
Aspired-to and Expected Careers .
Parenta l occupations were assigned GED and SVP levels and these were
correlated with the QED and SVP levels for the aspired-to and expected careers of
die students , The onl y result that was close to being significant was that of the
QED level of the fathers ' occupation and the students QED level for expected
careers. None of the results was significant so we conclude that there is no
relationship betw een the aspirational levels of students' asp ired-to or expected
careers and the aspirational levels of the parent al occupations. This is counter to
many findings in the literature in which relationships between parental
occupations and educ ational Of career aspirations and expectatio ns were found
(Conroy. 1997: l ee . 19801: Lewko et al.. 1993: Marjoribanks. 1986: McDonald &
Jessel l. 199:2: McNair and Brown . 1983: Way & Rossmann. 1996: Wilson and
Wilson. 1991). Howev er. it is supported by some findings which suggest link
relationshi p betwee n parental occupation and student aspirations and expectations
{Mau et al.. 1995: Mcw hirter et aL 1996: Odell . 1988: Smith. 1991: Stone and
Wang. 1990: Trusty et al.. 19971.
Research finding 16 : Family Influence on Aspired-to and Expected Careers.
Family influen ce was examined for correlations between QED and SVP
levels for aspire d-to and expected careers . No conclusive statements can be made
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based on these data. because of a lack of significance. However. the trends tor
both career aspirations and career expectations suggest that there may be a slight
positive relationship between students indicating that there has not been a family
influence on their career or educational plans. and levels of aspirations as
measured by GED's and SVP·s. This is interesting in that these results are counter
to what would be expected. One would think that family influence into
educational and career aspirations and expectations would lead to higher levels of
aspi-auons and expectations. This is supported by findings of McNair and Brown
(1983). Noeth er at. ( 1984) Odell (1989) . Powlette and Young (l996 ). Stone and
Wang (1990) and Wilson and Wilson (1991). to name a few. These findings are
not significant and therefo re it can be concluded that no relationship exists
between family influence and aspirational levels. Nevertheless. the trends suggest
that the greater the amount of family influence the lower the levels of aspirations
and expectations.
Research finding 17: Media Influence on Career Aspirations and Expectations.
Another area that was examined was that of media influence on aspirational
levels as measured by the GED and SVP for aspired-to and expected careers.
Crosstabulations were examined between levels of aspirations and whether the
media had helped with educational or career plans. No conclusive statements can
be made based on these data. because of a lack of significance. However. the
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trends for both career aspirations and career expectations suggest that there may be
a slight positive relationship between students indicating that there have been no
media influence on their career or educational plans. and levels of aspirations as
measured by GED·s. The opposite appears to be the case lor the SVP·s. The
students were also asked how media sources were helpful in their educational and
career planning. While slightly less than half of the students found media sources
helpful. a majority of those that did get help from these sources indicated that they
helped 10 develop specific career interests and gained exposure to varied careers.
The literature findings indicate that media sources are useful to students to help
them gain information regarding education and careers (Arnold et al.. 1988:
Cherry & Gear. 1987: Gonzalez. 1997: McKenna and Ferrero. 1991).
Research finding 18: Use of Computers and Career Aspirations and Expectations.
Along with examination of media sources. the usefulness of computers lor
obta ining educational and career Information was examined. Almost 90% of the
students indicated that they used computers. When computer use was
crosstabulated with levels of aspiration. as measured by the GED and SVP for
aspired-to and expected careers. it was found that there are differing trends for
both career aspirations and career expectations. For career aspirations. these data
suggest that there may be a slight positive relationship between students ind icating
that they use computers. and levels of aspirations as measured by GED's and
SVP·s. The opposite appears to be the case for the career expectations. These
data suggest thai there is a slight positive relationship between students indicating
that they do nor use computers and levels of aspirations as measured by GED 's
and SVP·s. Since these findings are not statistically significant and the trends tend
to be ambiguous it is difficult to make any conclusion other than there is not a
relationship between computer use and aspirational levels for aspired-to and
expected careers.
Research finding 19: Use of the Internet and Career Aspirations and Expectations.
The final media question examined the relationship between the internet
and educational and career aspirations and expectations. No conclusive statements
can be made based on these data. because of a lack of significance. However. the
trends lor both career aspirations and career expectations suggest that there may be
a slight positive relationship between students indicating that they did nor use
computers and/or the internet to obtain career information. and levels of
aspirations as measured by GED's and SYP·s. Since these trends are slight and
the results are not statistically significant it can be concluded that there is no
relationship between computer and internet use and educational and career
aspirations and expectations. This is not what would have been expected .
Presumably. use of computers and the internet would expose students to greater
varieties of careers and increase technical skills which should translate into higher
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level aspirations. These findings may be due to the fact that internet use is quite
new in this area and is still quite limited in terms of access for students. Many
teachers are inexperienced in the computer and internet use themselves and can
offer little aid to students in terms of searching the World Wide Web tor
educational and career information.
Gender differences were examined and a number of interesting points
emerged.
Research finding 20: Gender Differences for Industrial Groupings.
For industrial groupings. the majority of careers to which the males aspired
were male-oriented while the majority of careers to which the females aspired
were temale-orier ued. Notable exceptions were medicine and health. the highest
aspired-EO industrial grouping for the females and not aspired-to at all for the
males. Science. engineering and mathematics also had a relatively high number of
females aspiring to this industrial grouping. Thus. the females more than the
males are open to enter careers that are less gender-specific. This is an interesting
finding in light o f the research that indicates that women are often
underrepresented in science and engineering professions (Dick & Rallis. 1991;
Farmer et al., 1995: Powlene & Young. 1996). Similar results were found for the
examination of the relationship between aspiration levels and industrial groupings
for expected careers. The most notable difference was that more females than
males reported being undecided about career expectations.
Research finding 21: Gender Differences for Aspired-to Careers.
In terms of actual careers the above-mentioned trend continues. Of
particular interest is in the nature of the types of careers to which each gender
aspired. Males typically aspired to gender neutral careers. such as musician. or to
male dominated careers. such as the armed forces. chemical engineering. and
mechanic. Females appeared less likely £0 stay within traditionally gender-typical
careers. While some of the females aspired to careers in female dominant areas
such as nurse or daycare worker. many aspired to gender neutral careers. such as
computer operator or lawyer. Still others aspired to gender nontraditional careers
such as. R.C.M.P. officers or physicians. Similar results were found for expected
careers. Similar findings are reponed by Farmer ( 1983) as well as McMahon and
Patton ( 1991) that females tend to be less gender-stereotyped than males. A
notable finding was that more females than males were undecided about career
expectations.
Research finding 22: Gender Differences in GED and SVP Levels lor Aspirations
and Expectations.
Aspirational levels as measured by the QED and SVP for aspired-to and
expected careers. were examined for gender differences. When these data were
analyzed. a number of important points emerged. The GED and SVP levels for
aspired-to careers are slightly more strongly correlated to the GED and SVP levels
for expected careers. for males than for females. In both cases. the correlations
were significant. In addition. a significant difference was found between the GED
levels for aspired-to careers and expected careers for females. No significant
differences were found between the GED and SVP levels lor aspired-to and
expected careers lor males or for the SVP levels for aspired-to and expected
careers tor females. Thus. females lend to aspire to significantly higher careers
and expect to enter significantly lower careers. in terms of GED levels. than do
males.
Research finding .23: Gender Differences in Mean GED and SVP Levels for
Aspirations and Expectations.
When mean GED and SVP levels were compared between males and
females another significant finding emerged. Females had significantly higher
aspiration levels. as measured by the GED for aspired-to careers. than did males.
The GED levels tor expected careers and the SVP levels for aspired-to and
expected careers did nOI show significant mean differences between males and
females. although for each case females do exhibit higher aspirationallevels than
do the males. Findings from the literature are mixed with respect to gender
differences in aspiration and expectation levels. Some findings have indicated that
females do have higher aspiration levels than do males (Apostal & Bilden. 1991:
Conroy. 1997; Farmer. 1983: McMahon and Parton. 1997: Post et al.. 1996:
Rojewski. 1995: Sharpe and White. 1993). Other findings indicate that males
have higher educational and career aspirations and expectations than do females
(Bogie. 1976: Boswell & Katz. 1980: Dick & Rallis. 1991: Lamb. 1993: Merini &
Greenberger. 1978: Morrison et al.. 1994: Powlerte & Young. 1996). Vel. other
findings Indicate thatlitt le or no differences were found (Brown. 1997).
Research finding 24: Gender Differences in the relationship between GED and
SVP levels and Academic Achievement.
The relationship between aspirational level as measured by the OED and
SVP tor aspired-to as well as expected careers and academic achievement was
examined lor gender differences. A number of important differences were found.
The main differences lie in the number of areas in which significant results arc
found. Generally. the males have greater numbers of significant results with
higher correlation coefficients than do the females tor aspired-to careers. For
example. the total science credits were significant for the males but n OI the
females lor both the GED and SVP results. Thus. it can be concluded thai there is
a relationship between higher academic achievement in science and aspirational
levels for aspired-to careers for males but not for females. For expected careers.
the results are slightly different. This lime the comparison between males and
females is less clear. Both have a number of significant results including tota l
science averages for the QED for expected careers. In fact. the females '
correlation coefficient was greater than the males. In addi tion. lor the SVP
measure for expected careers. the male correlation coefficient is not significant.
Thus. for career expectations it can be concluded that there is a greater relationship
between academ ic achievement and aspirational levels for expected careers for
females than for males.
The last section left for discussion is the brief comparison between findings
in this study and that of the Yourh Transition into the Labour Market (YTLM)
study by Sharpe and Spain (199 Ia).
Research finding 25: Career Choice Response.
Career choice response frequencies were compared between these two
studies. and little difference was found between the two. with the exception of the
no response and (he do not know response. All students in this current study listed
aspired-to careers. while 5% of the YTLM study did not Thus. the rural students
from (his study are very much in line with the general Newfoundland population
in terms of listing aspired-to careers.
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Research finding 26: Comparison of Industrial Groupings.
Industrial categories were also examined for comparison . The results are
quite similar for this comparison as well. Of the top four industrial groupings
listed in the current study. three of them were also in the top four for the YTlM
study. These were service: natural science. engineering and mathematics: and
medicine and health. For the current study the artistic. literary. performing arts
and related occupations was the second most frequently aspired-to industrial
grouping but was not in the top four o f the YTLM study. Conversely. social
science and related fields was the fourth most frequently aspired-to industrial
grouping lor the YTlM but was not in the top four lor this study. Another
frequently aspired-to industrial grouping tor the YTLM study was that of teaching
and related occupations. the fifth most aspired-to industrial grouping. For the
current study. it was the lowest. These diff erences are not great therefore. it can
be concluded that the aspirations lor the rural students in this current study are
similar to the Newfoundland population from the YTl M study. Perhaps some of
the differences are due to local cultural differences or the change in environments
from the past to the present. In terms of the artistic. literary. performing arts and
related occupations. which were frequently aspired-to in the current study. the
Island locale has a rich tradition of music in the various communitie s. which may
translate into career aspirations. In terms of the differences in frequencies for
career aspirations in teaching and related occupations. there is a difference. which
may be because the teaching profession and school environments have changed
over the last ten years. This may explain the fact that very few students in the
current study aspired to the teaching professions compared to those in the YTLM
study.
Research finding 27: Comparison of Studem Plans.
The last area of comparison was in terms of the plans for the following
vear. The results of this comparison lead (0 some interesting findings. In terms of
continuing education. the results are very similar. However. the other categories
show marked differences. In terms of intentions to work the following year. tar
more students in the current study planned for this. This is an interesting finding
in light of the high levels of youth unemployment in Newfoundland. One would
have expected students to recognize the need tor continued education as a means
to achieve long-term meaningful employment. Also. tar more of the students in
the current study planned to return to high school to either finish up their programs
or to upgrade marks for entrance into post-secondary programs. While this may
be looked at as a positive finding in that more students are recognizing the need to
have higher marks for entrance into post-secondary programs. it may also be a
negative finding in that more students are taking longer to get through the high
school program. Perhaps this is due to the fact that students see the high levels of
unemployment and the uncertain future that awaits them and prefer to spend one
more year in the relatively safe confines of the high school system.
The findings and conclusions sections of this paper are complete.
Recommendations for educational policy and for further research will conclude
this paper.
Recommendations
ln this section. recommendations for educational policy and lor further
research will be made based on the findings and conclusions outlined above. The
lim set of recommendations that will be discussed is lor those interested in
educational policy-making. These may include teachers. guidance counselors.
school administrators. school board administrators. and policy-makers at the
Department of Education.
Recommendation I.
For rural isolated students aspiring to various careers. it is important that
they be exposed 10 as many different career options as possible. Some ways that
this may be achieved are through the use of:
a) Expanded library career information materials which may be presented to
students in order for them to increase their knowledge of career
opportunities:
b) Field trips to major centers so that students can be exposed to a variety of
occupational activities:
c) Increased internet and distance education resources. so that students ma~
enroll in online course activities or simply use the World Wide Web 10 seek
out specific career information:
d) Schoo l visitations by various career reference groups. students can gain
valuable first hand career information.
Recommendation :!.
High numbers of students returning for an additional year of high school
may be a concern for educational officials. Therefore. an examination of this
phenomenon should be undertaken to ascertain the underlying causes and [0
address the situation.
Recommendat ion 3.
The negat ive relationship between academic achievement in nonacademic
science courses and career aspirations is an area of concern. Therefore. attempts
must be made to try to increase the career aspirations of those students in the
nonacademic science courses who tend to do well in these courses. Since there is
a positive correlation between career aspirations and expectations. and academic
achievement in science courses. all students should be encouraged to enroll in
more science courses and to excel in science.
Recommendation ~ .
Since many students indicated that interest in courses played a part in
choosing particular courses and that course interest is related to career aspirations.
students should be encouraged to develop Interests in various areas of study.
When particular interests are noted students should be directed by teachers and
guidance counselors 10 seek out specific career information in those areas.
Recommendation 5.
Very few students avail of the guidance serv ices already provided by the
school. and lor those that do there is vel)' linle relationship between the receiving
of career guidance and aspirarional levels lor career aspirations or expectations.
Therefore. a serious review of the guidance services needs to be conducted in
order to discover how best to olTer these services to meet the needs of students.
Perhaps starting mandatory career guidance sessions at an earlier grade such as the
junior high level or to offer a career course at the junior high level would help
remedy the situation. In addition. guidance counselors should be inserviced on
how to offer up-to-date career information using technologies such as the internet.
Recommendation 6.
Few students indicated that teachers had any influence on educational or
career decisions. There fore. teachers should be provided with inservice training
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on how to bring relevant career information into the course offerings. Along these
same lines curricula should be adjusted or designed to bring more relevant career
information into each course. It should also be mandatory for students to enroll in
career education courses. perhaps starting in the junior high and continu ing into
the early high school.
Recommendation 7.
Since family influence on educational and career planning was minimal.
services need to be established by the school which would allow parents or
significant others 10 obtain educational or career information. This would allow
them to help the young people in making these educational and career choices.
Recommendation 8.
There appears to be little correlation between computer and internet use and
levels of educational and career aspirations and expectations. probably due to the
small numbers of individuals who actually used the internet or computers for
career information gathering. Therefore. a program of instruction into internet use
for the purpose of searching out educational and career information should be
implemented. In addition. more students should be encouraged to take computer
science courses in school if possible. starting in the elementary or j unior high
levels.
Recommendation 9.
Some gende r differences occurred in terms of types of careers aspired-to
and expected. in that males tended to aspire to and expect the more traditiona l
career areas while females were more open to nontraditional areas. Therefore.
females should cont inue to be encouraged to aspire to these various areas while
males should have increased exposure to nontraditional areas and to males that are
currently employed in these types of careers.
Recommendation 10.
Another area of concern is that more females than males were not listing
expected careers and females tended to have high level aspirations but lower level
expectations. Therefore. there needs to be an emphasis placed on helping female
students seek out career information and to determine appropriate career paths and
to encourage females to higher level career expectations.
The next set of recommendations will be for further research.
Recommendation I I.
The informat ion gathered for this research paper deals with one group of
students at a particular time in their lives. A greater understanding of the
educational and career aspirations and expectations. and of those factors affecting
these aspirations and expectations. may be gleaned by the use of a follow-up study
sometime in the future. Therefore. a follow-up study in five years time is
recommended.
Recommendation tl .
Gender differences were found in the study. but these differences were not
examined in detail. Therefore. further research into these gender differences
should be undertaken.
Recommendation 13.
The transition from school to work appears to be a concern in
Newfoundland. It is recommended thai funding be provided by the government to
undertake further research in this area of education and a follow-up study of the
Youth Transition into the Labour Market study. which was initially conducted b~
Sharpe and Spain in 1989. be undertaken.
Conclusion
It is hoped that this study has called attention to factors pertaining to
aspirations and expectations amongst students fro m small rural Newfoundland
communities. Moreover. it is hoped that the recommendations that have been
made will provide some impetus and guidance lor changes to educational policy
penaining to these problems.
'"Although this study examined a great deal of information. there are still
many aspects of this problem left unexamined. II is hoped that educational
researchers will be encouraged to continue with research into educational and
career aspirations and expectations of students from isolated rural areas in order to
gain understan ding of these complex issues.
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Appendix A
Research Questionnaire
Qu estionnaire
This questionnaire is part of a research paper carried out by Mr. Craig Tucker as
part of his thesis for his Master of Education degree at Memorial Univers ity. The
reason for this questionnaire is to examine the factors that have influenced the
career choices and/or the educational choice s that students make towards their
future . Please take th is survey seriously, lake your time and answer the questions
thoughtfully. Thank you for your cooperation. Please note thai th is is a
confidential survey. Mr . Tucker and Dr. Stevens will be usin g this
information for research purposes only .
Gen eral Inf orm ation
I .Name
:!.Age
3.Sex
-i.Addresvpb one number
I) If nothi ng could get in your way. wha t would be the perfect job for you'?
2) What do you need to do in order to have this per fect jo b? fie. training. degree s.
t": tc .. )
3) Being realistic. what do you think you will actua lly be doing for a caree r?
~) What are you going to do at the end of this school year or the beginning of the
next school year'? Why'?
5) Have you had any job experience'? If so. What rypets) of jobs? How much did
you make?
Home -family-community
I) Who lives at home with you'?(Parents. brothers and sisters etc. )
2) What jobs do your family members do?
Father
Mothe r
Brothers
Sisters
AuntsJUncles
3) What are the levels of education that each familv member has?
l. Father .
'I Mother
3. Brothers
4. Sisters
5. AuntsfUncles
4) Have any of your relatives helped you to decide what you are going to do after
high school. in terms of either jobs or education? Briefly describe how they
helped.
5) Do you have any close relatives living off Fogo Island? If so. who and where?
6) Make a list of the major places you have visited off of Fogo Island.
I) When you had course choices to make. what types of things influenced your
decisio n to take one course over another?
2) Have any courses that you have done helped you decide what your future plans
will be? I f so. briefly explain how.
3 ) Are you involved in any extra-curricular activities at schoo l? If so. list them.
H not, why not:
4) Have you had any information sessions with the guidance counselor
concerning your future plans? If so. did you find this helpful? Briefly
explain.
5) Have teachers been an influence on your decis ions lor future cerecr or
educational plans? lf so. briefly discuss how.
I ) What are most of your friends planning for their future?
:n If you have a boyfriend or girlfriend. if they are in school what grade are they
in. ifnot what are they doing? What are their plans for their future?
I ) Are you involved in any activities in your community? If so. list them. Have
these activities helped you with deciding your future plans? If so. briefly
explain.
~ ) Are vour friends involved in anv activities in their communities? Are thev the
same activities that you are in? 'List some. .
Media-Informati on Technolo gy
I) Approxima tely how much television do you watch per day?
~l What types of shows do you watch? List your favorites.
3) Approximately how much radio do you listen 10per day?
.J ) What types of mus ic do you listen to? List your favorites.
5) Have you gained any knowledge or received any information on the T.V. or
radio. which has helped you in making plans tor your future? If so. briefly
explain.
6) Do you use a computer? If so. where do you use it and what do you use it for?
7) Have you used a computer or the internet to obtain information about possible
career or educational choices'? If so. briefly explain what you found out and
how it helped you in planning your future.
Thank you for your time in tilling out this questionnai re. If there are any points
that you think could be added to get a better picture of how you arrived at a plan
for your future. please take a second and .... rite them down. Again. thank you!
Appendix B
Letter of Cons cent to School Board
5/10/98
Mr. Randall Mercer, Director
Gander-Lewisporre SchoolDistrict 116
Mr. Mercer;
I am writing this letter to obtain permission from the schoo l board to carry out a
survey and interviews of the level III students of Fogo Island Central High. This
survey and the follow-up interviews comprise part of my research for my thesis in
the Master"s program. As the school year is coming to a close and the nature of
the research requires level III students towards the end of their high school careers .
time is of the essence. Thus. I am respectfully requesting that the approval for this
research be as forthcoming as possible. The ethics committee at Memorial
University has given approval subject 10 principal and board written approval. I
enclose a copy of my survey for your examination. If possible could you fax a
response as soon as possible?
GratefullyYours,
Craig Tucker
Appendi x C
Letter of Consent to Parents
250
Dear Paren t or Guardian:
I am a graduate student in the Faculty of Education at Memorial University of
Newfoundland . As part of my thesis research I will be handing out a
questionnaire to all level III students in the end of May. The reason for this
questionnaire is to examine the factors that have influenced the career choices
and/or the educationa l choices that students make towards their future. I am
requesting your permission for your child to take part in this study.
Your child ' s participati on will consist of answering a series of survey questions
ranging from their plans for the future 10 what kinds of television shows they
watch, In the second stage of the research some of the students will be
interview ed in a one on one situa tion . This is done 10 get a deeper understa nding
of some student's views on the various topics. The survey portion of the study
will take approximately 20 minutes to complete and the interview sess ion will take
approxim ately 20 to 30 minutes , The interview session may be taped with each
tape being destroyed at the end of the research period .
All informa tion gathered in this study is strictly confidential and at no time will
individuals be identi fied. I am interested in the student 's decision makin g process,
not in the performance of any part icular individual, Participat ion is voluntary and
you may withd raw your child at any time, This study has received the approval of
the Facu lty of Education's Ethics Review Committee. The results of my research
can be made ava ilable to you upon reques t.
If you are in agreement with having your child participa te in this study please
sign below and returnone copy to the homeroom teacher. The other is tor you. if
you have any concerns please teet tree to contact me at the school or my thesis
superviso r, Dr. Ken Stevens at Memorial University. (709 ) 737 - 4847. For third
party contact you can contact Dr, Linda Phillips. Associat e Dean of Graduate
Studies and Research , Memorial University. (709) 737 - 8S87.
Thank you for your cooperation and could you please return this sheet to me
befo re May 15th.
Yours sincerely,
( (parent/ guardian ) hereby give penni ssion for my child to take part in a study on
what factors affect career/educatio nal decision making in level III students being
undertaken by Craig Tucker. I understand that participation is voluntary and that
my chi ld and/or I can withdraw permis sion at any time. All informatio n is strictly
confidential and no individuals will be identified.
Date: _ Signaturej; _
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Explanations c r th e Levels of
Ge nera l Educational Development (GED)
And
Specific Vocational Preparati on (SVP)
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